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Abstract 
The EDAPTS (Efficient Deployment of Advanced Public Transportation Systems) system is 
designed to facilitate the public transportation system, making it even easier for San Luis 
Obispo residents and guests to use. We have upgraded the web component of the system 
adding a tool that makes it simple for non-programmers to add, edit, and delete routes. 
Furthermore, we have modified the front end web code to read from a central MySQL database 
containing all the route information created using the new, user-friendly tool. 
Introduction 
The San Luis Obispo Public Transportation system has excellent coverage and 
availability throughout the city, making it a great alternative to driving. Nonetheless, 
pitfalls exist that deter residents from utilizing this public service. The EDAPTS system 
aims to alleviate some of these pitfalls making public transportation an even more 
appealing alternative to driving. In early 2001, the first EDAPTS system was installed, 
tested, and began operation at San Luis Obispo (SLO) Transit. The system utilizes 
innovative digital communications links, open source designs, solar powered real-time 
arrival signs, and innovative data links to improve transit services and safety for 
passengers and drivers [13]. In 2005, Caltrans approved three separate research 
projects to evaluate the cost/benefit of the system. These projects concluded that 
EDAPTS is an effective, low-cost, easily deployed, and economically sound solution for 
small to medium transit systems. 
 
While the evaluation reports brought great news, the studies also discovered that not all 
EDAPTS features were recognized as directly beneficial to passengers, drivers or SLO 
Transit management. It was found that most passengers were largely unaware of the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers installed in each bus, and drivers and 
dispatchers valued the use of voice radios over the GPS [14]. In 2009, Cal Poly student 
Jeff Tikkanen took advantage of these GPS receivers using them to develop a web-
based, real-time Bus Location Prediction Web Application. Jeff‟s system shows users 
the location of SLO Transit buses within the city by interfacing with the on-board 
receivers present in each bus. Unfortunately, SLO Transit revises bus routes and 
schedules annually and the information contained in Jeff‟s system quickly became 
outdated. In 2010, another Cal Poly student, Matthew Bojorquez, manually updated 
Jeff‟s system with new information to reflect the stop and route changes that had been 
made since Jeff‟s initial creation in 2009 [15]. While manual entry worked as a stop gap 
for that year, it became clear that the system wasn‟t designed to handle significant route 
changes. The Bus Location Prediction Web Application needs an overhaul to ensure 
one can easily update the system with accurate and reliable bus route and schedule . 
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Context & Motivation 
Previous senior projects made information about the SLO Transit buses available to the 
public in hopes that it would increase ridership, make public transportation easier to 
use, and ultimately have a positive environment effect. These projects mapped the real-
time location of SLO transit buses by integrating the GPS radios present on each bus 
with a JavaScript Google Maps API producing a map that displayed accurate, real-time 
bus location information. While these projects were successful in displaying the bus 
information, they were also designed with excessive hard coding that makes simple 
tasks such as route modification, schedule changes, and adding/removing bus routes a 
very difficult task. The shortfall of hard-coding data by design means that even small 
changes require significant modifications to the entire system. Furthermore, these 
changes are ones that only a programmer familiar with the system can make. 
Unfortunately, the manual data entry requirement leads to a bus location system that 
quickly becomes out of date and inaccurate and therefore useless to its users. To avoid 
this, the system must contain accurate information. Our project aims to modify the 
existing system in a way that will retain existing functionality while making it easier to 
maintain, update and improve upon. Our design should ensure that the system has 
accurate bus information and future projects involving EDAPTS will have up-to-date 
information for more elaborate and advanced features. 
ABET Senior Project Analysis 
Economic 
A successful implementation of our project will have the capability to increase SLO 
Transit‟s revenue while decreasing the profits of their competitors. The project makes it 
easier for individuals to utilize public transportation and therefore decrease their 
expenditures on competitive forms of transportation (mainly automobiles). Furthermore, 
as SLO Transit use increases, the money the government invests yields higher returns. 
 
The project is completely software based so the only development cost is labor. This 
project has minimal upkeep costs, as it runs on a server that is already on for other 
purposes. The design makes the system easy to maintain and upgrade, which should 
lengthen the projects life span, thus increasing the value of the initial investment as time 
goes on. In addition, future students may make additional modifications and 
improvements to further enhance usability and features. As work continues on 
EDAPTS, its effectiveness will increase leading to additional economic advantages. 




Increased use of public transportation will likely decrease environmental pollutants as 
public transportation uses significantly less fuel and resources compared to personal 
vehicles.  If more people start to use public transportation instead of personal vehicles, 
the efficiency of the system will increase leading to a reduction in pollution from private 
transportation. This helps remove excess cars from roads, lowering total gas emissions 
and traffic congestion for the city. Furthermore, if people decide they can depend on 
public transportation they may purchase fewer cars which reduces the environmental 
stresses of creation, maintenance, and recycling efforts involved with automobiles. 
Sustainability 
Sustainability plays a big role in our project. The improvements that our project makes 
to the current EDAPTS system will make it easier for residents to live a sustainable 
lifestyle. Accurate bus schedules will encourage the community to use public transit 
instead of cars. When people use public transportation, the need to constantly replace 
and repair private vehicles declines. Less cars and therefore car repairs means less 
waste and leads to a more sustainable community. Furthermore, the system is not run 
on its own dedicated server but instead conserves resources by running alongside other 
systems on a shared server. 
 
On a different level, we are increasing the sustainability of the EDAPTS project itself, by 
making it easier to update and keep up with the changing schedules. By doing so, we 
are helping all the previous projects surrounding EDAPTS stay accessible and 
increasing their viable lifespan. 
Manufacturability 
The bus schedule update tool will ensure that people updating the route in the future will 
not waste resources (specifically time) manually updating the software with each new 
schedule. Furthermore, one can easily change routes, increasing reliability of the 
system. Our project aims to restructure and improve the existing system so that future 
improvements and modifications take minimal effort. Our iteration of EDAPTS has a 
tremendous growth potential. Our project serves as a solid jumping-off point for future 
projects as they won‟t have to change the existing system, but can instead focus on 
improvements. 
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The fact that our project is all software based means that implementing it requires no 
direct physical resources, which is a benefit of software solutions. 
Ethical 
Unfortunately, our project has limitations as it is not easily accessible to those who don‟t 
have internet access. In addition, non-English speakers may find it difficult to make use 
of the website. However, increasing the availability of this information benefits the public 
at large. Helping people utilize public transportation has a utilitarian benefit to society. In 
addition, public transportation also helps ensure that all members of the community are 
able to travel. Finally, we believe our project serves a valuable educational opportunity 
for us as engineers, and as such, makes for a good senior project. 
Health & Safety 
A decline in personal automobile usage in favor of public transportation will decrease 
pollution, positively affecting public health. In addition reduction of automobile use will 
likely reduce the number of automobile-related injuries and deaths. This system should 
increase the accuracy of bus timetables allowing riders the freedom to utilize time that 
would normally spent waiting for the bus to arrive in any way they see fit, which should 
improve the happiness and wellbeing of riders. 
Social 
Improvements to EDAPTS can positively affect the general population‟s opinion 
regarding public transportation. By providing a way to accurately view the location and 
other information regarding active bus routes, EDAPTS helps reduce one of the 
negative aspects to using public transit. Since users of the system will easily determine 
the location of active buses, they will be more likely to use the transit system. The 
increase in use will impact SLO Transit as bus utilization could increase.  
 
Furthermore, the quality of life for transit riders will increase as riders can use EDAPTS 
to determine more accurate bus arrival times. This will minimize the amount of time they 
are forced to wait allowing many riders to utilize the extra time. This improvement 
especially benefits Cal Poly students who, as a group, are very busy and frequently use 
the bus system to commute. 
 
However, people without readily available internet access could have trouble accessing 
the system, leaving them at a disadvantage compared to those who do have access. 
Even so, constant internet connectivity is quickly becoming commonplace which will 
help eliminate the inequality.  
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Political 
An increase in bus use will help ensure funding for SLO Transit into the future. As the 
government continues to cut spending and decrease funding for public programs, 
ineffective or unused public programs can see a large drop in funding. However, 
politicians will be less inclined to cut from an effective, well utilized transit system, 
instead allocating government resources to continue operation. In addition, a popular 
and effective public transportation system would reflect well on San Luis Obispo which 
could lead to additional funding at the state level. Finally, as the general population 
grows to use and rely on the transit system, support for bills and measures that 
positively affect SLO Transit will increase. 
 
On the flip side, investing our time into the public transportation system leaves private 
transportation systems at a disadvantage, as our time and knowledge was not put 
towards increasing their business. This was not a desired outcome, but it is a 
recognized consequence of our efforts to maximize the utilitarian advantages of a public 
transportation system. 
Expenses 
The scope of our project dictated that software development was the only investment 
needed. No hardware or software was purchased. The vast majority of our labor was 
spent planning, coding, testing, verifying, and documenting our work. If we presume 8 
hours per week per person, for 2 quarters (approximately 20 weeks) that comes to a 
total of 160 hours per person. At $27/hour labor comes to $4,320 per person leading to 
a grand total of $8,640 for the project. However, if we further consider the consulting 
time with our advisor – one hour per week on average – that would add additional cost 
to the project.  
Project Goals & Justifications 
We aim to create a system that helps and benefits the public‟s everyday life. We hope 
to achieve our goal by working with Professor Braun on the EDAPTS senior project. The 
project involves improving the current EDAPTS system that presents real-time and 
forecasted bus location information to the general San Luis Obispo public. By improving 
this portion of the EDAPTS system we hope to enhance information provided to users 
so that they may effectively utilize the San Luis Obispo transit system. 
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Requirements and Specifications 
Design Requirements (Marketing Requirements) 
● Beginning users should easily interpret the information presented to them on the map 
● All the routes should be up to date 
● Provide accurate time/location information for each bus 
● Create a tool to make updating bus routes and schedules easier 
● Convey different schedules (night/day/weekend) for the same route 
● System should be easily maintained, upgraded and administered 
Project Specifications (Engineering Requirements) 
● Correct route information according to the printed schedules provided by SLO Transit 
● Update/modify existing codebase to handle more than one schedule for each route. 
Determine the correct time of day and thus the correct route schedule 
● Website front-end will automatically determine which schedules to draw on the map 
based off information in the MySQL database 
● Web front-end will automatically draw the active routes‟ bus stops based off information 
in the MySQL database 
● Specify new bus stops using a GUI that places the stops (marker API code) in the 
MySQL database 
● Specify a new route using a GUI which places the encoded route information (Google 
Maps API code) in the MySQL database. 
● Edit and Remove existing Routes and Stops using a GUI 
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Project Planning and Gantt Chart 
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Figure 1 - Proposed Gantt Chart 
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Figure 2 - Realized Gantt Chart 
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Design Methods Incorporated and 
Designs Considered 
We wanted to design and develop our project with an eye towards the future. Many students 
have worked to develop the current EDAPTS system and it will likely continue to improve and 
change as students continue work into the future. With that in mind, we really want to produce 
easily understood and maintainable code. To achieve that goal, we would need to make 
incremental improvements, properly documenting any changes, and avoid re-implementing or 
duplicating existing code. This leads to one of the major challenges with our project: determining 
how to effectively improve the existing codebase while adhering to the above incremental 
design approach [12]. 
 
In traditional development, developers use the waterfall model – a sequential design method in 
which developers see progress as flowing steadily downwards through each phase [11]. 
However, this model doesn‟t allow revisions to previous stages. If implementing a particular 
area of the system becomes extraordinarily difficult, one cannot revise the initial design. This 
leads to code of poor quality and degrades the value of the system. Instead of pursuing a 
design and working around its faults, it is better to revise the design. Therefore, to avoid the 
mistakes that arise in the waterfall approach, our project uses iterative and incremental 
development. Using this approach the project is developed through multiple, repeated cycles 
(iterative) split into many smaller portions/task (incremental) [12]. The iterative approach allows 
the developer to take advantage of what was learned during development of earlier parts or 
versions of the system, minimizing flaws in the final product. 
 
 
Figure 3 - Development Cycle 
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One of the other significant challenges to designing our project is deciding how to effectively 
refactor the existing codebase. The current system contains hard coded and global variable 
referenced in multiple files, which directly conflicts with our project as we aim to modify the 
system to dynamically generate information and avoid using hard coded or global values. To 
accomplish this seemingly drastic change, a top-down design approach is used [10]. In a top-
down approach, one first defines how the how the system works at a high level, and then 
implements that functionality with many, smaller, lower level components. This means higher 
levels don‟t need to know the design and inner workings of lower levels, instead only how to 
interact with them. Lower levels can are equivalent to “black boxes” that satisfy the top level 
design. Since our project involves working with an existing system, a top-down design approach 
ensures that the implementation of lower level components can change but the high level 
design and functionality of the system stays the same. By encapsulating portions of the existing 
code in lower levels, higher levels can function without knowledge of what the lower level “black 
boxes‟” contents. This concept is used to effectively refactor the existing code. One can 
encapsulate hardcoded values in lower levels, maintaining functionality, and then restructure the 
encapsulated levels to use dynamic data. 
Overall Design 
We designed the system in a way that separates functionality into three main components: a 
web-based frontend, a MySQL database backend, and web-based route editor. In contrast to 
the initial system design, we store all configuration data, such as route stop, path, or timing 
information, in the MySQL Backend. The web fronend dynamically loads the data as needed, 
ensuring that hard coded values are no longer necessary in the web frontend code. 
Furthermore, the Route Editor Tool provides a simple interface for all adds, edits, and deletes to 
system configuration. The interface helps administrators update the system and provides an 
additional check so all data is properly formatted before it goes into the MySQL Backend. This 
design clearly separates configuration and data storage from program code. The separation of 
duty between each component makes the system easier to understand and more functional. 
 
Figure 4 – Data Flow Between Project Components 
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MySQL Database  
Design 
The MySQL schema needed expanding and restructuring so that it could contain all route 
information. The front end code must not assume any route information. Otherwise, if route 
information changed, causing a conflict with previous assumptions, then the front end may not 
work correctly.  
 
We designed the new database similarly to the old one but in a way that can hold much more 
route information. A lot of information that the frontend implicitly assumed in the previous 
system we now explicitly stored in the database. The database now holds the time and day(s) 
each route runs. It also now holds the length of each route (how many minutes it takes for the 
route to do a complete loop) as well as the number of buses on that route.  
 
In contrast to previous EDAPTS design which generated a new table for each individual bus 
route, the MySQL database in our project consists of exactly four tables, regardless of the 
number of routes or schedules held. These tables and their columns remain constant. Only the 
data contained within them changes, which makes accessing information more reliable and 
adheres to proper MySQL practices. It also means that all MySQL queries are only at the row 
level rather than the table level – which helps mitigate the possibility of unintentional data loss. 
 
Of these 4 tables, the „Main‟ table serves as the primary index to routes stored in the database. 
The „Main‟ table holds a summary of all the routes. In addition to the „Main‟ table the database 
has an „AllStops‟ table containing a list of all the possible bus stops that currently exist in the 
database. The „RouteStops‟ table contains information regarding which stops are used in each, 
individual route. Finally the database contains a „RoutePaths‟ table to store the polyline 
information of each route. 
Implementation 
Old Database Schema 
Main Table 
 Route – the name of the route (note: 6A denoted 61, multiple buses denoted #1, #2, 
where # is the bus route) 
 Trip – name of the trip table the route references 
 Late – number of minutes late (negative numbers indicate early) derived from radio 
information 
 LastStop – the stop number at which the bus radio was last heard from 
 LastHeard – the time the radio was last heard from 
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RouteLines Table 
 Name – the name of the corresponding table (ex. Trip1) 
 GPolyEncoded – the poly line (encoded route information) 
 Levels – the level information used for drawing the polyline 
 
Stops Table 
 ID – an auto-generated unique ID for the stop 
 Name – textual stop description (example:  “Chorro & Higuera”) 
 GLatLng – the latitude and longitude of the stop 
 Trip1 – the stop number this stop is for route 1 
 Trip 21 – the stop number this is for bus one on route 2 
 Trip 22 – the stop number this is for bus two on route 2 
 … (a Trip „X‟ column for each bus) 
 
Trip Table (one per bus) 
 ID – the ID of the stop in the stops table 
 Stop_Number - the number of the stop in the stops table 
 StopTime – the expected amount of time the bus spends at this stop 
 Distance – the distance from the previous stop this stop is 
 Time – the expected number of minutes after the bus route‟s start that this stop occurs at 
 
New Database Schema 
The new database schema was created with the following goals in mind: 
 To hold all route information, so that no route information is hard-coded in program 
code, but instead contained in the database 
 Ability to contain all sorts of varying routes, schedules, different numbers of buses on 
routes, etc. 
 Rigid tables and changing rows: unlike the previous database, which had a table for 
each route (meaning adding or deleting a route meant adding or deleting a table), this 
scheme should have tables that persist regardless of the number of routes. The number 
of routes now affects the number of rows in the tables, rather than the number of tables. 
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Main Table- enumerates routes and defines their different schedules of operation 
• RouteName – the name of the bus route (example: 1, 2, 3, 6A, 6B) 
• TimeDescription – a more specific description of this particular schedule (example: 
Morning, Evening, Weekend) 
• BusOffset – typically zero, but if there is more than one bus on a route, this is the 
number of minutes after the first bus gets started that this bus leaves the first stop 
• TimeLength – the length of time for a bus to complete an entire loop on the route 
• StartTime – the beginning time for this schedule 
• StopTime – the end time for this schedule 
• Sunday – a boolean for whether or not this schedule runs on Sundays 
• Monday– a boolean for whether or not this schedule runs on Mondays 
• Tuesday– a boolean for whether or not this schedule runs on Tuesdays 
• Wednesday – a boolean for whether or not this schedule runs on Wednesdays 
• Thursday– a boolean for whether or not this schedule runs on Thursdays 
 • Friday – a boolean for whether or not this schedule runs on Fridays 
• Saturday– a boolean for whether or not this schedule runs on Saturdays 
 Late – number of minutes late (negative numbers indicate early) derived from radio 
information 
 LastStop – the stop number at which the bus radio was last heard from 
 LastHeard – the time the radio was last heard from 
 
In the main table, we added a column for start time and stop time to explicitly define the hours 
that each route runs. We added a time description column in the main table, so for each route 
we can have multiple time schedules (e.g. standard, evening, weekend, holiday, etc.). In 
addition, we use a combination of the RouteName and TimeDescription columns to uniquely 
identify a route. This means that no two rows (bus routes) can have the same RouteName and 
TimeDescription. We added a column for each day of the week, which indicates which days a 
particular route is active. The main table has columns for „LastHeard‟ and „Late‟ (the time in 
minutes that the route is late, or in the case of negative numbers, early) which are remnants of 
when the system was integrated with location information relayed from GPS radios. Students in 
the future will likely reincorporate this information into EDAPTS and by leaving these two 
columns we help retain the interface for such information. By leaving the Late, LastStop, and 
LastHeard columns we should maintain backwards compatibility with the way the bus radios 
interfaced to the system. 
AllStops Table- a repository of all possible bus stops 
 ID – a unique identifier for this stop 
 Name – textual stop description (example:  “Chorro & Higuera”) 
 LatLong - the latitude and longitude of the stop 
 
The AllStops table remains the same as in the older database. These stops may be used by 
one, many, or no routes. AllStops is the master list of bus stops and should contain no 
duplicates. However, some stops are used traveling both North and South or East and West. 
For these stops two separate entries are made, one for each direction. For example, “Santa 
Barbara @ High” has both a “Santa Barbara @ High -N” and “Santa Barbara @ High -S”. 
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RouteStops Table – enumerates the specific stops a route uses 
 RouteName – the name of the bus route (example: 1, 2, 3, 6A, 6B) 
 TimeDescription – a description of this particular schedule (example: Morning, Evening, 
Weekend) 
 StopID - the unique identifier for this stop. This ID is a reference to an ID in the „AllStops‟ 
table 
 DistanceFromStart – the distance (meters) from the start of the route to this stop 
 TimeFromStart – the number of minutes after the bus route starts that the bus is 
expected to arrive at this stop 
 
The „RouteStops‟ table now holds a „TimeDescription‟ so that a route may be looked up from the 
main table by the combination of both its „RouteName‟ and „TimeDescription‟ fields. As 
mentioned in the “Negative Distances and Times” section, „DistanceFromStart‟ and 
„TimeFromStart‟ may have rows in which both value are negative. Please refer to that section 
for more information on what the negative values represent. The „TimeFromStart‟ and 
„DistanceFromStart‟ values are held here, because they are unique to the route, and they help 
the web front end animate the buses on their routes. 
RoutePaths Table – defines the specific route a bus takes 
 RouteName – the name of the bus route (example: 1, 2, 3, 6A, 6B) 
 TimeDescription – a description of this particular schedule (example: Morning, Evening, 
Weekend) 
 Polyline – the poly line (encoded route information) 
 Level - the level information used for drawing the polyline (no longer used in APIv3) 
 
The „RoutePaths‟ table defines the route a bus takes, again identified uniquely by the 
combination of the „RouteName‟ and „TimeDescription‟. 
Front End Web Interface 
Design 
We designed the frontend as a dynamic system that is wholly dependent on the data in the 
MySQL database – i.e. the frontend does not contain any specific route, schedule or stop 
information, but rather reads from the MySQL database to draw all routes, buses, etc. In order 
to have any changes made to bus schedules available to the front end, all changes must be put 
in the MySQL database, and without any direct modifications to the frontend code. The front end 
will dynamically load data from the MySQL database and use it to initialize the website. 
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Implementation 
The frontend needs to first read from the MySQL database to retrieve route information. From 
that information it shall proceed to draw the routes, stops, buses, etc. and display information to 
the user through the website. Reading from the database involves opening database 
connections, performing queries, and using the result sets of those queries to either create 
JavaScript objects or evaluate in PHP (for example, to see which routes are currently running) 
and base our behavior accordingly. 
 
Major internal changes have been made to the frontend from the previous system. It now reads 
a substantial amount of information from the database rather than having information hard-
coded into it.  
 
File Changes 
Init.js became initJS.php because PHP was needed to draw information out from the database 
that then the JavaScript code of initJS.php will use. Much of the new PHP code simply echoes 
out old JavaScript code (which will then be interpreted as JavaScript). Some of the new code 
involves determining the active route and dynamically generating the function calls required for 
each active route. For example, each route needs its markers added to the marker manager – 
this was done manually before in the JavaScript per each route. Now a PHP query finds all 
active routes and loops through them, dynamically outputting the JavaScript function calls for 
each route. initJS.php now makes use of the decodePolylineToArray() function. For more 
information on that please see the front end implementation subsection on “Polylines – Google 
Maps APIv2 and APIv3”. 
 
The story for routeDefinitionJS.php is similar to that of initJS.php. To draw information from the 
database, route.js was converted to a PHP file which dynamically generates and prints 
JavaScript. However, much of the printed JavaScript is static code from the old route.js file. 
 
createRoutes.php is one of the bigger adaptations from the older code. There are many 
dynamically created JavaScript statements that mimic the older code, but in a much more fluid 
manner. 
 
Stats.php was changed only minimally. Stats.php was originally dependent on the database, but 
further changes were made to ensure complete dependence on the database for all information 
(e.g. before routes were hard-coded, now it looks to see what routes are running). It was also 
adapted to the new database format. 
 
Late.php had the least changes of all the files that were changed – it merely needed to connect 
to the new database instead of the old one to function. 
 
Index.html was changed to index.php because it needs to use PHP to dynamically list the 
currently running routes. Also the checkboxes (for toggling what routes the user wants to display 
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or not display) are dynamically generated. Furthermore, all the new file names (see Figure 5) 
had to be accounted for in the new index.php. 
 
Debug.html was also changed to debug.php much like index.html was converted to index.php. 
 
No changes whatsoever were made to epoly.js, ajax.js, debug.js and time.js. 
 
Lib.php was created to hold a library of commonly used functions. The main two functions are 
makeSQLConnection() which establishes a connection with the MySQL database, and 
getActiveRoutes($sqldb) which uses the database connection and queries the main table for all 
the active routes, which get put into a global, associative array. Lib.php holds the database login 
information - which has the only sensitive part of the front end code. 
 
At some point in the quarter we came to the realization that it would be an improvement to 
rename the files to be more descriptive and to name the .php files that are interpreted as 
JavaScript, as such. All files ending in JS.php are PHP files interpreted as JavaScript 
(initJS.php for example). 















Figure 5 – Old and New Filenames 
 
Polylines – Google Maps APIv2 and APIv3 
We ran into an error with the polylines that was occurring in main.js (which is a Google Maps 
file). We came to the realization that since we weren‟t passing in a levels string, that we were 
running into errors. The old EDAPTS website used Google Maps APIv2 [2], but we have been 
using Google Maps APIv3 [1] for the route editor tool. Version 2 makes use of a level strings to 
help it render polylines at different zoom levels, but in version 3 Google chose to remove the 
level string component completely. We decided that it would be better to keep the front in API v2 
rather than completely rewriting it for v3 for compatibility.  
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Here‟s where it gets quirky – in API v2, there are two ways to create a polyline. Google provides 
a constructor and a method. The original system had been using the method, which takes 
(among other things) an encoded polyline and encoded levels string. Since v3 no longer uses a 
levels string, the method is no longer an option. The constructor on the other hand, does not 
require a levels string (that‟s great) but unfortunately it does not take encoded polylines – but 
rather raw latitude/longitude pairs (which are essentially a decoded polyline). In order to create 
the polyline without a levels string, we must use the constructor, which requires decoding the 
polyline to feed the constructor raw latitude/longitude coordinates. We found PHP code that 
accomplishes this – which we ended up using. 
 
It seems really backwards to us that we‟re taking lat/longs, storing them as an encoded polyline, 
only to decode that very same polyline ourselves, but that‟s what we‟re doing. Unfortunately, the 
differences in Google Maps API behavior in the Web Frontend (API v2) and the Route Editor 
Tool (API v3) leave little choice in the matter. 
 
Negative Distances and Times 
Once that was taken care of, things were looking pretty good. Polylines were being drawn and 
so were buses. However, after reviewing the website, it became apparent that there were some 
serious underlying problems. Sometimes when we went to zoom in the polylines wouldn‟t 
change size. Also when we went to drag the page, upon clicking it the page would dart off 
towards where we had clicked, rather than allowing us  to grab it and manipulate it ourselves. 
We realized that we hadn‟t taken care of the negative values for route time and distance offsets, 
and proceeded to take care of those before troubleshooting further. 
 
We can‟t quite explain why the negative values made the webpage behave as it did, but once 
the negative values were cleared up, the page worked as it should (no darting movements and 
zooming was back to normal). When we refer to negative values, we‟re talking about two types 
of values in our database; the first is the distance from the start and the other is the time from 
start. In actuality these values are all positive, for as per our convention,  we store the first stop 
in a route (which is also the last stop) as a negative value. This helps us differentiate the 
first/last stop from the others. Essentially the first/last stop has a time offset and distance offset 
of zero (when it‟s the first stop) and of some high value when it‟s the last stop. A negative value 
for time offset or distance offset indicates this duality of zero and a high number (depending on 
what part of the route the bus is on: beginning or end). In order to put this into the convention of 
the previous front-end, we have to do some special work to translate the formats. 
 
By default, the code goes through all the times and distances from smallest value 
(earliest/closest stops) to largest (latest/furthest stops). This ensures that the negative value (of 
the first/last stop) is always first. We added a value on to the end of time array or distance array 
that is the equal to what used to be the last value plus the absolute value of the negative value. 
Let‟s go through that a different way – initially the second to last stop in the route is listed as the 
last stop in the time and distance arrays. The negative value of the true first/last stop needs to 
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be accounted for. It really belongs on the end of the array, and its value (made positive first) 
needs to be added onto what is really the second-to-last stop. Once that new value is computed 
and tacked onto the array, the negative value can be removed entirely. It is implicit that the first 
stop always has a zero time offset and zero distance offset. It is now also listed as the last stop 
on the end of the array, which proper timing and distance information. 
 
Here is an example of the process, which hopefully illustrates things more clearly. 
 
Our convention for storing information: 
Value: -5 2 4 7 10 12 15 
Description: First & 
last 
stop 
2nd stop 3rd stop 4th stop 5th stop 6th stop 7th stop 
 
Step one – add the last value to the absolute value of the negative value: 




2ndstop 3rdstop 4thstop 5thstop 6thstop 7thstop Last stop 
 
Step two – remove the first stop (negative value) from the beginning of the array: 
Value: 2 4 7 10 12 15 20 
Description: 2nd stop 3rd stop 4th stop 5th stop 6th stop 7th stop Last 
stop 
 
The front-end expects the format of the array pictured in step two. It knows the first element in 
the array isn‟t really the first stop – it‟s the second, but since the first stop always occurs at 0 
time and 0 distance, the front end doesn‟t require it to be explicitly listed.  
 
We also needed to clean up the stop times. Previously they were explicitly stored. Now we are 
implicitly storing them. A default time of 20 seconds per stop is fine, except at the end of routes. 
Let‟s say a half-hour route that starts on the hour arrives at its last stop at 20 after. The time it is 
expected to remain at that stop is the route duration (e.g. 30 minutes) minus the time it arrived 
there (at 20 minutes in). The front end stores stop times in seconds, so the minutes value (10 
minutes) has to be multiplied (by 60) to be converted into seconds (600 seconds). 
 
Escaping Polylines 
At one point when we were testing the front end in Internet Explorer we noticed the map was 
loading but all the routes were not. We ran the debugger and it was choking on a polyline. In 
one of the polylines the string „\u‟ occurred, causing IE to interpret the following characters as a 
hexadecimal value rather than a string. In order to fix this problem, we altered the polylines with 
the “addslashes()” PHP function in createRoutesJS.php so that the special characters („\‟ for 
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example) would be escaped properly. In doing so, the polylines (and everything else) now 
render correctly in Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, and Google Chrome – the three biggest 
browsers at the time of our project. 
Editor Tool 
Design 
The Editor Tool is the primary method for adding, removing or updating route, stop and timing 
information. The tool interacts directly with the MySQL database to modify bus stop and bus 
route information. One may create or delete Stops as well as create, delete, or modify routes. 
Since the tool can add, delete, and modify values in the MySQL database, it is potentially 
dangerous and should only be used by approved EDAPTS administrators. For this reason, the 
editor requires a secure, web-based login before allowing users to make changes. Finally, it is 
important to note that the Editor tool never directly interacts with the Web Frontend; only 
modifying values in the MySQL database which the Web Frontend can then read. The editor 
Tool and Frontend don‟t share any information directly. 
Basic Interaction 
The editor visually represents information in the database to the user so they can easily make 
changes. While the majority of the tool uses JavaScript and Google Maps API v3 [1], PHP is 
used to interface with the MySQL database. The MySQL database and PHP files run locally on 
the web server and JavaScript, a client side language, runs within the user‟s browser. 
Intermediary PHP files transfer information to/from the MySQL database and the JavaScript 
tool. Separate files extract database information (MySQL to JavaScript) as well as insert 
changes (JavaScript to MySQL) seen in Figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6 - Route Editor Tool Overview 
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Using a PHP file to “extract bus info” (see File Dependences), the client selects which route they 
would like to edit, or selects the option to create a new route. The PHP file retrieves the selected 
route information from the server and passes it to the JavaScript tool. From this point the 
JavaScript tool takes over. Now the user can interacts with the information contained in the 
database. Once the user finishes editing the selected route, the JavaScript tool serializes all the 
changes and sends them to a serverside PHP file responsible for “commit modifications”. This 
file uses MySQL queries to insert/update values in the MySQL backend with the new values 
received from the tool. Since these PHP files have the ability to modify the systems 
configuration, only clients who have authenticated themselves as an Administrator via a 
separate Login page can use them [8]. In short, only a client with an authenticated session can 
commit changes to the MySQL backend. These authenticated sessions are handled using 
native PHP session variables and are valid until the client closes their web browser. File 




The client side JavaScript tool is primarily a large Google Map. The map displays each bus stop 
in the MySQL backend. Bus stops that are part of the current route are highlighted red, while all 
other stops are shown in white. The bus route path, if it exists, is also drawn on the map as a 
red line. In the top right hand corner of the map, there are a few buttons used for controlling the 
tool‟s functionality (see figure7). The tool operates in 2 different modes, Stops Mode and Route 
Mode. The current tool operating mode is displayed in a banner along the top-center of the tool. 
Each mode serves a distinct purpose; Stops Mode is used for selecting which Bus Stops to use 
in the route, while Route Mode is used for specifying the path a bus takes between each 
selected stop. 
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Button Name Function 
Save Saves the modifications made using the tool into the database 
Home sets the Map to the default zoom and location settings 
Generate Route Generates a new route connecting, in order, each currently selected 
Bus Stop using Google Maps Directions. 
Clear Route Removes the current Bus route, if one exists 
Next Advances the selected Bus Stop to the next Stop in the route. 
Ex. if the currently selected stop is the 3rd stop in the route, when we 
hit “Next” it is moved „up‟ in the order of stops and will become the 
4th stop 
Previous Acts just like “Next” but in the opposite direction. Ex. if the currently 
selected stop is the 3rd stop in the route, when we hit “Previous” it is 
moved „down‟ in the order of stops and will become 2nd stop. 
Route Mode/ 
Stops Mode 
Toggles the tool between its 2 operating modes, Editing Routes or 
Editing Stops. Also, toggling modes will deselect any selected stop 
Figure 7 - Button Functionality 
 
In Stops Mode, a single left click on a bus stop will select/deselect the stop for use in a route. 
This click toggles the Stop‟s state between selected or deselected. A double left click on a stop 
marker will delete a bus stop. Deleted stops have an “X” above their icon to indicate that they 
are marked for deletion from the MySQL database. However, the deleted stop isn‟t actually 
removed from the MySQL database until the changes are saved (Figure 8). To create a new 
stop, simply double left click wherever the new stop should be. However, since buses can only 
reach stops that lie adjacent to the street, the tool Geo-encodes the selected location [1]. The 
Geo-encoded coordinates are used as the stop‟s location. A right click on a Bus Stop causes a 
text bubble to appear containing important information. In addition, a right click on a Stop that is 
already part of a bus route will “Select” it. The “Selected” stop turns blue. Only Stops that are 
part of the Bus route can be “Selected”. Special features are available to selected stops using 
the “Next” and “Previous” buttons (Figure 8). 
 
While Stops Mode allows users to select the order and number of bus stops used in a route, 
Route Mode lets them modify the path the bus takes between each stop. Specifically, one can 
are turn portions of an existing route into editable (dragable) segments. By using the select 
feature (right click) on a stop in the route, the portion of the route connecting the selected stop 
to the next stop becomes editable. One can then click and drag anywhere on this segment to 
modify the path to the next stop. Releasing the click and drag updates the map with the new 
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path for this segment. In addition to manually editing paths with Route Mode, users can 
automatically generating a route (see Figure 8) 
 
Clicking the “Save” button serializes all of the modifications made using the Editor Tool into a 
JSON Object [5] and sends that object to a PHP file on the server [7]. The server will display a 
summary of all the changes the users will make to the MySQL database. Then, the user must 
provide identifying information about the stops as well as verify the information generated by the 
tool. In addition, the user should enter the time and distance between each stop in the Route. 
Since the time/distance between each stop is used by the Frontend to predict bus locations, it is 
important that the total sum of all the „time between each stop‟ values is less that the specified 
route time. For example, a „time between each stop‟ total of 43 minutes for only a 40 minute 
route is incompatible. A bus route should not specify 43 minutes to complete a 40 minute route. 
It is best not to add routes containing this conflict as it can cause unpredictable Front end 
behavior. Finally, after reviewing all changes that will be made, the user can submit the page 




Figure 8 - PHP Inter-file Connectivity 
Due to the complex nature of the Editor Tool, code is grouped into separate files based on 
functionality. Since the tool requires a combination of Google API libraries, PHP files, and 
JavaScript files, one may find it difficultly to understand what each component does. However, 
by splitting up the code into smaller functions and then grouping these functions into separate 
files, one can read and understand the code better. As seen in Figure 8, most of the PHP files 
link together linearly; each file expects to be called by the previous file in the link. While this is 
true, none of these files actually depend on each other. commit.php has the only direct 
dependence in this link. commit.php uses a third party JavaScript color picker [4] to aid the user 
in picking the color for the bus route that they are editing. To do this, commit.php must load 
„jscolor.js‟ which creates the dependency seen below in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9 - JavaScript/PHP dependency relationships 
 
The most complex component of the Route Editor Tool is Tool.php. Tool.php generates the 
JavaScript code for the Editor. Specifically, it requests the necessary route information from the 
MySQL db, loads the main Google Map and processes all user input into the map. To do this, 
Tool.php relies on a number of other libraries and files, seen in Figure 9. Stop.js defines a 
custom „Stop‟ object used to store all information about an individual bus stop. Utilities.js 
contains an assortment of secondary helper functions to deal with searching for and identifying 
Stops on the map. Listeners.js contains functions that handle mouse and button clicks as well 
as other user interaction with the map. editRoute.php generates JavaScript code based on 
information retrieved from the MySQL database and passes it to the tool (see Figure 6). 
Tool.php then parses the output of editRoute.php including it as a JavaScript source file. 
Directions.js handles all direction related functionality include automatic route generation, bus 
stop geo-encoding, and drag-able route changes.  
Direction Requests 
While most of the other files are fairly straightforward, directions.js is a bit tricky. The functions 
in Directions.js send requests to Google‟s Cloud using Google Maps API and parse the results. 
However, the Google Maps API has a serious limitation for direction requests [9]; it only allows 
10 waypoints per request. In short, if a user wants to generate a path that contains more than 
10 bus stops the request will fail. To work around this, the desired path must be split up into 
multiple direction requests made up of path segments which can be patched together to achieve 
the total desired path. However, Direction Requests using the Google API are asynchronous 
which means that each requested path segment can arrive at any time and in any order. This 
makes patching the segments together impractical. 
 
To ensure the results arrive in the correct order, functions in Directions.js link together each 
direction request sending new segment request only after it has received and processed the 
previous segment request. This stop and wait approach effectively synchronizes the segments 
(see Figure 10). First, findDirections(), a function in Directions.js, prepares a list of all the path 
segments that need direction requests. findDirections() stores these segments in a queue and 
makes a request for the first segment using a Google Maps API function. This library function 
accepts two parameters, the request information and a result handler, the name of a function to 
call upon the request‟s completion. The request is then sent to Google‟s cloud for processing. 
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This is an asynchronous call so the code will continue to execute and the initial findDirections() 
call ends without receiving any results. Once Google‟s cloud processes the request, it sends 
back the requested information to original Google Map API function called by findDirections(). 
The API function passes the received information to the result handler that was specified in the 
original library request. This handler, directionCallbackHandler(), extracts the path segment we 
need from the results and appends it to the stored path, if one exists. Next, the handler looks at 
the queue of path segments previously prepared by findDirections() to see if additional 
segments need to be requested. If there are addition segments, the handler sends a request for 
the next segment in the queue to Google Maps API. This starts the request loop again and the 
process continues until the queue of path segments is empty. Once the queue is empty the 
direction request cycle ends resulting in a complete path. 
 
 
Figure 10 - Direction Request Synchronization 
Ideas for Future Improvements 
After the initial system was written by Jeff Tikkanen, SLO transit changed the GPS systems in 
the buses. This meant the current website would no longer receive location information. Without 
this information bus locations are only predicted based on the time of day. Interfacing with the 
new that relays current bus locations would improve the accuracy of the prediction. The 
„LastHeard‟ and „Late‟ columns in the „Main‟ MySQL database table can be used as an interface 
for this information, as the front end looks at these columns when calculating bus positions. 
 
If future students incorporate real-time data into the system, the ability to keep track of historical 
data and statistics would be a nice feature to offer to users. This data would also be useful for 
improving the animations and prediction algorithms. For example, one could display to users 
how many minutes each route is normally running late in general, or even for specific times of 
the day (e.g. at 4p.m. on Wednesdays the Route 4 is usually two minutes behind schedule). 
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That sort of information could be incorporated into the system in the even the real-time data is 
lost, or perhaps be included in future predictions. 
 
Mobile phone applications (iOS, Android, Blackberry, etc.) could add to the accessibility of the 
route and timing information. 
 
The initRoute and initWait functions could be rewritten for any route length (currently only 30, 
40, and 60 minute routes are supported). We considered writing this code for our project, but 
the cost-benefit analysis of doing so led us to pursue more beneficial work. Instead, these 
functions were encapsulated (See Design Methods) so they could be rewritten or improved at a 
later date. If routes of odd time durations start appearing down the road, implementing flexible 
initRoute and initWait functions will be necessary.  
Conclusion 
Our project successfully met all of the original design goals and addressed our primary 
motivation to enhance the current EDAPTS system. The frontend system should have a longer 
production lifetime than previous projects, as it dynamically generates code based on 
information contained in the database. Furthermore, the restructured database adheres to 
MySQL best practices and standards which should make future changes simpler. The addition 
of an editing tool makes updating routes and schedules simpler and easier than ever before, 
which helps administrators keep the system up-to-date. Together, these changes set a 
framework for a robust EDAPTS system with strong yet adaptable core functionality. The 
framework should allow future projects to focus on adding additional, higher-level features 
without making significant changes to the existing system. 
 
By creating this report we are also helping future people that will be involved in the system 
better understand it and come up to speed more rapidly with how the system is designed and 
implemented. We believe our project has been a great success and are happy with our results. 
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Appendix A - Editor Tool Walk-Through 
The first step is to sign into the system. 
You must login with the correct 
Username/Password before you can 
use any of the Editor Tools features. 






Next you are greeted by Basic Usage 
instructions for the tool. After reading 
these instructions click „Start Editing‟. 
This will take you to the selectRoute 
page shown on the right. This page 
displays all the bus routes that are 
currently stored in the database. By 
clicking the „Delete‟ button next to a 
bus route, that route will be deleted 
from the database. Once deleted, a 
route isn‟t recoverable. After initially 
clicking delete you are prompted to 
double check your choice via a popup 
window before the route is actually 
deleted. 
 
Clicking on a specific route will load the 
Tool with the information contained in 
the selected route. Clicking on „New 
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When the Tool loads you will be 
greeted by a single, large Google Map.  
On the map Bus stops that aren‟t used 
in the current route are represented 
with a . Stops that are used in the 
route are represented with a . 
Buttons are located in the top left 
corner for switching modes as well as 
modify aspects of the route.  
 
To start, left click on the first stop in the 
bus route. This stop will turn blue, 
indicating it is currently selected, and a 
„1‟ will appear above it, indicating it is 
the first stop in the route. 
 
Continue clicking on stops in the order 
the bus will reach them. In this case 
Stop 1 is at the Downtown Transit 
Center, Stop 2 is at Marsh & Osos, 
etc… until stop 12 at „Santa Rosa & 
Mill‟. After Stop 12 we want the bus to 
return to the Downtown Transit Center, 
Stop 1. However, we don‟t have to 
explicitly click on the first stop again. 
The tool will automatically connect the 
last selected Stop to the first Stop, 
completing the loop. 
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After all the Stops are all selected click, 
„Generate Route‟. This will 
automatically generate a path 
connecting each stop in the route, in 
order. This represents the path the bus 
will take to get from one stop to the 
next. However, It is likely that a few 
segments on the path aren‟t the route 
that the bus actually takes. To modify 
these segments we must switch to 
„Route Mode‟ using the button at the 
top right of the page. 
 
In this example we want to change the 
segment between Stop 5 and 6. So, 
after switching to „Route Mode‟, we 
right click on Stop 5 to select it. Stop 5 
will turn blue and the path segment 
between Stop 5 and 6 will turn blue. 
This segment can now be dragged, 
forcing the path to take a different route 
to Stop 6. 
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In this example, the path is dragged to 
use Toro & Palm St. instead of 
Monterey & Johnson St. 
 
Continue right clicking on stops and 
editing segments until have achieved 
your desired bus path. Now that you 
have selected all the stops for your 
route and adjusted your route to take 
the desired path, click „Save‟. All the 
information in the tool is serialized and 
sent to the server for processing. You 
will have a chance to review you 
changes before they are committed. 
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The information from the tool is 
presented to you for review before it is 
committed. The information is split into 
General information, Stops in the 
Route, Polyline for the Route, Deleted 
Stops, and New Stops. All fields should 
be filled out before the information is 
submitted. 
 
 Any route that you create using the 
tool is stored into the database 
according to the RouteName & 
TimeDescription entered on this page. 
If the supplied RouteName & 
TimeDescription already exist then the 
existing entry is updated. Otherwise, a 
new entry is made. One can use this 
feature to copy an existing route by 
opening and then saving it with a 
different RouteName and/or 
TimeDescription. 
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Once you are happy with the values in 
the fields click the „Submit‟ button at 
the bottom of the page. This will 
process the information, generating 
necessary MySQL statements, and 
commit the changes to the database. A 
summary of the changes is displayed 
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Appendix B – Source Code
Front End 
index.php
<!-- index.php  --> 1 




<html style="height:100%"> 6 
 <head> 7 
 <meta http-equiv="content-type" 8 
content="text/html; charset=utf-8"/> 9 
 <title>EDAPTS Website</title> 10 
<STYLE TYPE="text/css"> 11 
 body{ 12 
  font-family: Trebuchet MS, Lucida 13 
Sans Unicode, Arial, sans-serif; 14 
  width:100%; 15 
  height:100%; 16 
  margin:0px; 17 
  padding:0px; 18 
  overflow:hidden; 19 
 } 20 
 a{ 21 
  color:red; 22 
 } 23 
 img{ 24 
  border:0px; 25 
 } 26 
 </STYLE> 27 
<link rel="stylesheet" 28 
href="windows/floating_window_with_tabs.css" 29 
media="screen"> 30 
<!-- Load all the necessary javascript files --> 31 
<!-- The following line provides the google maps 32 
API key for decade.eel.calpoly.edu 33 
 NOT YET IN USE 34 







<!-- The following line provides the google maps 42 
API key for 129.65.26.188 43 
 CURRENTLY IN USE --> 44 






<!-- The following line provides the google maps 51 
API key for decade.ee.calpoly.edu 52 
 NO LONGER IN USE 53 







 <script src="debug.js" 61 
type="text/javascript"></script> 62 
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 <script src="epoly.js" 63 
type="text/javascript"></script> 64 
 <script src="routeDefinitionJS.php" 65 
type="text/javascript"></script> 66 
 <script src="createRoutes.php" 67 
type="text/javascript"></script> 68 
<script src="stopsJS.php" 69 
type="text/javascript"></script> 70 
<script src="initJS.php" 71 
type="text/javascript"></script> 72 
 <script src="ajax.js" 73 
type="text/javascript"></script> 74 
 <script src="time.js" 75 
type="text/javascript"></script> 76 






<!-- This is required for the 83 
floating_window_with_tabs library -->  84 
 <script type="text/javascript"> 85 
 var floating_window_skin = 1; 86 
 </script>  87 






<!-- On the load of the body, load() function 94 
gets called --> 95 
<body onload="load()" onunload="GUnload()" 96 
style="height:100%;margin:0px"> 97 
 98 
<!-- style of <div> and <body> are chosen so 99 
that map is full screen regardless 100 
  - of screen resolution 101 
  --> 102 
<div id="map" style="width: 100%; height: 103 
99%;"></div> 104 
 105 
<!-- floating_window for show_routes window --> 106 
<div id="window"> 107 
 <div class="floatingWindowContent"> 108 
  <form id="output_form" action=""> 109 
  Show Routes:<br> 110 
  <?php 111 
      require_once("lib.php"); 112 
      makeSQLConnection(); 113 
 114 
      //Populate associative array with all 115 
routes 116 
      getActiveRoutes($sqldb); 117 
      if($activeRoutes != NULL) 118 
      { 119 
        foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 120 
        { 121 
          echo "Route 122 
{$row['RouteName']}:&nbsp;&nbsp;"; 123 
          echo '<input type="checkbox" 124 
name="route" checked="yes" '; 125 
          echo 126 
'onclick="changevisibility(route'.$row['RouteNam127 
e'].')"><br>'.PHP_EOL; 128 
        } 129 
      } 130 
      else 131 
      { 132 
        echo "No routes are currently active."; 133 
      } 134 
    ?> 135 
 </form> 136 
 </div> 137 
</div> 138 
 139 
<!-- floating_window for debug window --> 140 
<div id="debug"> 141 
 <div class="floatingWindowContent"> 142 
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  <form id="debug_form" action=""> 143 
  <div> 144 
  <textarea rows="11" cols="40" 145 
name="results" wrap="off"></textarea> 146 
  </div> 147 
 </form> 148 
 </div> 149 
</div> 150 
 151 
<! -- floating window for status/info window --> 152 
<div id="status"> 153 
 <div class="floatingWindowContent"> 154 
<!-- first tab is status --> 155 
  <div id="statusf"> 156 
 </div> 157 
</div> 158 
<!-- second tab for info --> 159 
<div class="floatingWindowContent"> 160 
        Bus positions are estimated based on the 161 
timetable and late values<br> 162 
        Please refer to Status tab for the most 163 
up-to-date data<br> 164 
        For a mobile friendly version please 165 
visit <a href="mobile.html">mobile 166 
version</a><br> 167 
        Programmer: Jeff Tikkanen 168 
</div> 169 
</div> 170 
<script type='text/javascript'> 171 
 172 
/* Javascript Connstructors that create the 173 
floating_windows 174 
 * Please refer to its documentation for usage 175 




                180 
initFloatingWindowWithTabs('status',Array('Statu181 
s', 'Info'), false, 500, 400, 400, true, true, 182 
true, true); 183 
   184 
  if( debugIsOn() ) 185 
  { 186 
  187 
 initFloatingWindowWithTabs('debug',false,f188 
alse,335,300,100,true,true,true,false); 189 










/* initJS.php 3 
 * This file used to be init.js but because it 4 
now requires MySQL queries, 5 
 * it must be written in PHP. It is a javascript 6 
file at it's core, with minor PHP interaction 7 
 * for database data extraction. 8 
 * All of the block echos (echo <<< END  .... 9 
END;) are taken from init.js directly, and 10 
 * require no php intervention. 11 
 * Other functions are more closely handled by 12 
the PHP code and are documented accordingly. 13 
 */ 14 
 15 
 require_once("lib.php"); 16 
 //We will need to be decoding polylines 17 
 require_once("decodePolylineToArray.php"); 18 
 makeSQLConnection(); 19 
 getActiveRoutes($sqldb); 20 
 21 
echo <<<END 22 
var map; 23 
var mgr; 24 
var routes = []; 25 
 26 
/* Continuely refersh the status window every 27 
20sec */ 28 
function reloadStatus() 29 
{ 30 
  statusQuery(); 31 
  setTimeout(reloadStatus, 20000); 32 
} 33 
 34 
/* Continuely refersh tardiness values every 35 
20sec */ 36 
function reloadLate() 37 
{ 38 
  lateQuery(); 39 
  setTimeout(reloadStatus, 20000); 40 
} 41 
 42 
/* This function gets called on page load via 43 
<body onload=load() > */ 44 
function load() 45 
{ 46 
    var false_time; 47 
    /* Check to see if web browser can render 48 
GoogleMaps */ 49 
    if(!GBrowserIsCompatible() ) 50 
    { 51 
      return; 52 
    } 53 
    /* Load GoogleMaps interface  */ 54 
    map = new 55 
GMap2(document.getElementById("map") ); 56 
 57 
    /* Set Map Location to San Luis Obispo */ 58 
    map.setCenter(new GLatLng(35.269561, -59 
120.67038), 13); 60 
 61 
    /* Add zoom toolbar to map */ 62 
    var mapControl = new GMapTypeControl(); 63 
    map.addControl(mapControl); 64 
    map.addControl(new GSmallMapControl() ); 65 
 66 
    /* Marker manager */ 67 
    /* MarkerManager is part of the extended API 68 
which is included in index.html 69 
     * the markers[] array of each route contains 70 
a marker for each of the routes' stops 71 
     * 16 is the zoom level at which the stops 72 
start being displayed 73 
     */ 74 
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  if($activeRoutes != NULL) 80 
  { 81 
    foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 82 
    { 83 
      //Example: mgr.addMarkers(route4.markers, 84 
16)); 85 
      echo 86 
"mgr.addMarkers(route{$row['RouteName']}.markers, 87 
16);".PHP_EOL; 88 
    } 89 
  }   90 
  echo "mgr.refresh();".PHP_EOL; 91 
 92 
  /* Old code 93 
    // mgr.addMarkers(one.markers, 16); 94 
    // mgr.addMarkers(two.markers, 16); 95 
    // mgr.addMarkers(three.markers, 16); 96 
    // mgr.addMarkers(four_one.markers, 16); 97 
    // mgr.addMarkers(five_one.markers, 16); 98 
    // mgr.addMarkers(sixa.markers, 16); 99 
    // mgr.addMarkers(sixb.markers, 16); 100 
    // mgr.refresh(); 101 
  */ 102 
 103 
    /* Fill routes array with each route object, 104 
this becomes  105 
     *  useful when we must fill each bus with 106 
its tardiness in late.php. 107 
     *  The order in which the routes are pushed 108 
into the array does matter. 109 
     */ 110 
 111 
    //Example: routes.push(route4); 112 
    if($activeRoutes != NULL) 113 
    { 114 
      foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 115 
      { 116 
        echo 117 
"routes.push(route{$row['RouteName']});".PHP_EOL; 118 
      } 119 
    }     120 
    /* Old code 121 
    routes.push(one); 122 
    routes.push(two); 123 
    routes.push(three); 124 
    routes.push(four_one); 125 
    routes.push(four_two); 126 
    routes.push(five_one); 127 
    routes.push(five_two); 128 
    routes.push(sixa); 129 
    routes.push(sixb); 130 
    */ 131 
 132 
echo <<<END 133 
    /* Current debug code, that allows us to 134 
change the minutes of application 135 
     * so we can quickly debug different 136 
timetable cases 137 
     */ 138 
    if( debugIsOn() ) 139 
    { 140 
      false_time = prompt("Enter Desired Minutes 141 
Value, Enter -1 for current Time"); 142 
    } 143 
    else 144 
    { 145 
      false_time = -1; 146 
    } 147 
    setSLOTime(false_time); 148 
 149 
    /* Retrieve the tardiness values of the bus 150 
using AJAX*/ 151 
    reloadLate(); 152 
 153 
END; 154 
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 155 
    /* Fix for bug in google maps where a 156 
complete polyline is not displayed 157 
     * Here just create another polyline to cover 158 
up the missing generated  159 
     * piece of route 3 160 
     */ 161 
    /* Not using right now three_end = new 162 
GPolyline.fromEncoded({ 163 
    * color: "#00A042", 164 
    * weight: 5, 165 
    * points: "}livEfym_VcS|P}FeLnCcC", 166 
    * levels: "PGEP", 167 
    * zoomFactor: 2, 168 
    * numLevels: 18 169 
    * }); 170 
    */ 171 
 172 
    /* Route Overlays */ 173 
    /* Adds the route lines to the displayed map 174 
     * addOverlayRoute take  175 
     *   the map to which the routes should be 176 
added, 177 
     *   the color of the route, 178 
     *   the zoom factor, and  179 
     *   the number of levels. 180 
     */ 181 
 182 
    /* Example route4.addOverlayRoute(map, 183 
'#FF0000', 18, 4); */ 184 
    if($activeRoutes != NULL) 185 
    { 186 
      foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 187 
      { 188 
        /* We unfortunately need to break the 189 
encoded polyline down 190 
         * into lat/longs. 191 
         * Previously when this project was all 192 
API v2 there is a function 193 
         * you can call to add the polyline 194 
giving it an encoded polyline. 195 
         * The issues with this is that it also 196 
requires a "levels" string. 197 
         * Since we are now generating polylines 198 
in APIv3, which has no levels, 199 
         * that function is no longer available 200 
to us. 201 
         * Instead we have to use the 202 
constructor, which unfortunately 203 
         * takes lat/longs rather than encoded 204 
polylines. 205 
         * I know this seems odd - we're encoding 206 
polylines only to decode 207 
         * them ourselves, but this how it needs 208 
to work. 209 
         * For more information on the 210 
constructor and method for adding 211 
         * a polyline, please see: 212 
         * 213 
http://code.google.com/apis/maps/documentation/ja214 
vascript/v2/reference.html#GPolyline.fromEncoded 215 
         */ 216 
 217 
        //The polyline is normally stored in 218 
javascript, but 219 
        //since we're in PHP right now, we'll 220 
have to grab it ourselves 221 
 222 
        $query = "SELECT PolyLine FROM routepaths 223 
where RouteName = '{$row['RouteName']}'"; 224 
        $query .= " and TimeDescription = 225 
'{$row['TimeDescription']}'"; 226 
        $result = $sqldb->query($query) or die; 227 
        $innerRow = $result->fetch_object();          228 
 229 
        //Decode polyline into Nx2 array of lat, 230 
longs 231 
        $latlngs = 232 
decodePolylineToArray($innerRow->PolyLine);  233 
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 234 
        $latlngsPrintable = array(); 235 
 236 
        for($i = 0; $i < count($latlngs); $i++) 237 
        { 238 
          array_push($latlngsPrintable, "new 239 
GLatLng({$latlngs[$i][0]}, {$latlngs[$i][1]})"); 240 
        }   241 
 242 
 243 
        echo 244 
"route{$row['RouteName']}.addOverlayRoute(map, 245 
[".implode(',', $latlngsPrintable)."], 246 
'#{$row['OverlayColor']}', 5, 0.5);".PHP_EOL; 247 
      } 248 
    } 249 
 250 
    /* Old Code 251 
    one.addOverlayRoute(map, "#B4006E", 18, 2); 252 
    two.addOverlayRoute(map, "#0076CB", 18, 2); 253 
    three.addOverlayRoute(map, "#00A042", 18, 2); 254 
    four_one.addOverlayRoute(map, "#936BB2", 18, 255 
2); 256 
    five_one.addOverlayRoute(map,"#FF9E00", 18, 257 
2); 258 
    sixa.addOverlayRoute(map, "#FF0000", 16, 4); 259 
    sixb.addOverlayRoute(map, "#FF0000", 16, 4); 260 
 261 
 262 
    //41/42 & 51/52 are the same routes 263 
    four_two.route = four_one.route; 264 
    four_two.eol = four_one.eol; 265 
    five_two.route = five_one.route; 266 
    five_two.eol = five_one.eol; 267 
    */ 268 
    // Trips 42 AND 52 NOT IMPLEMENTED, INSTEAD 269 
WE ASSUME IT'S offset 270 
    // 30 minutes from trips 41 and 51 271 
    /* Old code 272 
    for(i = 0; i < four_one.timetable.length; 273 
i++) 274 
    { 275 
      four_two.timetable[i] = 276 
(four_one.timetable[i] + 30 ) % 60; 277 
    } 278 
 279 
    for(i = 0; i < five_one.timetable.length; 280 
i++) 281 
    { 282 
      five_two.timetable[i] = 283 
(five_one.timetable[i] + 30 ) % 60; 284 
    } 285 
    */ 286 
 287 
    //Example route4.placeBus(map, '4'); 288 
    if($activeRoutes != NULL) 289 
    { 290 
      foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 291 
      { 292 
        echo 293 
"route{$row['RouteName']}.placeBus(map, 294 
'{$row['RouteName']}');".PHP_EOL; 295 
      } 296 
    } 297 
 298 
    /* Old Code 299 
    one.placeBus(map, "1"); 300 
    two.placeBus(map, "2"); 301 
    three.placeBus(map, "3"); 302 
    four_one.placeBus(map, "4"); 303 
    four_two.placeBus(map, "4"); 304 
    five_one.placeBus(map, "5"); 305 
    five_two.placeBus(map, "5"); 306 
    sixa.placeBus(map, "6a"); 307 
    sixb.placeBus(map, "6b"); 308 
    */ 309 
    /* Retrieve bus status using AJAX */ 310 
 311 
    echo "reloadStatus();".PHP_EOL; 312 
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 313 
    /* Get Initial Delay to start bus animation 314 
     * Useful when bus is at transit center for 315 
another few minutes 316 
     */ 317 
 318 
//echo <<<END 319 
 320 
    //Example: var tick4 = route4.initWait(); 321 
    if($activeRoutes != NULL) 322 
    { 323 
      foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 324 
      { 325 
        echo "var tick{$row['RouteName']} = 326 
route{$row['RouteName']}.initWait();".PHP_EOL; 327 
      } 328 
    } 329 
 330 
    /*Old Code 331 
    var tickone = one.initWait(); 332 
    var ticktwo = two.initWait(); 333 
    var tickthree = three.initWait(); 334 
    var tickfour_one = four_one.initWait(); 335 
    var tickfour_two = four_two.initWait(); 336 
    var tickfive_one = five_one.initWait(); 337 
    var tickfive_two = five_two.initWait(); 338 
    var tickb = sixb.initWait(); 339 
    var ticka = sixa.initWait(); 340 
    */ 341 
 342 
    //Example: setTimeout(function() { 343 
route4.animate() }, tick4*1000); 344 
    if($activeRoutes != NULL) 345 
    { 346 
      foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 347 
      { 348 
        echo "setTimeout(function() { 349 
route{$row['RouteName']}.animate() }, 350 
tick{$row['RouteName']}*1000);".PHP_EOL; 351 
      } 352 
    } 353 
 354 
    /* Funky way of calling the animate function 355 
of each bus */ 356 
    /*Old code 357 
    setTimeout(function() { one.animate() }, 358 
tickone*1000); 359 
    setTimeout(function() { two.animate() }, 360 
ticktwo*1000); 361 
    setTimeout(function() { three.animate() }, 362 
tickthree*1000); 363 
    setTimeout(function() { four_one.animate() }, 364 
tickfour_one*1000); 365 
    setTimeout(function() { four_two.animate() }, 366 
tickfour_two*1000); 367 
    setTimeout(function() { five_one.animate() }, 368 
tickfive_one*1000); 369 
    setTimeout(function() { five_two.animate() }, 370 
tickfive_two*1000); 371 
    setTimeout(function() { sixb.animate() }, 372 
tickb*1000); 373 
    setTimeout(function() { sixa.animate() }, 374 
ticka*1000); 375 
    */ 376 
echo '}'; 377 
 378 
/* Gets called from show_routes window 379 
 * either hides are shows a specific route and 380 
its bus 381 
 */ 382 
 echo PHP_EOL; 383 
 echo PHP_EOL; 384 
 echo "function changevisibility(route)".PHP_EOL; 385 
 echo '{'.PHP_EOL; 386 
 if($activeRoutes != NULL) 387 
 { 388 
  echo "switch(route)".PHP_EOL; 389 
  echo '{'.PHP_EOL; 390 
  foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 391 
  { 392 
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    echo "case 393 
route{$row['RouteName']}:".PHP_EOL; 394 
    echo 395 
"if(route{$row['RouteName']}.route.isHidden())".P396 
HP_EOL; 397 
    echo '{'.PHP_EOL; 398 
    echo 399 
"route{$row['RouteName']}.route.show();".PHP_EOL; 400 
    echo 401 
"route{$row['RouteName']}.marker.show();".PHP_EOL402 
; 403 
    echo '}'.PHP_EOL; 404 
    echo "else".PHP_EOL; 405 
    echo '{'.PHP_EOL; 406 
    echo 407 
"route{$row['RouteName']}.route.hide();".PHP_EOL; 408 
    echo 409 
"route{$row['RouteName']}.marker.hide();".PHP_EOL410 
; 411 
    echo '}'.PHP_EOL; 412 
    echo "break;".PHP_EOL; 413 
  } 414 
    echo "default:".PHP_EOL; 415 
    echo "break;".PHP_EOL; 416 
    echo '}'.PHP_EOL; 417 
  } 418 




function changevisibility(num ) 423 
{ 424 
    switch(num) 425 
    { 426 
    case 1: 427 
        if(one.route.isHidden() ) 428 
        { 429 
            one.route.show(); 430 
            one.marker.show() 431 
        } 432 
        else 433 
        { 434 
            one.route.hide(); 435 
            one.marker.hide(); 436 
        } 437 
        break; 438 
    case 2: 439 
        if(two.route.isHidden() ) 440 
        { 441 
            two.route.show(); 442 
            two.marker.show(); 443 
        } 444 
        else 445 
        { 446 
            two.route.hide(); 447 
            two.marker.hide(); 448 
        } 449 
        break; 450 
    case 3: 451 
        if(three.route.isHidden() ) 452 
        { 453 
            three.route.show(); 454 
            three.marker.show(); 455 
            three_end.show(); 456 
        } 457 
        else 458 
        { 459 
            three.route.hide(); 460 
            three.marker.hide(); 461 
            three_end.hide(); 462 
        } 463 
        break; 464 
    case 4: 465 
        if(four_one.route.isHidden() ) 466 
        { 467 
            four_one.route.show(); 468 
            four_one.marker.show(); 469 
            four_two.marker.show(); 470 
        } 471 
        else 472 
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        { 473 
            four_one.route.hide(); 474 
            four_one.marker.hide(); 475 
            four_two.marker.hide(); 476 
        } 477 
        break; 478 
    case 5: 479 
        if(five_one.route.isHidden() ) 480 
        { 481 
            five_one.route.show(); 482 
            five_one.marker.show(); 483 
            five_two.marker.show(); 484 
        } 485 
        else 486 
        { 487 
            five_one.route.hide(); 488 
            five_one.marker.hide(); 489 
            five_two.marker.hide(); 490 
        } 491 
        break; 492 
    case 6: 493 
        if(sixa.route.isHidden() ) 494 
        { 495 
            sixa.route.show(); 496 
            sixa.marker.show(); 497 
        } 498 
        else 499 
        { 500 
            sixa.route.hide(); 501 
            sixa.marker.hide(); 502 
        } 503 
        break; 504 
    case 7: 505 
        if(sixb.route.isHidden() ) 506 
        { 507 
            sixb.route.show(); 508 
            sixb.marker.show(); 509 
        } 510 
        else 511 
        { 512 
            sixb.route.hide(); 513 
            sixb.marker.hide(); 514 
        } 515 
        break; 516 
    default: 517 
        break; 518 










/* routeDefinitionJS.php 3 
 * This file contains the route object definition 4 
and contains methods that the routes use 5 
 * such as animate(), initWaitXX(), initRouteXX() 6 
[where XX is the time period of the route 7 
 * This file used to be route.js but because it 8 
now requires MySQL queries, 9 
 * it must be written in PHP. 10 
 */ 11 
 12 
 require_once("lib.php"); 13 
 makeSQLConnection(); 14 
 getActiveRoutes($sqldb); 15 
 16 
 //Not yet used, needs some work 17 
 function initRoute() 18 
 { 19 
  global $dbc; 20 
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 21 
  echo 'var time = getSLOTime();'; 22 
  echo 'var minutes = time.getMinutes();'; 23 
  echo 'var seconds = time.getSeconds()/60;'; 24 
  echo 'var prev;'; 25 
  echo 'var stopTime;'; 26 
  echo 'var prevStopTime;'; 27 
 } 28 
 29 
 echo <<<END 30 
 function Route() 31 
{ 32 
    this.route = 0;          //GPolyLine Encoded 33 
of Route Path 34 
    this.icon = 0;           //Route Icon 35 
    this.eol = 0;            //End of Line 36 
Distance 37 
    this.marker = 0;         //Route Marker 38 
    this.current_d = 0;      //Maker Current 39 
Distance 40 
    this.timetable = 0;      //Route Time Table 41 
    this.stoptime = 0;       //Time in Seconds to 42 
stop at every Bus stop 43 
    this.distances = 0;      //Distances of Bus 44 
Stops along the line 45 
    this.markers = [];       //Markers of each 46 
Bus Stop 47 
    this.late = 0;           // Number of minutes 48 
late 49 
    this.route_overhead = 0; //Time between each 50 
bus at a bus stop 51 
    this.waypoint = 0;       // Next Stop 52 
    this.hour_start = 0;     //Starting hour of 53 
the route 54 
    this.first = 1;          //Calcuate average 55 
speed in animate() 56 
    this.name = "";          //Bus name 57 
 58 
    // Function Declarations 59 
    this.placeBus = placeBus; 60 
    this.initRoute; 61 
    this.addOverlayRoute = addOverlayRoute; 62 
    this.initWait; 63 
    this.animate = animate; 64 
    this.getTime = getTime; 65 
} 66 
 67 
/* Place bus icon on Google Maps */ 68 
function placeBus(map, num) 69 
{ 70 
    var position = this.initRoute(); 71 
    if( position > this.eol ) 72 
    { 73 
        debugPrint(this.name + " ERROR POSITION 74 
CLIPPED TO BEGINING OF LINE"); 75 
      debugPrint(this.name + "position: " + 76 
position + " eol: " + this.eol); 77 
      position = 0;   78 
    } 79 
    else 80 
    { 81 
    debugPrint(this.name + " position: " + 82 
position + " eol: " + this.eol); 83 
    } 84 
    var glatlng = 85 
(this.route).GetPointAtDistance(position); 86 
 87 
    this.icon = new GIcon(); 88 
    this.icon.image = "images/"+num+".png"; 89 
    this.icon.iconSize = new GSize(20, 20); 90 
    this.icon.iconAnchor = new GPoint(10, 10); 91 
    this.marker = new GMarker( glatlng, 92 
{icon:this.icon});  93 
 94 
    map.addOverlay(this.marker); 95 
} 96 
 97 
/* Add Bus Route to Google Maps */ 98 
function addOverlayRoute(map, route, route_color,  99 
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                         route_weight, 100 
route_opacity) 101 
{ 102 
    this.route = new GPolyline(route, 103 
route_color, route_weight, route_opacity); 104 
 105 
/* This was used for previous, GoogleMaps APIv2 106 
Polylines 107 
Which had an encoded levels string 108 
    new GPolyline.fromEncoded(  109 
            { 110 
color: route_color, 111 
weight: 5, 112 
points: this.points, 113 
levels: this.levels, 114 
zoomFactor: zoom, 115 
numLevels: level 116 
}); 117 
    */ 118 
 119 
map.addOverlay(this.route); 120 
this.eol = this.route.Distance(); 121 
} 122 
 123 
function animate() 124 
{ 125 
    var tick = 500; //milliseconds 126 
    var p; 127 
    var sec_rem; 128 
    var dist; 129 
    var thisObj = this; //neat trick to use 130 
setTime with a object's function 131 
    /*setTimeout() is in milliseconds (convert to 132 
seconds) */ 133 
    var seconds = 1000; /* 1 ms = 1s */ 134 
    var adjusted_time; 135 
 136 
    // Calculate average speed to bus stop 137 
    if(this.first == 1) 138 
    { 139 
        dist = this.distances[this.waypoint] - 140 
this.current_d; 141 
        adjusted_time = 142 
this.getTime(this.waypoint, 143 
getRouteType(this.name) ); 144 
        debugPrint(this.name + " adjustedTime: " 145 
+ adjusted_time); 146 
        sec_rem = 147 
getSecondsRemaining(adjusted_time, this.name); 148 
 149 
  // the time is off, so place the bus again 150 
  if( sec_rem <= 0 ) 151 
  { 152 
    this.current_d = this.initRoute(); 153 
    if( this.current_d > this.eol ) 154 
    { 155 
      this.current_d = 0; 156 
    } 157 
    p = 158 
this.route.GetPointAtDistance(this.current_d); 159 
    this.marker.setPoint(p); 160 
    tick = this.initWait(); 161 
    setTimeout( function() {thisObj.animate() }, 162 
tick); 163 
    return; 164 
  } 165 
        // 2 = 1/500 milliseconds 166 
        this.step = dist / (sec_rem * 2); 167 
        debugPrint(this.name + " Distance: " + 168 
dist + " Time to reach stop: " + sec_rem); 169 
        debugPrint(this.name + " Average Speed: " 170 
+ Math.round(this.step*4.46) + "mph"); 171 
        this.first = 0; 172 
    } 173 
    this.current_d += this.step; 174 
    this.current_d %= this.eol; 175 
 176 
    // check to see if we've reached the stop 177 
    if( this.distances[this.waypoint] - 178 
this.current_d < 4 ) 179 
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    { 180 
        this.first = 1; 181 
        // debugPrint(this.name+ " reached stop: 182 
" + this.stops[waypoint] ); 183 
 184 
        var waitTime = 185 
this.stoptime[this.waypoint]; 186 
        this.waypoint++; 187 
 188 
        // End of Array Bounds Check 189 
        if( this.waypoint >= 190 
this.distances.length ) 191 
        { 192 
            // first waypoint is also transit 193 
center leaving 194 
            this.waypoint = 1; 195 
            this.current_d = 0; 196 
        } 197 
        //debugPrint(this.name+" next stop: " + 198 
this.stops[waypoint]); 199 
        p = 200 
this.route.GetPointAtDistance(this.current_d); 201 
        this.marker.setPoint(p); 202 
 203 
        debugPrint(this.name+" wait for " + 204 
waitTime + "s"); 205 
        setTimeout(function() {thisObj.animate() 206 
}, waitTime*seconds); 207 
        return; 208 
    } 209 
    p = 210 
this.route.GetPointAtDistance(this.current_d); 211 
    this.marker.setPoint(p); 212 
 213 
    //No stop reached, call animate accordingly 214 




// A bus being tardy shifts its timetable by x 219 
number of minutes  220 
// We must check for rollover every time  221 
// 222 
function getTime(index, offset) 223 
{ 224 
    var time = this.timetable[index] + this.late; 225 
 226 
    if( offset == 30 ) 227 
    { 228 
        time = time % 30; 229 
    } 230 
    else if( offset == 40 ) 231 
    { 232 
        var time_offset = calculateOffset(); 233 
        time += time_offset; 234 
        time = time % 60; 235 
    } 236 
    else 237 
    { 238 
        time = time % 60; 239 
    } 240 
    return time; 241 
} 242 
 243 
function calculateOffset() 244 
{ 245 
    // Schedule based on starting trip at 6:25 246 
    var time = getSLOTime(); 247 
    var hours = time.getHours(); 248 
    var minutes = time.getMinutes(); 249 
 250 
    // edge cases where these buses do not run 251 
    if( hours < 6 && minutes < 25 ) 252 
      { 253 
      return NULL; 254 
      } 255 
      if( hours > 18 && minutes > 20 ) 256 
      { 257 
      return NULL; 258 
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      } 259 
 260 
    // If hour is even and its after 25 minutes, 261 
it's the regular schedule 262 
    var noteven = hours % 2; 263 
    // even hour 264 
    if( !noteven ) 265 
    { 266 
        if( minutes >= 25 ) 267 
        { 268 
            //debugPrint(this.name + "offset: 269 
0"); 270 
            return 0; 271 
        } 272 
        else 273 
        { 274 
            //debugPrint(this.name + "offset: 275 
20"); 276 
            return 20; 277 
        } 278 
    } 279 
    // odd hour 280 
    else 281 
    { 282 
        if( minutes < 45 ) 283 
        { 284 
            //debugPrint(this.name + "offset: 285 
40"); 286 
            return 40; 287 
        } 288 
        else 289 
        { 290 
            //debugPrint(this.name + "offset: 291 
20"); 292 
            return 20; 293 
        } 294 




//The following is code I would like to make more 299 
generic in the future, but for 300 
//the time being it remains 301 
echo <<<END 302 
/* Find starting point of the bus on an 1 hourly 303 
schedule at website load()  304 
 * For Routes 1, 4 and 5 305 
 */ 306 
function initRouteHour() 307 
{ 308 
 309 
    var time = getSLOTime(); 310 
    var minutes = time.getMinutes(); 311 
    var seconds = time.getSeconds()/60; 312 
    var prev; 313 
    var stopTime; 314 
    var prevStopTime; 315 
 316 
    var currentTime =  minutes + seconds; 317 
 318 
    for(i = 0; i < this.timetable.length; i++) 319 
    { 320 
        stopTime = this.getTime(i, 60); 321 
 322 
        if( i == 0 ) 323 
        { 324 
            prev = this.timetable.length - 1; 325 
        } 326 
        else 327 
        { 328 
            prev = i - 1; 329 
        } 330 
 331 
        prevStopTime = this.getTime(prev, 60); 332 
 333 
        /*Case where we have rollover in the 334 
timetable e.g: 335 
         * stop[i]: 02 minutes after the hour 336 
         * stop[i-1]: 58 minutes after the hour 337 
         */ 338 
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        if( stopTime < prevStopTime ) 339 
        { 340 
            /* Here prevStopTime is assumed to be 341 
large >50min  342 
             * and stopTime is assumed to be 343 
small <10min 344 
             */ 345 
            if( currentTime >= prevStopTime || 346 
currentTime < stopTime) 347 
            { 348 
                debugPrint(this.name + " stop 349 
number: " + i); 350 
                this.waypoint = i; 351 
                /* Check for wrap around, so 352 
place bus at 0, not end of line*/ 353 
                if( i == 0 ) 354 
                { 355 
                    this.current_d = 0; 356 
                } 357 
                else 358 
                { 359 
                    this.current_d = 360 
this.distances[prev]; 361 
                } 362 
                return this.current_d; 363 
            } 364 
        } 365 
 366 
        /* Find where the bus should be on page 367 
load */ 368 
        if( currentTime < stopTime ) 369 
        { 370 
            /* see if we are in between bus stops 371 
*/ 372 
            if( currentTime >= prevStopTime) 373 
            { 374 
                this.waypoint = i; 375 
                if( i == 0 ) 376 
                { 377 
                    this.current_d = 0; 378 
                } 379 
                else 380 
                { 381 
                    /* place at previous bus stop 382 
*/ 383 
                    this.current_d = 384 
this.distances[prev]; 385 
                } 386 
                return this.current_d; 387 
            } 388 
        } 389 
    } //end for 390 
    return null; 391 
} 392 
 393 
/* Find starting point of the bus on an 40 min 394 
schedule at website load()  395 
 * For Routes 2 and 3 396 
 */ 397 
function initRouteForty() 398 
{ 399 
    var time = getSLOTime(); 400 
    var minutes = time.getMinutes(); 401 
    var seconds = time.getSeconds()/60; 402 
    var prev; 403 
    var stopTime; 404 
    var prevStopTime; 405 
 406 
    var currentTime = minutes + seconds; 407 
 408 
    for(i = 0; i < this.timetable.length; i++) 409 
    { 410 
        stopTime = this.getTime(i, 40); 411 
        if( i == 0 ) 412 
        { 413 
            prev = this.timetable.length - 1; 414 
        } 415 
        else 416 
        { 417 
            prev = i -1; 418 
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        } 419 
 420 
        var prevStopTime = this.getTime(prev, 421 
40); 422 
        //(this.timetable[i-1] + offset + 423 
this.late) % 60; 424 
 425 
        /*Case where we have rollover in the 426 
timetable e.g: 427 
         * stop[i]: 02 minutes after the hour 428 
         * stop[i-1]: 58 minutes after the hour 429 
         */ 430 
        if( stopTime < prevStopTime ) 431 
        { 432 
            if( currentTime >= prevStopTime || 433 
currentTime < stopTime) 434 
            { 435 
 debugPrint(this.name + " stop number: " + 436 
i); 437 
                this.waypoint = i; 438 
                /* Check for wrap around, so 439 
place bus at 0, not end of line*/ 440 
                if( i == 0 ) 441 
                { 442 
 this.current_d = 0; 443 
                } 444 
                else 445 
                { 446 
 this.current_d = this.distances[prev]; 447 
                } 448 
                return this.current_d; 449 
            } 450 
        } 451 
 452 
        /* Find where the bus should be on page 453 
load */ 454 
        if( currentTime < stopTime) 455 
        { 456 
            /* see if we are in between bus stops 457 
*/ 458 
            if( currentTime >= prevStopTime) 459 
            { 460 
                this.waypoint = i; 461 
                debugPrint(this.name + " stop 462 
number: " + i); 463 
                if( i == 0) 464 
                { 465 
 this.current_d = 0; 466 
                } 467 
                else 468 
                { 469 
 /* place at previous bus stop */ 470 
 this.current_d = this.distances[prev]; 471 
                } 472 
                return this.current_d; 473 
            } 474 
        } 475 
    } //end for 476 
    return null; 477 
} 478 
/* Find starting point of the bus on an 30min 479 
schedule at website load()  480 
 * For Routes 6a and 6b  481 
 */ 482 
function initRouteThirty() 483 
{ 484 
 485 
    var time = getSLOTime(); 486 
    var minutes = time.getMinutes(); 487 
    var seconds = time.getSeconds()/60; 488 
    var prev; 489 
    minutes += seconds; 490 
 491 
    /* 30 minutes routes fit into the first 0-30 492 
minutes of the hour */ 493 
    if( minutes >= 30 ) 494 
    { 495 
        minutes -= 30; 496 
    } 497 
 498 
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    for(i = 0; i < this.timetable.length; i++) 499 
    { 500 
        var current = this.getTime(i, 30); 501 
 502 
        /* Find where the bus should be on page 503 
load */ 504 
        if( i == 0 ) 505 
        { 506 
            prev = this.timetable.length - 1; 507 
        } 508 
        else 509 
        { 510 
            prev = i - 1; 511 
        } 512 
 513 
        var prevtime = this.getTime(prev, 30); 514 
        /* Rollover case where prevstop = 26, 515 
currentstop=4 */ 516 
        if( current < prevtime ) 517 
        { 518 
            if( minutes >= prevtime || minutes < 519 
current ) 520 
            { 521 
                debugPrint(this.name + " stop at 522 
" + i); 523 
                this.waypoint = i; 524 
                /* Check for wrap around, so 525 
place bus at 0 not end of line */ 526 
                if( i == 0 ) 527 
                { 528 
                    this.current_d = 0; 529 
                } 530 
                else 531 
                { 532 
                    this.current_d = 533 
this.distances[prev]; 534 
                } 535 
 debugPrint(this.name + " stop at " + i); 536 
                return this.current_d; 537 
            } 538 
        } 539 
 540 
        if( minutes < current ) 541 
        { 542 
            if( minutes >= prevtime) 543 
            { 544 
                //alert("6B stop at " + i); 545 
                this.waypoint = i; 546 
                if( i == 0 ) 547 
                { 548 
                    this.current_d = 0; 549 
                } 550 
                else  551 
                { 552 
                    this.current_d = 553 
this.distances[prev]; 554 
                } 555 
                return this.current_d; 556 
            } 557 
        } 558 
    } //end for 559 
    return null; 560 
} 561 
 562 
/* Upon loading, check to see if bus should be 563 
waiting at a bus stop */ 564 
function initWaitHour() 565 
{ 566 
    var time = getSLOTime(); 567 
    var minutes = time.getMinutes(); 568 
    var seconds = time.getSeconds()/60; 569 
 570 
    var currentTime = minutes + seconds; 571 
 572 
    var next; 573 
 574 
    if(this.waypoint == 0) 575 
    { 576 
        next = this.timetable.length - 1; 577 
    } 578 
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    else 579 
    { 580 
        next = this.waypoint - 1; 581 
    } 582 
 583 
    var leaveAt = this.getTime(next) + 584 
(this.stoptime[next]/60);  585 
    /* Wrap around*/ 586 
    debugPrint(this.name + " leaves at: " + 587 
leaveAt + "minutes"); 588 
 589 
    /* Wrap around case */ 590 
    /* if current time is high >50min, then don't 591 
substract off 60 */ 592 
    if( leaveAt > 60 && currentTime < 15) 593 
    { 594 
        leaveAt = leaveAt % 60; 595 
    } 596 
 597 
    if( leaveAt < 15 && currentTime > 45 ) 598 
    { 599 
 leaveAt += 60; 600 
    } 601 
 602 
    if( currentTime < leaveAt ) 603 
    { 604 
        debugPrint(this.name + " wait for " + 605 
(leaveAt - minutes) + "minute(s)" ); 606 
        /* return value in seconds */ 607 
        return (leaveAt - minutes)*60; 608 
    } 609 
    else 610 
    { 611 
        //3 second delay 612 
        return 3; 613 




function initWaitForty() 618 
{ 619 
    var time = getSLOTime(); 620 
    var minutes = time.getMinutes(); 621 
    var seconds = time.getSeconds()/60; 622 
 623 
    var currentTime = minutes + seconds; 624 
 625 
    //Since waypoint is the next stop, we must 626 
look at the current stop (waypoint - 1) 627 
    var currentStop; 628 
 629 
    if(this.waypoint == 0) 630 
    { 631 
        currentStop = this.timetable.length - 1; 632 
    } 633 
    else 634 
    { 635 
        currentStop = this.waypoint - 1; 636 
    } 637 
 638 
    var leaveAt = this.getTime(currentStop, 40) + 639 
(this.stoptime[currentStop]/60);  640 
 641 
    /* Wrap around case */ 642 
    /* if current time is high >50min, then don't 643 
substract off 60 */ 644 
    if( leaveAt > 60 && currentTime < 10) 645 
    { 646 
        leaveAt = leaveAt % 60; 647 
    } 648 
 649 
    if( currentTime < leaveAt ) 650 
    { 651 
        debugPrint(this.name + " wait for " + 652 
(leaveAt - minutes)*60 + "second(s)" ); 653 
        /* return value in seconds */ 654 
        return (leaveAt - minutes)*60; 655 
    } 656 
    else 657 
    { 658 
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        //3 second delay 659 
        return 3; 660 





/* Upon loading, check to see if bus should be 666 
waiting at a bus stop */ 667 
function initWaitThirty() 668 
{ 669 
    var time = getSLOTime(); 670 
    var minutes = time.getMinutes(); 671 
    var seconds = time.getSeconds()/60; 672 
 673 
    minutes += seconds; 674 
 675 
    /* 30 minutes routes fit into the first 0-30 676 
minutes of the hour */ 677 
    if( minutes > 30 ) 678 
    { 679 
        minutes = minutes - 30; 680 
    } 681 
 682 
    var look; 683 
 684 
    if(this.waypoint == 0) 685 
    { 686 
        look = this.timetable.length - 1; 687 
    } 688 
    else 689 
    { 690 
        look = this.waypoint - 1; 691 
    } 692 
 693 
    var leaveAt = this.getTime(look) + 694 
(this.stoptime[look]/60);  695 
    /* Wrap around*/ 696 
    debugPrint( this.name + " leaves at " + 697 
leaveAt + "minutes"); 698 
 699 
    /* Wrap around case */ 700 
    if( leaveAt > 30 && minutes < 10) 701 
    { 702 
        leaveAt = leaveAt % 30; 703 
    } 704 
    if( minutes < leaveAt ) 705 
    { 706 
        debugPrint(this.name + " wait for " + 707 
(leaveAt - minutes) + " minutes"); 708 
        return (leaveAt - minutes)*60; 709 
    } 710 
    else 711 
    { 712 
        //3 second delay 713 
        return 3; 714 




 //This funtion returns the time length of the 719 
route when its short name gets passed to it 720 
 //Example: getRouteType(4) returns 60 because 721 
it's an hour route. 722 
 echo "function getRouteType(num)".PHP_EOL; 723 
 echo '{'.PHP_EOL; 724 
 if($activeRoutes != NULL) 725 
 { 726 
  echo "switch(num)".PHP_EOL; 727 
  echo '{'.PHP_EOL; 728 
  foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 729 
    { 730 
      echo "case '{$row['RouteName']}':".PHP_EOL; 731 
      echo "return 732 
{$row['TimeLength']};".PHP_EOL; 733 
      echo "break;".PHP_EOL; 734 
    } 735 
    echo "default:".PHP_EOL; 736 
    echo "break;".PHP_EOL; 737 
    echo '}'.PHP_EOL; 738 
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  } 739 






/* routes.php: 2 
 * query database for each bus, and build a 3 
javascript file that fills in 4 
 * each bus's route information 5 
 */ 6 
 7 
/* GENERIC ROUTE */ 8 
  require_once("lib.php"); 9 
  makeSQLConnection(); 10 
 11 
//Populate associative array with all routes 12 
  getActiveRoutes($sqldb); 13 
  if($activeRoutes != NULL) 14 
  { 15 
    foreach($activeRoutes as $row){ 16 
 17 
    //Useful for debugging: 18 
    /*foreach($row as $key => $value) { 19 
      echo "Key: $key, Value: $value\n"; 20 
    }*/ 21 
 22 
    //Example: var route1 = new Route(); 23 
    echo "var route{$row['RouteName']} = new 24 
Route();".PHP_EOL; 25 
 26 
    //Example: route1.name = '1'; 27 
    echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.name = 28 
'{$row['RouteName']}';".PHP_EOL; 29 
 30 
    //Example: route1.timetable = new Array(*, * 31 
*); 32 
        $query = "SELECT TimeFromStart FROM 33 
routestops where RouteName = 34 
'{$row['RouteName']}'"; 35 
    $query .= " and TimeDescription = 36 
'{$row['TimeDescription']}' order by 37 
TimeFromStart"; 38 
 39 
    $innerResult = mysqli_query($sqldb, $query) 40 
or die; 41 
    $timeFromStarts = array(); //Array of all 42 
time from starts 43 
    //Go through, get each time, and add it to 44 
the array of times 45 
    while($innerRow = 46 
mysqli_fetch_array($innerResult, MYSQLI_ASSOC)) 47 
    { 48 
      array_push($timeFromStarts, 49 
$innerRow['TimeFromStart']); 50 
    } 51 
    //The first and last stop has a negative 52 
value 53 
    //Since the times have been sorted, it 54 
currently resides at the beginning of the array 55 
    //What it really represents is the offset 56 
from the last time 57 
    //Hence what we need to do is add an element 58 
to the array that is the current last element's 59 
value 60 
    //Plus the absolute value of the first value 61 
(the negative value representing the first/last 62 
stop) 63 
    //Once we do that, we need to remove the 64 
negative value from the beginning of the array, 65 
by 66 
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    //Shifting the array (thus removing the first 67 
element out of the array) 68 
    //The format of having the first/last stop 69 
only residing at the end of this array was 70 
    //standardized by the previous version, and 71 
this version is keeping things the same 72 
    array_push($timeFromStarts, 73 
$timeFromStarts[count($timeFromStarts)-1] + 74 
abs($timeFromStarts[0])); 75 
    array_shift($timeFromStarts); 76 
    echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.timetable = 77 
new Array(".implode(',', 78 
$timeFromStarts).");".PHP_EOL; 79 
 80 
    //Distance information, derived from 81 
'routestops' table 82 
    //Example: route1.distances = new Array(*, *, 83 
*); 84 
    $query = "SELECT DistanceFromStart FROM 85 
routestops where RouteName = 86 
'{$row['RouteName']}'"; 87 
    $query .= " and TimeDescription = 88 
'{$row['TimeDescription']}' order by 89 
TimeFromStart"; 90 
 91 
    $innerResult = mysqli_query($sqldb, $query) 92 
or die; 93 
    $distances = array(); //Distances is an array 94 
of all the stop distances 95 
    //Go through, get each distance, and add it 96 
to the array 97 
    while($innerRow = 98 
mysqli_fetch_array($innerResult, MYSQLI_ASSOC)) 99 
    { 100 
      array_push($distances, 101 
$innerRow['DistanceFromStart']); 102 
    } 103 
    //The first and last stop has a negative 104 
value for its distance 105 
    //Since the distances have been sorted, it 106 
currently resides at the beginning of the array 107 
    //What it really represents is the offset 108 
from the last distance 109 
    //Hence what we need to do is add an element 110 
to the array that is the current last element's 111 
value 112 
    //Plus the absolute value of the first value 113 
(the negative value representing the first/last 114 
stop) 115 
    //Once we do that, we need to remove the 116 
negative value from the beginning of the array, 117 
by 118 
    //Shifting the array (thus removing the first 119 
element out of the array) 120 
    //The format of having the first/last stop 121 
only residing at the end of this array was 122 
    //standardized by the previous version, and 123 
this version is keeping things the same 124 
    array_push($distances, 125 
$distances[count($distances)-1] + 126 
abs($distances[0])); 127 
    array_shift($distances); 128 
    //Set routeX.distances to an array of 129 
distances 130 
    echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.distances = 131 
new Array(".implode(',', 132 
$distances).");".PHP_EOL; 133 
 134 
    //Stop times, derived from 'routestops' table 135 
    //Example: route1.stoptime = new Array(*, *, 136 
*); 137 
    $query = "SELECT TimeFromStart FROM 138 
routestops where RouteName = 139 
'{$row['RouteName']}'"; 140 
    $query .= " and TimeDescription = 141 
'{$row['TimeDescription']}' order by 142 
TimeFromStart"; 143 
 144 
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    $innerResult = mysqli_query($sqldb, $query) 145 
or die; 146 
    $timeAtStops = array(); //Array of all time 147 
from starts 148 
    //Go through, get each time, and add it to 149 
the array of times 150 
    while($innerRow = 151 
mysqli_fetch_array($innerResult, MYSQLI_ASSOC)) 152 
    { 153 
      //TODO: Need to get time spent at each stop 154 
      //Something like: 155 
array_push($timeFromStarts, 156 
$innerRow['TimeFromStart']); 157 
      array_push($timeAtStops, 20); 158 
    } 159 
    //The buses are assumed to wait at their 160 
last/first stop for the remainder of the route 161 
duration 162 
    //After they arrive there. For example, if a 163 
bus arrives at it's last/first stop at 0:20 after 164 
    //the hour, on a 30 minute route, it is 165 
assumed it will wait there for ten minutes 166 
    //Hence we need to adjust the last stoptime 167 
to be the route length minus the time after the 168 
    //beginning of the route that the bus arrives 169 
at it's last/first stop (30 minutes - 20 minutes 170 
=  171 
    //10 minute wait time at the final stop, 172 
which will then become it's starting location, 173 
should 174 
    //the route continue to run). Since each 175 
stoptime is in seconds rather than minutes, we 176 
must 177 
    //multiply the value (which is in minutes) by 178 
sixty to convert it to seconds 179 
    $timeAtStops[count($distances)-1] = 180 
60*($row['TimeLength'] - 181 
$timeFromStarts[count($timeFromStarts)-1]); 182 
    echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.stoptime = new 183 
Array(".implode(',', $timeAtStops).");".PHP_EOL; 184 
 185 
    //Polyline information 186 
    //Example: route1.points = "*****"; 187 
    $query = "SELECT PolyLine FROM routepaths 188 
where RouteName = '{$row['RouteName']}'"; 189 
    $query .= " and TimeDescription = 190 
'{$row['TimeDescription']}'"; 191 
 192 
    $innerResult = $sqldb->query($query) or die; 193 
    $innerRow = $innerResult->fetch_object(); 194 
    echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.points = 195 
'".addSlashes($innerRow->PolyLine)."';".PHP_EOL; 196 
 197 
    //Encoded level information 198 
    //Example: route1.levels = "*****" 199 
    $query = "SELECT Level FROM routepaths where 200 
RouteName = '{$row['RouteName']}'"; 201 
    $query .= " and TimeDescription = 202 
'{$row['TimeDescription']}'"; 203 
 204 
    $innerResult = $sqldb->query($query) or die; 205 
    $innerRow = $innerResult->fetch_object(); 206 
    echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.levels = 207 
\"{$innerRow->Level}\";".PHP_EOL; 208 
 209 
    //TODO: Make generic initWait function for 210 
any value 211 
    //Set initRoute, initWait based off of 212 
TimeLength information 213 
    switch ($row['TimeLength']) { 214 
      case 30: 215 
        echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.initWait = 216 
initWaitThirty;".PHP_EOL; 217 
        echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.initRoute 218 
= initRouteThirty;".PHP_EOL; 219 
        break; 220 
      case 40: 221 
        echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.initWait = 222 
initWaitForty;".PHP_EOL; 223 
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        echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.initRoute 224 
= initRouteForty;".PHP_EOL; 225 
        break; 226 
      case 60: 227 
        echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.initWait = 228 
initWaitHour;".PHP_EOL; 229 
        echo "route{$row['RouteName']}.initRoute 230 
= initRouteHour;".PHP_EOL; 231 
        break; 232 
    } 233 






/* Needs to be tested */ 240 
//In order for this to work we need: 241 
//routeName (1, 2, 3, 4, 6A, etc.) for printing 242 
out to humans 243 
//routeVariableName (one, two, six_one, etc.) for 244 
use as javascript variable names 245 
//routeNumber (1, 2, 61, 62, etc.) for the 246 
encoding in the database 247 
/* 248 
echo 'var ' .$routeName. 'one = new Route(); '; 249 
echo $routeName .'.name = \'' .$routeNumber.'1\'; 250 
'; 251 
 252 
$trip = getTrip($routeNumber); 253 
getSection($routeName.'.timetable', $trip, 254 
'time'); 255 
getSection($routeName.'.distances', $trip, 256 
'distance'); 257 
getSection($routeName.'.stoptime', $trip, 258 
'stoptime'); 259 
getGmapSection($routeName, 'Trip'.$routeNumber); 260 
 261 
echo $routeName.'initWait = initWait; '; 262 
*/ 263 
 264 
// /* R O U T E  1 */ 265 
// echo 'var one = new Route(); '; 266 
// echo 'one.name = \'1\'; '; 267 
 268 
// $trip = getTrip('1'); 269 
// getSection('one.timetable', $trip, 'time'); 270 
// getSection('one.distances', $trip, 271 
'distance'); 272 
// getSection('one.stoptime', $trip, 'stoptime'); 273 
// getGmapSection('one', 'Trip1'); 274 
 275 
// echo 'one.initWait = initWaitHour; '; 276 
 277 
// /* R O U T E  2 */ 278 
// echo 'var two = new Route(); '; 279 
// echo 'two.name = \'2\'; '; 280 
 281 
// $trip = getTrip('2'); 282 
// getSection('two.timetable', $trip, 'time'); 283 
// getSection('two.distances', $trip, 284 
'distance'); 285 
// getSection('two.stoptime', $trip, 'stoptime'); 286 
// getGmapSection('two', 'Trip2'); 287 
 288 
// echo 'two.initRoute = initRouteForty; '; 289 
// echo 'two.initWait = initWaitForty; '; 290 
 291 
// /* R O U T E  3 */ 292 
// echo 'var three = new Route(); '; 293 
// echo 'three.name = \'3\'; '; 294 
 295 
// $trip = getTrip('3'); 296 
// getSection('three.timetable', $trip, 'time'); 297 
// getSection('three.distances', $trip, 298 
'distance'); 299 
// getSection('three.stoptime', $trip, 300 
'stoptime'); 301 
// getGmapSection('three', 'Trip3'); 302 
 303 
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// echo 'three.initRoute = initRouteForty; '; 304 
// echo 'three.initWait = initWaitForty; '; 305 
 306 
// /* R O U T E  4 1 */ 307 
 308 
// echo 'var four_one = new Route(); '; 309 
// echo 'four_one.name = \'41\'; '; 310 
 311 
// //REPLACE WITH 41, once implemented 312 
// $trip = getTrip('42'); 313 
// getSection('four_one.timetable', $trip, 314 
'time'); 315 
// getSection('four_one.distances', $trip, 316 
'distance'); 317 
// getSection('four_one.stoptime', $trip, 318 
'stoptime'); 319 
// getGmapSection('four_one', 'Trip4'); 320 
 321 
// echo 'four_one.initWait = initWaitHour; '; 322 
 323 
// /* R O U T E  4 2 */ 324 
// echo 'var four_two = new Route(); '; 325 
// echo 'four_two.name = \'42\'; '; 326 
 327 
// $trip = getTrip('42'); 328 
// getSection('four_two.timetable', $trip, 329 
'time'); 330 
// getSection('four_two.distances', $trip, 331 
'distance'); 332 
// getSection('four_two.stoptime', $trip, 333 
'stoptime'); 334 
// getGmapSection('four_two', 'Trip4'); 335 
 336 
// echo 'four_two.initWait = initWaitHour; '; 337 
 338 
// /* R O U T E  5 1 */ 339 
 340 
// echo 'var five_one = new Route(); '; 341 
// echo 'five_one.name = \'51\'; '; 342 
 343 
// $trip = getTrip('51'); 344 
// getSection('five_one.timetable', $trip, 345 
'time'); 346 
// getSection('five_one.distances', $trip, 347 
'distance'); 348 
// getSection('five_one.stoptime', $trip, 349 
'stoptime'); 350 
// getGmapSection('five_one', 'Trip5'); 351 
 352 
// echo 'five_one.initWait = initWaitHour; '; 353 
 354 
// echo 'var five_two = five_one; '; 355 
 356 
// /* R O U T E  5 2 */ 357 
// echo 'var five_two = new Route(); '; 358 
// echo 'five_two.name = \'52\'; '; 359 
 360 
// //REPLACE WITH 52 once implemented 361 
// $trip = getTrip('51'); 362 
// getSection('five_two.timetable', $trip, 363 
'time'); 364 
// getSection('five_two.distances', $trip, 365 
'distance'); 366 
// getSection('five_two.stoptime', $trip, 367 
'stoptime'); 368 
// getGmapSection('five_two', 'Trip5'); 369 
 370 
// echo 'five_two.initWait = initWaitHour; '; 371 
 372 
// /* R O U T E  6 A */ 373 
 374 
// echo 'var sixa = new Route(); '; 375 
// echo 'sixa.name = \'6A\'; '; 376 
 377 
// $trip = getTrip('61'); 378 
// getSection('sixa.timetable', $trip, 'time'); 379 
// getSection('sixa.distances', $trip, 380 
'distance'); 381 
// getSection('sixa.stoptime', $trip, 382 
'stoptime'); 383 
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// getGmapSection('sixa', $trip); 384 
 385 
// echo 'sixa.initRoute = initRouteThirty; '; 386 
 387 
// /* R O U T E  6 B */ 388 
 389 
// echo 'var sixb = new Route(); '; 390 
// echo 'sixb.name = \'6B\'; '; 391 
 392 
// $trip = getTrip('62'); 393 
// getSection('sixb.timetable', $trip, 'time'); 394 
// getSection('sixb.distances', $trip, 395 
'distance'); 396 
// getSection('sixb.stoptime', $trip, 397 
'stoptime'); 398 
// getGmapSection('sixb', $trip); 399 
 400 







/* routes.php: 2 
 * query database for each bus, and build a 3 
javascript file that fills in 4 
 * each bus's route information 5 






  if($activeRoutes != NULL) 12 
  { 13 
    foreach($activeRoutes as $row)  14 
    { 15 
      //Get just first character of route name 16 
(i.e just the number) 17 
      $name = substr($row['RouteName'], 0, 1);  18 
 19 
      //Prepare stop icons 20 
      echo 'stopicon = new GIcon(); '; 21 
      echo 'stopicon.image = 22 
"images/stop'.$name.'.png"; '; 23 
      echo 'stopicon.iconSize = new GSize(20, 24 
20); '; 25 
      echo 'stopicon.iconAnchor = new GPoint(10, 26 
10); '; 27 
 28 
      //Get all Lat/Longs for current route 29 
      //Have to join routestops table with 30 
allstops 31 
      //Routestops has the stops in the current 32 
route 33 
      //And allstops has the lat/long of all 34 
stops 35 
      $query  = "SELECT LatLong "; 36 
      $query .= "FROM allstops INNER JOIN 37 
routestops ON allstops.ID = routestops.StopID "; 38 
      $query .= "WHERE RouteName like 39 
'{$row['RouteName']}' AND "; 40 
      $query .= "TimeDescription like 41 
'{$row['TimeDescription']}'"; 42 
 43 
      $innerResult = $sqldb->query($query) or 44 
printf("Error: %s\n", $sqldb->error); 45 
      //Make a marker for each stop on the 46 
current route 47 
      while($innerRow = 48 
mysqli_fetch_array($innerResult, MYSQLI_ASSOC)) 49 
      { 50 
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        echo "marker = new GMarker(new 51 
GLatLng({$innerRow['LatLong']}), {icon:stopicon} 52 
); "; 53 
        echo 54 
"route{$row['RouteName']}.markers.push(marker);"; 55 
      } 56 
    } 57 
    $innerResult->close(); 58 






/* Get current Trip for the bus */ 65 
// function getTrip($bus_number) 66 
// { 67 
    // global $dbc; 68 
 69 
    // $query = 'SELECT Trip FROM Main WHERE 70 
Route='. $bus_number; 71 
    // $result = mysqli_query($dbc, $query) 72 
        // or die("Failed Acquiring the Trip"); 73 
 74 
    // $row = mysqli_fetch_array($result); 75 
    // $result->close(); 76 
    // return $row['Trip']; 77 
 78 
// } 79 
 80 
//Deprecated - Now routeJS.php is making stops 81 
// function getStops($trip, $name, $var_name) 82 
// { 83 
    // global $dbc; 84 
 85 
    // echo 'stopicon = new GIcon(); '; 86 
    // echo 'stopicon.image = 87 
"images/'.$name.'.png"; '; 88 
    // echo 'stopicon.iconSize = new GSize(20, 89 
20); '; 90 
    // echo 'stopicon.iconAnchor = new GPoint(10, 91 
10); '; 92 
 93 
    // $query = 'SELECT * FROM Stops WHERE 94 
'.$trip.'!=0'; 95 
    // $result = mysqli_query($dbc, $query) 96 
        // or die("Failed getting stops"); 97 
 98 
    // while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result) ) 99 
    // { 100 
        // createMarker($row['GLatLng'], 101 
$row['name'], $var_name); 102 
    // } 103 
 104 
// } 105 
 106 
//Deprecated - Now routeJS.php is creating 107 
markers 108 
// function createMarker($point, $stop_name, 109 
$var) 110 
// { 111 
    // echo "marker = new GMarker(new 112 
GLatLng($point), {icon:stopicon} ); "; 113 
    // // echo 'var message = '.$stop_name . '; 114 
'; 115 
    // // echo 'GEvent.addListener(marker, 116 
\"click\", function() { '. 117 
    // //      'map.openInfoWindowHtml(new 118 
GLatLng('.$point.'), message ); '. 119 
    // //      '}); '; 120 
 121 
    // echo $var . '.push(marker); '; 122 
// } 123 
 124 
// $dbc = mysqli_connect('.', 'XXXXXXXXXXX', 125 
‘XXXXXX’, 'XXXXXXXX') 126 
// or die('could not connect'); 127 
 128 
// echo 'var marker; '; 129 
 130 
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// /* R O U T E  1 */ 131 
// $trip = getTrip('1'); 132 
// getStops($trip, 'stop1', 'one.markers'); 133 
 134 
// /* R O U T E  2 */ 135 
// $trip = getTrip('2'); 136 
// getStops($trip, 'stop2', 'two.markers'); 137 
 138 
// /* R O U T E  3 */ 139 
// $trip = getTrip('3'); 140 
// getStops($trip, 'stop3', 'three.markers'); 141 
 142 
// /* R O U T E  4 1 */ 143 
// $trip = getTrip('41'); 144 
// getStops($trip, 'stop4', 'four_one.markers'); 145 
 146 
// /* R O U T E  5 1 */ 147 
// $trip = getTrip('51'); 148 
// getStops($trip, 'stop5', 'five_one.markers'); 149 
 150 
// /* R O U T E  6 A */ 151 
// $trip = getTrip('61'); 152 
// getStops($trip, 'stop6', 'sixa.markers'); 153 
 154 
// /* R O U T E  6 B */ 155 
// $trip = getTrip('62'); 156 
// getStops($trip, 'stop6', 'sixb.markers'); 157 
 158 




/* first object is for acquring late values 1 
 * second is for acquring the status string of 2 
all the buses 3 
 */ 4 
var xmlHttp = new Array(0, 0);  5 
 6 
/* Create a HTTP Request Object that will query a 7 
page */ 8 
function getXmlHttpObject(num) 9 
{ 10 
    /* Different browsers use different functions 11 
to create the request object */ 12 
    xmlHttp[num] = null; 13 
    try 14 
    { 15 
        // Firefox, Opera 8.0+, Safari 16 
        xmlHttp[num] = new XMLHttpRequest(); 17 
    } 18 
    // Internet Explorer 19 
    catch(e) 20 
    { 21 
        try 22 
        { 23 
            xmlHttp[num] = new 24 
ActiveXObject("Msxml12.XMLHTTP"); 25 
        } 26 
        catch(e) 27 
        { 28 
            xmlHttp[num] = new 29 
ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP"); 30 
        } 31 




/* Send AJAX Query to late.php to receive the 36 
tardiness of the buses  37 
 * Response is a ~ delimited string of integers 38 
 * func - callback function that is called when 39 
response from late.php is received 40 
 */ 41 
function lateQuery() 42 




  // create new object 45 
  getXmlHttpObject(0); 46 
 47 
  // All three different  48 
  if( xmlHttp[0] == null ) 49 
  { 50 
    alert("Your browser is not supported"); 51 
    return; 52 
  } 53 
 54 
  // assign callback function on state change 55 
  xmlHttp[0].onreadystatechange = setTardiness; 56 
  /* we want to retreive (GET) the page instead 57 
of POST which is used  58 
   *for sending forms 59 
   * true : returns immediately from open 60 
(asynchronous) instead of  61 
   * blocking at this line 62 
   */ 63 
  xmlHttp[0].open("GET", "late.php", true); 64 
 65 
  /* send request to late.php 66 
   * Since aren't doing a POST, we do not have to 67 
send the form so 68 
   * the send parameter is null 69 
   */ 70 
  xmlHttp[0].send(null); 71 
} 72 
 73 
function setTardiness() 74 
{ 75 
  /* There are four states in a connection, we 76 
are only concerned about the  77 
   * last state (4) since the response data is 78 
valid then 79 
   */ 80 
  if(xmlHttp[0] && xmlHttp[0].readyState == 4 ) 81 
  { 82 
    /* Response is a '~' delimited string of 83 
integers,  84 
     * split it into an array with the delimiter 85 
'~' 86 
     */   87 
     var tardiness = 88 
xmlHttp[0].responseText.split('~'); 89 
 90 
     /* Update tardiness values for each bus in 91 
the routes array */ 92 
     for (i = 0; i < tardiness.length && i < 93 
routes.length; i++) 94 
     { 95 
    routes.tardiness = 96 
tardiness[i]; 97 
     } 98 
 99 
  } 100 
} 101 
 102 
/* Get the status of all nine buses by getting 103 
the text from stats.php */ 104 
function statusQuery() 105 
{ 106 
    // create new object 107 
    getXmlHttpObject(1); 108 
 109 
    // current we use two different XML Request 110 
Objects 111 
    // 0 : used for tardiness request 112 
    // 1 : used for bus status requests 113 
    if( xmlHttp[1] == null ) 114 
    { 115 
        alert("Your browser is not supported"); 116 
        return; 117 
    } 118 
 119 
    // assign callback function on state change 120 
    xmlHttp[1].onreadystatechange = setStatus; 121 
 122 
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    /* we want to retreive (GET) the page instead 123 
of POST which is used  124 
     *for sending forms 125 
     * true : returns immediately from open 126 
(asynchronous) instead of  127 
     * blocking at this line 128 
     */ 129 
    xmlHttp[1].open("GET", "stats.php", true); 130 
    // send request to late.php 131 
    xmlHttp[1].send(null); 132 
} 133 
function setStatus() 134 
{ 135 
  /* There are four states in a connection, we 136 
are only concerned about the  137 
   * last state (4) since the response data is 138 
valid then 139 
   */ 140 
  if(xmlHttp[1] && xmlHttp[1].readyState == 4 ) 141 
  { 142 
     /* The response from stats.php is already 143 
formated in HTTP 144 
      * so we just assign the html code of 145 
Element to the response*/ 146 
     document.getElementById("statusf").innerHTML 147 
= xmlHttp[1].responseText; 148 
  } 149 
} 150 
time.js
/* Time Function */ 1 
var currentTime; 2 
var dummydate; 3 
var diff; 4 
 5 
/* Keep track of difference between current time 6 
and entered time  7 
 * later calls to getSLOTime will maintain this 8 
difference  9 
 */ 10 
function setSLOTime(minutes) 11 
{ 12 
 currentTime = new Date(); 13 
 if( minutes >= 0 && minutes < 60) 14 
 { 15 
  diff = minutes - 16 
currentTime.getMinutes(); 17 
 } 18 
 else 19 
 { 20 
  diff = 0; 21 
 } 22 
} 23 
 24 
/* Get the time but with a twist */ 25 
function getSLOTime() 26 
{ 27 
 var minutes; 28 
 var hour; 29 
 /* For now, assume Current Computer Time is 30 
SLO Time */ 31 
 dummydate = new Date(); 32 
 hour = dummydate.getHours(); 33 
 minutes = dummydate.getMinutes() + diff; 34 
  35 
 if( minutes >= 60 ) 36 
 { 37 
  hour++; 38 
 } 39 
 else if( minutes < 0) 40 
 { 41 
  hour--; 42 
 } 43 
 44 
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 //Not correctly right, but it works for 45 
testing purposes 46 
 hour = Math.abs(hour) % 24; 47 
 minutes = Math.abs(minutes) % 60; 48 
 dummydate.setHours(hour); 49 
 dummydate.setMinutes(minutes); 50 
 return dummydate; 51 
} 52 
 53 
/* Deprecated Function   54 
 * Return the seconds difference between two 55 
times  56 
 */ 57 
function getSecondsTill(time1, time2) 58 
{ 59 
 //var diff = time1.getTime() - 60 
time2.getTime(); 61 
 //return Math.floor(diff/1000); 62 
 return; 63 
} 64 
 65 
/* Calculate the difference in seconds between 66 
the next stop time and the current time  67 
 * time2: The next stop time (in minutes) 68 
 * returns the difference in secoonds between 69 
these two values 70 
 */ 71 
function getSecondsRemaining(future_stopTime, 72 
name) 73 
{ 74 
 var time = getSLOTime(); 75 
 var minutes = time.getMinutes(); 76 
  77 
 if(name == '6A' || name == '6B') 78 
 { 79 
  minutes %= 30; 80 
 } 81 
  82 
 /* Edge case at the end of the hour, where 83 
next stop time  84 
  * is 0-10 minutes after the hour and the 85 
current time is 50-59 86 
  * after the hour 87 
  */ 88 
 if( future_stopTime < 10 && minutes >= 50 ) 89 
 { 90 
  /* Add 60 minutes to account for the 91 
new hour*/ 92 
  future_stopTime += 60; 93 
 } 94 
  95 
 var currentSeconds = minutes*60 + 96 
time.getSeconds(); 97 
 var stopSeconds = future_stopTime * 60; 98 
 99 
 var difference = stopSeconds - 100 
currentSeconds; 101 
  102 
 /* Check to see if time has expired 103 
  * Return -1, which is reposition the bus 104 
  */   105 
 if( difference < 0 ) 106 
 { 107 
    debugPrint("ERROR " + name + " Future Stop 108 
Time: " + future_stopTime); 109 
  return -1; 110 
 } 111 
  112 
 /* Convert to seconds */ 113 
 return difference; 114 
}115 
epoly.js




*                                                                     3 
* 4 
* epolys.js                                          5 
by Mike Williams * 6 
*                                                                     7 
* 8 
* A Google Maps API Extension                                         9 
* 10 
*                                                                     11 
* 12 
* Adds various Methods to GPolygon and GPolyline                      13 
* 14 
*                                                                     15 
* 16 
* .Contains(latlng) returns true is the poly 17 
contains the specified   * 18 
*                   GLatLng                                           19 
* 20 
*                                                                     21 
* 22 
* .Area()           returns the approximate area 23 
of a poly that is    * 24 
*                   not self-intersecting                             25 
* 26 
*                                                                     27 
* 28 
* .Distance()       returns the length of the 29 
poly path               * 30 
*                                                                     31 
* 32 
* .Bounds()         returns a GLatLngBounds that 33 
bounds the poly      * 34 
*                                                                     35 
* 36 
* .GetPointAtDistance() returns a GLatLng at the 37 
specified distance   * 38 
*                   along the path.                                   39 
* 40 
*                   The distance is specified in 41 
metres               * 42 
*          Reurns null if the path is 43 
shorter than that      * 44 
*                                                                     45 
* 46 
* .GetIndexAtDistance() returns the vertex 47 
number at the specified    * 48 
*          distance along the path.                          49 
* 50 
*          The distance is specified in 51 
metres               * 52 
*          Reurns null if the path is 53 
shorter than that      * 54 
*                                                            55 
* 56 
* .Bearing(v1?,v2?) returns the bearing between 57 
two vertices          * 58 
*          if v1 is null, returns 59 
bearing from first to last * 60 
*          if v2 is null, returns 61 
bearing from v1 to next    * 62 
*                                                                     63 
* 64 




*                                                                     69 
* 70 
* This Javascript is provided by Mike Williams                      71 
* 72 
*   Blackpool Community Church Javascript Team                        73 
* 74 
* http://www.commchurch.freeserve.co.uk/                            75 
* 76 
*   http://econym.googlepages.com/index.htm                           77 
* 78 
*                                                            79 
* 80 
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*   This work is licenced under a Creative 81 
Commons Licence            * 82 
*   83 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/                    84 
* 85 




*                                                                     90 
* 91 
* Version 1.1       6-Jun-2007                                        92 
* 93 
* Version 1.2       1-Jul-2007 - fix: Bounds was 94 
omitting vertex zero * 95 
*                                add: Bearing                         96 
* 97 






// === A method for testing if a point is inside 104 
a polygon 105 
// === Returns true if poly contains point 106 
// === Algorithm shamelessly stolen from 107 
http://alienryderflex.com/polygon/  108 
GPolygon.prototype.Contains = function(point) { 109 
  var j=0; 110 
  var oddNodes = false; 111 
  var x = point.lng(); 112 
  var y = point.lat(); 113 
  for (var i=0; i < this.getVertexCount(); i++) 114 
{ 115 
    j++; 116 
    if (j == this.getVertexCount()) {j = 0;} 117 
    if (((this.getVertex(i).lat() < y) && 118 
(this.getVertex(j).lat() >= y)) 119 
    || ((this.getVertex(j).lat() < y) && 120 
(this.getVertex(i).lat() >= y))) { 121 
      if ( this.getVertex(i).lng() + (y - 122 
this.getVertex(i).lat()) 123 
      /  (this.getVertex(j).lat()-124 
this.getVertex(i).lat()) 125 
      *  (this.getVertex(j).lng() - 126 
this.getVertex(i).lng())<x ) { 127 
        oddNodes = !oddNodes 128 
}129 
    } 130 
}131 
  return oddNodes; 132 
} 133 
 134 
// === A method which returns the approximate 135 
area of a non-intersecting polygon in square 136 
metres ===137 
// === It doesn't fully account for spechical 138 
geometry, so will be inaccurate for large 139 
polygons === 140 
// === The polygon must not intersect itself === 141 
GPolygon.prototype.Area = function() { 142 
  var a = 0; 143 
  var j = 0; 144 
  var b = this.Bounds(); 145 
  var x0 = b.getSouthWest().lng(); 146 
  var y0 = b.getSouthWest().lat(); 147 
  for (var i=0; i < this.getVertexCount(); i++) 148 
{ 149 
    j++; 150 
    if (j == this.getVertexCount()) {j = 0;} 151 
    var x1 = this.getVertex(i).distanceFrom(new 152 
GLatLng(this.getVertex(i).lat(),x0)); 153 
    var x2 = this.getVertex(j).distanceFrom(new 154 
GLatLng(this.getVertex(j).lat(),x0)); 155 
    var y1 = this.getVertex(i).distanceFrom(new 156 
GLatLng(y0,this.getVertex(i).lng())); 157 
    var y2 = this.getVertex(j).distanceFrom(new 158 
GLatLng(y0,this.getVertex(j).lng())); 159 
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    a += x1*y2 - x2*y1; 160 
  } 161 
  return Math.abs(a * 0.5); 162 
} 163 
 164 
// === A method which returns the length of a 165 
path in metres === 166 
GPolygon.prototype.Distance = function() { 167 
  var dist = 0; 168 
  for (var i=1; i < this.getVertexCount(); i++) 169 
{ 170 
    dist += 171 
this.getVertex(i).distanceFrom(this.getVertex(i-172 
1)); 173 
  } 174 
  return dist; 175 
} 176 
 177 
// === A method which returns the bounds as a 178 
GLatLngBounds === 179 
GPolygon.prototype.Bounds = function() { 180 
  var bounds = new GLatLngBounds(); 181 
  for (var i=0; i < this.getVertexCount(); i++) 182 
{ 183 
    bounds.extend(this.getVertex(i)); 184 
  } 185 
  return bounds; 186 
} 187 
 188 
// === A method which returns a GLatLng of a 189 
point a given distance along the path === 190 
// === Returns null if the path is shorter than 191 
the specified distance === 192 
GPolygon.prototype.GetPointAtDistance = 193 
function(metres) { 194 
  // some awkward special cases 195 
  if (metres == 0) return this.getVertex(0); 196 
  if (metres < 0) return null; 197 
  var dist=0; 198 
  var olddist=0; 199 
  for (var i=1; (i < this.getVertexCount() && 200 
dist < metres); i++) { 201 
    olddist = dist; 202 
    dist += 203 
this.getVertex(i).distanceFrom(this.getVertex(i-204 
1)); 205 
  } 206 
  if (dist < metres) {return null;} 207 
  var p1= this.getVertex(i-2); 208 
  var p2= this.getVertex(i-1); 209 
  var m = (metres-olddist)/(dist-olddist); 210 
  return new GLatLng( p1.lat() + (p2.lat()-211 
p1.lat())*m, p1.lng() + (p2.lng()-p1.lng())*m); 212 
} 213 
 214 
// === A method which returns the Vertex number 215 
at a given distance along the path === 216 
// === Returns null if the path is shorter than 217 
the specified distance === 218 
GPolygon.prototype.GetIndexAtDistance = 219 
function(metres) { 220 
  // some awkward special cases 221 
  if (metres == 0) return this.getVertex(0); 222 
  if (metres < 0) return null; 223 
  var dist=0; 224 
  var olddist=0; 225 
  for (var i=1; (i < this.getVertexCount() && 226 
dist < metres); i++) { 227 
    olddist = dist; 228 
    dist += 229 
this.getVertex(i).distanceFrom(this.getVertex(i-230 
1)); 231 
  } 232 
  if (dist < metres) {return null;} 233 
  return i; 234 
} 235 
 236 
// === A function which returns the bearing 237 
between two vertices in decgrees from 0 to 238 
360=== 239 
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// === If v1 is null, it returns the bearing 240 
between the first and last vertex === 241 
// === If v1 is present but v2 is null, returns 242 
the bearing from v1 to the next vertex === 243 
// === If either vertex is out of range, returns 244 
void === 245 
GPolygon.prototype.Bearing = function(v1,v2) { 246 
  if (v1 == null) { 247 
    v1 = 0; 248 
    v2 = this.getVertexCount()-1; 249 
  } else if (v2 ==  null) { 250 
    v2 = v1+1; 251 
  } 252 
  if ((v1 < 0) || (v1 >= this.getVertexCount()) 253 
|| (v2 < 0) || (v2 >= this.getVertexCount())) { 254 
    return; 255 
  } 256 
  var from = this.getVertex(v1); 257 
  var to = this.getVertex(v2); 258 
  if (from.equals(to)) { 259 
    return 0; 260 
  } 261 
  var lat1 = from.latRadians(); 262 
  var lon1 = from.lngRadians(); 263 
  var lat2 = to.latRadians(); 264 
  var lon2 = to.lngRadians(); 265 
  var angle = - Math.atan2( Math.sin( lon1 - 266 
lon2 ) * Math.cos( lat2 ), Math.cos( lat1 ) * 267 
Math.sin( lat2 ) - Math.sin( lat1 ) * Math.cos( 268 
lat2 ) * Math.cos( lon1 - lon2 ) ); 269 
  if ( angle < 0.0 ) angle  += Math.PI * 2.0; 270 
  angle = angle * 180.0 / Math.PI; 271 






// === Copy all the above functions to GPolyline 278 
=== 279 
GPolyline.prototype.Contains             = 280 
GPolygon.prototype.Contains; 281 
GPolyline.prototype.Area                 = 282 
GPolygon.prototype.Area; 283 
GPolyline.prototype.Distance             = 284 
GPolygon.prototype.Distance; 285 
GPolyline.prototype.Bounds               = 286 
GPolygon.prototype.Bounds; 287 
GPolyline.prototype.GetPointAtDistance   = 288 
GPolygon.prototype.GetPointAtDistance; 289 
GPolyline.prototype.GetIndexAtDistance   = 290 
GPolygon.prototype.GetIndexAtDistance; 291 




/* debug.js  1 
 *  Debug function  2 
 * Jeff Tikkanen 3 
 * March 3rd, 2009 4 
 */ 5 
 6 
//Status Flag of whether debug mode is on or off  7 
 var debugOn = 0; 8 
 var outString = ""; 9 
 10 
 /* Write msg to the debug window, along with 11 
the time */ 12 
 function debugPrint(msg) 13 
 { 14 
 if( !debugOn ) 15 
 { 16 
  return; 17 
 } 18 
  19 
 var time = getSLOTime(); 20 
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  21 
 var hours = time.getHours(); 22 
 var minutes = time.getMinutes(); 23 
 var seconds = time.getSeconds(); 24 
  25 
        /* construct new string */ 26 
 outString = hours + ":" + minutes + ":" + 27 
seconds + ": " + msg + '\n' + outString; 28 
  29 
        /* update debug window */ 30 
 document.getElementById("debug_form").resu31 
lts.value = outString; 32 
 33 
 } 34 
 35 
 /* Check to see if debug is Set */  36 
 function debugIsOn() 37 
 { 38 
 return debugOn; 39 
 } 40 
 41 
 function setDebug(status) 42 
 { 43 
 debugOn = status; 44 




/* late.php 2 
 * create a ~ delimited string of the late 3 
(tardiness) values of each route 4 





/* MySQL Query */ 10 
//TODO: Time filtering 11 
$query = "SELECT late FROM Main"; 12 
$result = mysqli_query($sqldb, $query) or die; 13 
 14 
/* Walking through results, and put each one into 15 
an array */ 16 
$string = array(); 17 
 18 
/* fetch late values and put them in an array */ 19 
while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result) ) 20 
{ 21 
  array_push($string, $row['late']); 22 
} 23 
 24 
/* Compact the array into a string using the 25 
delimiter '~' 26 
 * we need a delimiter in order to tell the 27 
difference between entries 28 
 * since we are sending the array via Human 29 
Readable plaintext 30 
 */ 31 
echo implode("~", $string); 32 
 33 







/* stats.php 2 
 * create HTML-compatible output of each bus 3 
status in the form of 4 
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 * 'Route N-1: x Minutes late: Last Heard <STOP 5 
NAME> at <TIME>' 6 
 * 'Route N....' 7 
 */ 8 
 9 
/* Get the stop's name given the trip number and 10 
the stopnumber for the bus */ 11 
function getStopName($trip, $stop) 12 
{ 13 
    global $dbc; 14 
    $query = "SELECT name FROM Stops WHERE $trip 15 
=  $stop"; 16 
    //$query = 'SELECT name FROM Stops WHERE '. 17 
$trip ' = ' . $stop; 18 
    $result = mysqli_query($dbc, $query) 19 
        or die("Failed Acquiring the stop name" . 20 
mysqli_error($dbc) ); 21 
 22 
    $row = mysqli_fetch_array($result); 23 
    $result->close(); 24 




/* Get the late value given the trip number */ 29 
function getLate($trip) 30 
{ 31 
    global $dbc; 32 
 33 
    $query = 'SELECT Late from Main where 34 
Trip=\'' .$trip . '\''; 35 
    $result = mysqli_query($dbc, $query) 36 
        or die("Failed Acquiring Late Value" . 37 
mysqli_error($dbc) ); 38 
 39 
    $row = mysqli_fetch_array($result); 40 
    $result->close(); 41 
    return $row['Late']; 42 
} 43 
 44 
/* Get the stop number given the trip number */ 45 
function getStop($trip) 46 
{ 47 
    global $dbc; 48 
 49 
    $query = 'SELECT LastStop from Main where 50 
Trip= \''.$trip . '\''; 51 
    $result = mysqli_query($dbc, $query) 52 
        or die("Failed Acquiring the Stop " . 53 
mysqli_error($dbc) ); 54 
 55 
    $row = mysqli_fetch_array($result); 56 
    $result->close(); 57 
    return $row['LastStop']; 58 
} 59 
 60 
/* Get LastHeard given the trip number */ 61 
function getTime($trip) 62 
{ 63 
    global $dbc; 64 
 65 
    $query = 'SELECT LastHeard from Main where 66 
Trip=\''.$trip . '\''; 67 
    $result = mysqli_query($dbc, $query) 68 
        or die("Failed Acquiring the Time " . 69 
mysqli_error($dbc) ); 70 
 71 
    $row = mysqli_fetch_array($result); 72 
    $result->close(); 73 
    return $row['LastHeard']; 74 
} 75 
 76 
/* Get trip given the route number */ 77 
function getTrip($route) 78 
{ 79 
    global $dbc; 80 
 81 
    $query = 'SELECT Trip from Main where 82 
Route='.$route; 83 
    $result = mysqli_query($dbc, $query) 84 
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        or die('Failed Acquiring the Route:' . 85 
mysqli_error($dbc) ); 86 
 87 
    $row = mysqli_fetch_array($result); 88 
    $result->close(); 89 
    return $row['Trip']; 90 
} 91 
 92 
/* Print html tags for correct html generation 93 
 * This function is no longer needed, since we 94 
use AJAX to get the result only 95 
 * and are not worrying about rendering stat.php 96 
correctly by itself 97 
 */ 98 
function printHeader() 99 
{ 100 
   echo '<html>'; 101 
   echo ' <head><title>San Luis Obispo Bus 102 
Status</title></head>'; 103 
   echo ' <body>'; 104 









  if($activeRoutes != NULL) 114 
  { 115 
    foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 116 
    { 117 
      //Route name 118 
      echo "Route {$row['RouteName']}: "; 119 
 120 
      //Late/early/on-time 121 
      if($row['Late'] == 0) { 122 
        echo "On time"; 123 
      } 124 
      else if($row['Late'] == 1) { 125 
        echo $row['Late'] . " minute late"; 126 
      } 127 
      else if($row['Late'] > 1) { 128 
        echo $row['Late'] . " minutes late"; 129 
      } 130 
      else if($row['Late'] == -1) //late<0 131 
implies early  132 
      { 133 
        echo -$row['Late'] ." minute early"; 134 
      } 135 
      else //More than one minute early 136 
      { 137 
        echo -$row['Late'] ." minutes early"; 138 
      } 139 
 140 
      //Last heard 141 
      echo ", Current schedule: 142 
{$row['TimeDescription']}, Last Heard: "; 143 
      if($row['LastHeard'] == 0) { 144 
        echo "Never<br>".PHP_EOL; 145 
      } 146 
      else { 147 
        echo "{$row['LastStop']} at 148 
{$row['LastHeard']}.<br>".PHP_EOL; 149 
      } 150 
    } 151 
  } 152 
  else 153 
  { 154 
    echo "There are no routes that are running at 155 
this time.".PHP_EOL; 156 




// global $dbc; 161 
 162 
// $dbc = mysqli_connect('.', 'XXXXXXXXXX', 163 
'XXXXXXXX', 'XXXXXXXX') 164 
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// or die('Failed to connect ' . 165 
mysqli_error($dbc) ); 166 
 167 
// //printHeader(); 168 
// processRoute('1', '1'); 169 
// processRoute('2', '2'); 170 
// processRoute('3', '3'); 171 
// processRoute('41', '4 Bus 1'); 172 
// processRoute('42', '4 Bus 2'); 173 
// processRoute('51', '5 Bus 1'); 174 
// processRoute('52', '5 Bus 2'); 175 
// processRoute('61', '6A'); 176 
// processRoute('62', '6B'); 177 
 178 
// /* Close html tag */ 179 
// //mysqli_close($dbc); WRONG 180 
// mysqli_close($dbc); 181 
?>182 
debug.php
<!-- debug.html  --> 1 




<html style="height:100%"> 6 
 <head> 7 
 <meta http-equiv="content-type" 8 
content="text/html; charset=utf-8"/> 9 
 <title>EDAPTS Website</title> 10 
<!-- Load all the necessary javascript files --> 11 
 12 
 <!-- The following line provides the google 13 
maps API key for decade.eel.calpoly.edu 14 
 NOT YET IN USE 15 




GgnMKBP8efkjQQ" type="text/javascript"></script> 20 
 --> 21 
<!-- The following line provides the google maps 22 
API key for 129.65.26.188 23 
 CURRENTLY IN USE --> 24 






<!-- The following line provides the google maps 31 
API key for decade.ee.calpoly.edu 32 
 NO LONGER IN USE 33 







 <script src="debug.js" 41 
type="text/javascript"></script> 42 
 <script src="epoly.js" 43 
type="text/javascript"></script> 44 
<script src="initJS.php" 45 
type="text/javascript"></script> 46 
<!-- Old version:  <script src="init.js" 47 
type="text/javascript"></script>  --> 48 
 <script src="routeJS.php" 49 
type="text/javascript"></script> 50 
<!-- Old version:  <script src="route.js" 51 
type="text/javascript"></script>  --> 52 
 <script src="routes.php" 53 
type="text/javascript"></script> 54 
 <script src="stops.php" 55 
type="text/javascript"></script> 56 
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 <script src="ajax.js" 57 
type="text/javascript"></script> 58 
 <script src="time.js" 59 
type="text/javascript"></script> 60 






<!-- This is required for the 67 
floating_window_with_tabs library --> 68 
 <STYLE TYPE="text/css"> 69 
 body{ 70 
  font-family: Trebuchet MS, Lucida 71 
Sans Unicode, Arial, sans-serif; 72 
  width:100%; 73 
  height:100%; 74 
  margin:0px; 75 
  padding:0px; 76 
  overflow:hidden; 77 
 } 78 
 a{ 79 
  color:red; 80 
 } 81 
 img{ 82 
  border:0px; 83 
 } 84 
 </STYLE> 85 
 <link rel="stylesheet" 86 
href="windows/floating_window_with_tabs.css" 87 
media="screen"> 88 
 <script type="text/javascript"> 89 
 var floating_window_skin = 1; 90 
 </script> 91 






<!-- On the load of the body, load() function 98 
gets called --> 99 
<body onload="load()" onunload="GUnload()" 100 
style="height:100%;margin:0px"> 101 
 102 
<!-- style of <div> and <body> are chosen so that 103 
map is full screen regardless 104 
  - of screen resolution 105 
  --> 106 
<div id="map" style="width: 100%; height: 107 
99%;"></div> 108 
 109 
<!-- floating_window for show_routes window --> 110 
<div id="window"> 111 
 <div class="floatingWindowContent"> 112 
  <form id="output_form" action=""> 113 
  Show Routes:<br> 114 
  <?php 115 
      require_once("lib.php"); 116 
      makeSQLConnection(); 117 
 118 
      //Populate associative array with all 119 
routes 120 
      getActiveRoutes($sqldb); 121 
      if($activeRoutes != NULL) 122 
      { 123 
        foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 124 
        { 125 
          echo "Route 126 
{$row['RouteName']}:&nbsp;&nbsp;"; 127 
          echo "<input type='checkbox' 128 
name='route' checked='checked'"; 129 
          echo 130 
"onclick='changevisibility({$row['RouteName']})'>131 
<br>"; 132 
        } 133 
      } 134 
      else 135 
      { 136 
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        echo "No routes are currently active."; 137 
      } 138 
    ?> 139 
 </form> 140 
 </div> 141 
</div> 142 
 143 
<!-- floating_window for debug window --> 144 
<div id="debug"> 145 
 <div class="floatingWindowContent"> 146 
  <form id="debug_form" action=""> 147 
  <div> 148 
  <textarea rows="11" cols="40" 149 
name="results" wrap="off"></textarea> 150 
  </div> 151 
 </form> 152 
 </div> 153 
</div> 154 
 155 
<!-- floating window for status/info window --> 156 
<div id="status"> 157 
 <div class="floatingWindowContent"> 158 
<!-- first tab is status --> 159 
  <div id="statusf"> 160 
 </div> 161 
</div> 162 
<!-- second tab for info --> 163 
<div class="floatingWindowContent"> 164 
        Bus positions are estimated based on the 165 
timetable and late values<br> 166 
        Please refer to Status tab for the most 167 
up-to-date data<br> 168 
        For a mobile friendly version please 169 
visit <a href="mobile.html">mobile 170 
version</a><br> 171 
        Programmer: Jeff Tikkanen 172 
</div> 173 
</div> 174 
<script type='text/javascript'> 175 
//Turn on debug 176 
setDebug(1); 177 
/* Javascript Connstructors that create the 178 
floating_windows 179 
 * Please refer to its documentation for usage 180 




                185 
initFloatingWindowWithTabs('status',Array('Status186 
', 'Info'), false, 500, 400, 400, true, true, 187 
true, true); 188 
 189 
  if( debugIsOn() ) 190 
  { 191 
  192 
 initFloatingWindowWithTabs('debug',false,fa193 
lse,335,300,100,true,true,true,false); 194 







//This file is called from other php files, it 2 
never runs directly. 3 
//It serves as a dictionary for a few terms 4 
//It has has a few commonly called database 5 
functions 6 
 7 
define("DB_LOC", ".");             //Database 8 
location 9 
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define("DB_USER", "XXXXXXXXXXXX");      10 
//Database username 11 
define("DB_PASSWD", "XXXXXXXXXXXX");  //Database 12 
password 13 
define("DB_NAME", "XXXXXXXXXXXX");     14 
//Database's database name 15 
 16 
define("DEBUG", false); //Used for debugging 17 
purposes 18 
//Should normally be false 19 
 20 
//Make a connection to the MySQL database and 21 
store it in global $sqldb 22 
//Uses above definitions for database information 23 
function makeSQLConnection() 24 
{ 25 
  global $sqldb; 26 
 27 
  $sqldb = mysqli_connect(DB_LOC, DB_USER, 28 
DB_PASSWD, DB_NAME); 29 
  if( mysqli_connect_errno())  30 
  { 31 
    printf("Connection failed: %s\n", 32 
mysqli_connect_error()); 33 
    exit(); 34 
  } 35 
} 36 
 37 
//This populates a global array of all the 38 
routes, 39 
//Regardless of what is currently running 40 
function getAllRoutes($sqldb) 41 
{ 42 
  global $allRoutes; 43 
 44 
  //'H' is current hours in 24-hour format 45 
  //'i' is current minutes 46 
  $currentTime = idate('H').idate('i'); 47 
 48 
  $query = "SELECT * FROM Main order by 49 
RouteName, TimeDescription"; 50 
 51 
  //Execute query 52 
  $result = mysqli_query($sqldb, $query) or die; 53 
 54 
  //Populate array of active routes 55 
  while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result, 56 
MYSQLI_ASSOC)) 57 
  { 58 
    $allRoutes[] = $row; 59 
  } 60 
} 61 
 62 
//This populates a global array of routes that 63 
are currently running 64 
//Based on their schedules (time of day and the 65 
day of the week) 66 
function getActiveRoutes($sqldb) 67 
{ 68 
  global $activeRoutes; 69 
 70 
  //'H' is current hours in 24-hour format 71 
  //'i' is current minutes -> needs to be 2 72 
digits wide 73 
  //Otherwise for example, 105 (five minutes past 74 
1 ) 75 
  //will be outputted as 15 76 
  $minutes = sprintf("%02d", idate('i')); 77 
   $currentTime = idate('H').$minutes; 78 
 79 
  $query = "SELECT * FROM Main "; 80 
  //Check the current time is in the envelope of 81 
when the route runs 82 
  $query .="where $currentTime >= StartTime AND 83 
$currentTime <= StopTime "; 84 
  //Check that the route runs today 85 
  switch(idate('w')){ //idate('w') turns the day 86 
of the week into a number (0=Sunday, 1=Monday, 87 
etc.) 88 
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    case 0: 89 
      $query .="AND Sunday = 1";  //A '1' for a 90 
day column ('Sunday', 'Monday', etc.) indicates 91 
the route runs on that day 92 
      break; 93 
    case 1: 94 
      $query .="AND Monday = 1"; 95 
      break; 96 
    case 2: 97 
      $query .="AND Tuesday = 1"; 98 
      break; 99 
    case 3: 100 
      $query .="AND Wednesday = 1"; 101 
      break; 102 
    case 4: 103 
      $query .="AND Thursday = 1"; 104 
      break; 105 
    case 5: 106 
      $query .="AND Friday = 1"; 107 
      break; 108 
    case 6: 109 
      $query .="AND Saturday = 1"; 110 
      break; 111 
    default: 112 
      fprintf("Date error.\n"); 113 
  } 114 
  $query.=" order by RouteName"; 115 
  //Execute query 116 
  $result = mysqli_query($sqldb, $query) or die; 117 
 118 
  //Populate array of active routes 119 
  while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result, 120 
MYSQLI_ASSOC)) 121 
  { 122 
    $activeRoutes[] = $row; 123 
  } 124 
} 125 
 126 
//Debug method that prints the current time, and 127 
verbosely lists the active routes    128 
if(DEBUG) 129 
{    130 
 makeSQLConnection(); 131 
 getActiveRoutes($sqldb); 132 
 $minutes = sprintf("%02d", idate('i')); 133 
 $currentTime = idate('H').$minutes; 134 
 135 
  echo "Current time: ".$currentTime.PHP_EOL; 136 
  if($activeRoutes != NULL) 137 
  { 138 
    echo "Active routes:".PHP_EOL; 139 
    foreach($activeRoutes as $row) 140 
    { 141 
      echo "Route: {$row['RouteName']}, Time 142 
Description: {$row['TimeDescription']}".PHP_EOL; 143 
    } 144 
  } 145 
  else 146 
  { 147 
    echo "No active routes.".PHP_EOL; 148 








 * Copyright (c) 2008 Peter Chng, 4 
http://unitstep.net/ 5 
 *  6 
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 * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, 7 
to any person obtaining 8 
 * a copy of this software and associated 9 
documentation files (the 10 
 * "Software"), to deal in the Software without 11 
restriction, including 12 
 * without limitation the rights to use, copy, 13 
modify, merge, publish, 14 
 * distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of 15 
the Software, and to 16 
 * permit persons to whom the Software is 17 
furnished to do so, subject to 18 
 * the following conditions: 19 
 *  20 
 * The above copyright notice and this permission 21 
notice shall be 22 
 * included in all copies or substantial portions 23 
of the Software. 24 
 *  25 
 * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT 26 
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 27 
 * EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED 28 
TO THE WARRANTIES OF 29 
 * MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 30 
PURPOSE AND 31 
 * NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS 32 
OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE 33 
 * LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER 34 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION 35 
 * OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, 36 
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION 37 
 * WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS 38 
IN THE SOFTWARE. 39 
 */ 40 
 41 
/** 42 
 * Decodes a polyline that was encoded using the 43 
Google Maps method. 44 
 * 45 
 * The encoding algorithm is detailed here: 46 
 * 47 
http://code.google.com/apis/maps/documentation/pol48 
ylinealgorithm.html 49 
 * 50 
 * This function is based off of Mark McClure's 51 
JavaScript polyline decoder 52 
 * 53 
(http://facstaff.unca.edu/mcmcclur/GoogleMaps/Enco54 
dePolyline/decode.js) 55 
 * which was in turn based off Google's own 56 
implementation. 57 
 * 58 
 * This function assumes a validly encoded 59 
polyline.  The behaviour of this 60 
 * function is not specified when an invalid 61 
expression is supplied. 62 
 * 63 
 * @param String $encoded the encoded polyline. 64 
 * @return Array an Nx2 array with the first 65 
element of each entry containing 66 
 *  the latitude and the second containing the 67 
longitude of the 68 
 *  corresponding point. 69 
 */ 70 
function decodePolylineToArray($encoded) 71 
{ 72 
  $length = strlen($encoded); 73 
  $index = 0; 74 
  $points = array(); 75 
  $lat = 0; 76 
  $lng = 0; 77 
 78 
  while ($index < $length) 79 
  { 80 
    // Temporary variable to hold each ASCII byte. 81 
    $b = 0; 82 
 83 
    // The encoded polyline consists of a latitude 84 
value followed by a 85 
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    // longitude value.  They should always come 86 
in pairs.  Read the 87 
    // latitude value first. 88 
    $shift = 0; 89 
    $result = 0; 90 
    do 91 
    { 92 
      // The `ord(substr($encoded, $index++))` 93 
statement returns the ASCII 94 
      //  code for the character at $index.  95 
Subtract 63 to get the original 96 
      // value. (63 was added to ensure proper 97 
ASCII characters are displayed 98 
      // in the encoded polyline string, which is 99 
`human` readable) 100 
      $b = ord(substr($encoded, $index++)) - 63; 101 
 102 
      // AND the bits of the byte with 0x1f to get 103 
the original 5-bit `chunk. 104 
      // Then left shift the bits by the required 105 
amount, which increases 106 
      // by 5 bits each time. 107 
      // OR the value into $results, which sums up 108 
the individual 5-bit chunks 109 
      // into the original value.  Since the 5-bit 110 
chunks were reversed in 111 
      // order during encoding, reading them in 112 
this way ensures proper 113 
      // summation. 114 
      $result |= ($b & 0x1f) << $shift; 115 
      $shift += 5; 116 
    } 117 
    // Continue while the read byte is >= 0x20 118 
since the last `chunk` 119 
    // was not OR'd with 0x20 during the 120 
conversion process. (Signals the end) 121 
    while ($b >= 0x20); 122 
 123 
    // Check if negative, and convert. (All 124 
negative values have the last bit 125 
    // set) 126 
    $dlat = (($result & 1) ? ~($result >> 1) : 127 
($result >> 1)); 128 
 129 
    // Compute actual latitude since value is 130 
offset from previous value. 131 
    $lat += $dlat; 132 
 133 
    // The next values will correspond to the 134 
longitude for this point. 135 
    $shift = 0; 136 
    $result = 0; 137 
    do 138 
    { 139 
      $b = ord(substr($encoded, $index++)) - 63; 140 
      $result |= ($b & 0x1f) << $shift; 141 
      $shift += 5; 142 
    } 143 
    while ($b >= 0x20); 144 
 145 
    $dlng = (($result & 1) ? ~($result >> 1) : 146 
($result >> 1)); 147 
    $lng += $dlng; 148 
 149 
    // The actual latitude and longitude values 150 
were multiplied by 151 
    // 1e5 before encoding so that they could be 152 
converted to a 32-bit 153 
    // integer representation. (With a decimal 154 
accuracy of 5 places) 155 
    // Convert back to original values. 156 
    $points[] = array($lat * 1e-5, $lng * 1e-5); 157 
  } 158 
 159 
  return $points; 160 
} 161 
?> 162 





/* review changes made via the tool and  2 
 * commits them to the mysql DB 3 
 * 4 
 * this file is called directly from tool.php and 5 
should never be 6 
 * loaded manually 7 




$mysqlUser = MYSQL_USER; 12 
$mysqlPass = MYSQL_PASS; 13 
$database = MYSQL_DB; 14 
 15 
// this enables/disables editing for the 'Name' 16 
and 'Position' text boxes 17 
// on the 'review your changes' page. 18 
// these fields really shouldn't be edited as 19 
they reference entries 20 
// in the mysql database. If you change the 21 
name/position in the text box 22 
// then when this file tries to commit the 23 
changes for that stop it wont  24 
// be able to find the corresponding mysql entry 25 
$allowFullEdit = false; 26 
 27 
 28 
//make sure we are logged it 29 
session_start(); 30 
if(!isset($_SESSION['isAuth'])){ 31 




//grab the json data string, if it exists 36 
$json = null; 37 
if(isset($_REQUEST['data'])){ 38 
    $json = json_decode($_REQUEST['data']); 39 
    if(DEBUG) 40 
        print_r($json); 41 
} 42 
 43 
print '<script type="text/javascript" 44 
src="jscolor.js"></script>'; 45 
print '<script>'; 46 
print 'function validate(){  47 
        var str = 48 
document.data.RouteName.value.replace(/[^a-zA-Z0-49 
9]/g, ""); 50 
     str = str.replace(/^\s*/, 51 
"").replace(/\s*$/, ""); 52 
   53 
     if (str != 54 
document.data.RouteName.value) { 55 
         alert("only alphanumeric 56 
characters allowed in the Route Name!"); 57 
     } 58 
     if (str == "")  59 
      60 
document.data.RouteName.value = "Untitled"; 61 
     else document.data.RouteName.value 62 
= str; 63 
    }'; 64 
print '</script>';  65 
print "\n"; 66 
 67 
//if the Submit button has been pressed then 68 
//the changes have been reviewed and we should 69 
commit 70 
//them to the DB 71 
if(isset($_POST['Submit'])){ 72 
 73 
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    print '<a href="selectRoute.php">Edit another 74 
route</a>'; 75 
 76 
    $RouteName = ""; 77 
    $TimeDescription = ""; 78 
    $StartTime = ""; 79 
    $StopTime  = ""; 80 
    $TimeLength = ""; 81 
    $BusOffset = ""; 82 
    $OverlayColor = 0; 83 
    $DaysOfTheWeek = array(); 84 
 85 
    $Polyline  = ""; 86 
    $DeletedStops = array(); 87 
    $NewStops     = array(); 88 
    $RouteStops   = array(); 89 
 90 
 91 
    //parse input values 92 
    foreach($_REQUEST as $key => $val){ 93 
        $keywords = preg_split("/-/", $key); 94 
 95 
        switch($keywords[0]){ 96 
        case "RouteName": 97 
            $RouteName = $val; 98 
 99 
        break; 100 
        case "TimeDescription": 101 
            $TimeDescription = $val; 102 
 103 
  break; 104 
  case "OverlayColor": 105 
   $OverlayColor = $val; 106 
 107 
        break; 108 
        case "StartTime": 109 
            $StartTime = $val; 110 
 111 
        break; 112 
        case "StopTime": 113 
            $StopTime = $val; 114 
 115 
        break; 116 
        case "TimeLength": 117 
            $TimeLength = $val; 118 
 119 
        break; 120 
        case "days": 121 
            foreach($val as $day){ 122 
                $DaysOfTheWeek[$day] = "true"; 123 
            } 124 
 125 
        break; 126 
        case "BusOffset": 127 
            $BusOffset = $val; 128 
 129 
        break; 130 
        case "Polyline": 131 
            $Polyline = $val; 132 
 133 
        break; 134 
        case "DeletedStop": 135 
            if(isset($keywords[2]) && 136 
$keywords[2]=='position'){ 137 
                $matches = 138 
preg_split("/[\(|\s|,|\)]/",  139 
                                       $val, -1, 140 
PREG_SPLIT_NO_EMPTY); 141 
 142 
                $rounded = array(); 143 
                foreach($matches as $match){ 144 
 $rounded [] = round($match, 5); 145 
                } 146 
 147 
                $val = implode(",", $rounded); 148 
            } 149 
            150 
$DeletedStops[$keywords[1]][$keywords[2]] = $val; 151 
 152 
        break; 153 
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        case "RouteStop": 154 
            if(isset($keywords[2]) && 155 
$keywords[2]=='position'){ 156 
                $matches = 157 
preg_split("/[\(|\s|,|\)]/",  158 
                                       $val, -1, 159 
PREG_SPLIT_NO_EMPTY); 160 
                $rounded = array(); 161 
                foreach($matches as $match){ 162 
 $rounded [] = round($match, 5); 163 
                } 164 
 165 
                $val = implode(",", $rounded); 166 
            } 167 
            168 
$RouteStop[$keywords[1]][$keywords[2]] = $val; 169 
 170 
        break; 171 
        case "NewStop": 172 
            if(isset($keywords[2]) && 173 
$keywords[2]=='position'){ 174 
                $matches = 175 
preg_split("/[\(|\s|,|\)]/",  176 
                                       $val, -1, 177 
PREG_SPLIT_NO_EMPTY); 178 
                $rounded = array(); 179 
                foreach($matches as $match){ 180 
 $rounded [] = round($match, 5); 181 
                } 182 
 183 
                $val = implode(",", $rounded); 184 
            } 185 
            $NewStops[$keywords[1]][$keywords[2]] 186 
= $val; 187 
 188 
        break; 189 
        default: 190 
 191 
        //    print_r($keywords); 192 
        } 193 
 194 
    } 195 
 196 
    if(DEBUG){ 197 
        print_r($_REQUEST); 198 
        print_r($DaysOfTheWeek); 199 
        print_r($DeletedStops); 200 
        print_r($NewStops); 201 
        print_r($RouteStop); 202 
    } 203 
 204 
    //create db link 205 
    $link = mysqli_connect('.', $mysqlUser, 206 
$mysqlPass, $database); 207 
    if(!$link){ 208 
        echo "error"; 209 
        die('Connect Error (' . 210 
mysqli_connect_errno() . ') ' 211 
                              . 212 
mysqli_connect_error()); 213 
    } 214 
    print "<p>"; 215 
 216 
    /******************************** 217 
     * Start executing SQL commands * 218 
     ********************************/ 219 
    $count = 0; 220 
 221 
    //delete stops 222 
    print "<b>Deleting Stops...</b><br>"; 223 
    foreach($DeletedStops as $curStop){ 224 
        $count++; 225 
 226 
        $query = "DELETE from allstops WHERE Name 227 
like '". 228 
                 $curStop['info'] ."'". 229 
                 " AND LatLong like '". 230 
                 str_replace(",", "%,", 231 
$curStop['position']). "%" ."'"; 232 
        if (DEBUG) print $query; 233 
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        if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, 234 
$query))) { 235 
         die('Connect Error 236 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 237 
        } 238 
    } 239 
    print "<br>deleted $count Stop(s)"; 240 
    print "<p>"; 241 
 242 
    //add new stops 243 
    $count = 0; 244 
    print "<b>Adding Stops...</b><br>"; 245 
    foreach($NewStops as $curStop){ 246 
        $count++; 247 
 248 
        $cols = array(); 249 
        $vals = array(); 250 
        foreach($curStop as $key => $val){ 251 
            if($key == "info") 252 
                $cols [] = "Name"; 253 
            else 254 
            if($key == "position") 255 
                $cols [] = "LatLong"; 256 
            else 257 
                continue; 258 
 259 
            $vals [] = "'$val'"; 260 
        } 261 
 262 
        $query = "INSERT into allstops ". 263 
                 "(". implode(", ", $cols) .") 264 
VALUES (". 265 
                 implode(", ", $vals) .")"; 266 
        if (DEBUG) print $query; 267 
        if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, 268 
$query))) { 269 
         die('Connect Error 270 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 271 
        } 272 
    } 273 
    print "<br>added $count Stop(s)"; 274 
    print "<p>"; 275 
 276 
 277 
    //update the route polyline 278 
    print "<b>Adding Route Path...</b><br>"; 279 
    $query = "REPLACE INTO routepaths ". 280 
             "(RouteName, TimeDescription, 281 
Polyline, Level) ". 282 
             "VALUES (". 283 
              284 
"'".mysqli_real_escape_string($link, 285 
$RouteName)."', ". 286 
              287 
"'".mysqli_real_escape_string($link, 288 
$TimeDescription)."', ". 289 
              290 
"'".mysqli_real_escape_string($link, 291 
$Polyline)."', ". 292 
              "''". 293 
              ")";  //level is null 294 
    if (DEBUG) print $query; 295 
    if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, $query))) 296 
{ 297 
  die('Connect Error 298 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 299 
    } 300 
    print "<br>updated Route Path"; 301 
    print "<p>"; 302 
 303 
 304 
    //update the route stops 305 
    print "<b>Updating Route Stops...</b><br>"; 306 
 307 
    //first we need to remove all the old routes 308 
in the stop 309 
    $query = "DELETE from routestops where 310 
RouteName like '".$RouteName."' ". 311 
             " AND TimeDescription like 312 
'".$TimeDescription."'"; 313 
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    if (DEBUG) print $query; 314 
    if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, $query))) 315 
{ 316 
        die('Connect Error 317 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 318 
    } 319 
    print "<br>removed old stops from this 320 
route<p>"; 321 
 322 
    //now add in the the stops for the new route 323 
    $count = 0; 324 
    $distance = 0; 325 
    $duration = 0; 326 
    $isFirst = true; 327 
 328 
    foreach($RouteStop as $curStop){ 329 
        $count++; 330 
 331 
        //get the ID for this Stop 332 
        $query = "SELECT ID FROM allstops where 333 
Name like '". 334 
                 $curStop['info']."'". 335 
                 " AND LatLong like '". 336 
                 str_replace(",", "%,", 337 
$curStop['position']). "%" ."'"; 338 
 339 
 if (DEBUG) print $query; 340 
 341 
        if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, 342 
$query))) { 343 
            die('Connect Error 344 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 345 
        } 346 
        $row = mysqli_fetch_array($result, 347 
MYSQLI_ASSOC); 348 
        $stopID = $row['ID']; 349 
 350 
        //distance and time values in the DB are 351 
relative to the first  352 
        //stop in the route. This means that the 353 
first stop has a distance & 354 
        //time of 0. In addition, this means the 355 
'wrap around' segment between  356 
        //the last stop and the first stop would 357 
not be recorded! 358 
        //to account for this special case, both 359 
the distance and time from  360 
        //the last stop to the first stop are 361 
negated and stored in the first  362 
        //stop. 363 
 364 
        //special case. Last stop -> first stop 365 
        if($isFirst){ 366 
            $isFirst = false; 367 
 368 
            $distance = -1 * 369 
$curStop['distance']; 370 
            $duration = -1 * 371 
$curStop['duration']; 372 
 373 
            $query = "INSERT into routestops 374 
(RouteName, TimeDescription, ". 375 
                           "TimeFromStart, 376 
StopID, DistanceFromStart) ". 377 
                 "VALUES ". 378 
                 "('$RouteName', 379 
'$TimeDescription', '". 380 
                 round($duration)."', ". 381 
                 "'$stopID', '$distance')"; 382 
 383 
            $distance = $duration = 0; 384 
 385 
        //Normal case. First stop -> middle stops 386 
-> Last stop 387 
        }else{ 388 
            $distance += $curStop['distance']; 389 
            if($curStop['duration'] < 1){ 390 
                $duration += 1; 391 
            }else{ 392 
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                $duration += 393 
$curStop['duration']; 394 
            } 395 
 396 
            $query = "INSERT into routestops 397 
(RouteName, TimeDescription, ". 398 
                           "TimeFromStart, 399 
StopID, DistanceFromStart) ". 400 
                 "VALUES ". 401 
                 "('$RouteName', 402 
'$TimeDescription', '". 403 
                 round($duration)."', ". 404 
                 "'$stopID', '$distance')"; 405 
 406 
        } 407 
 408 
 if (DEBUG) print $query; 409 
        if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, 410 
$query))) { 411 
   die('Connect Error 412 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 413 
 } 414 
 415 
    } 416 
    print "<br>Added $count stop(s) to this 417 
route"; 418 
    print "<p>"; 419 
 420 
 421 
    //update entry in main table 422 
    print "<br><b>Updating main table entry to 423 
reflect changes</b><br>"; 424 
    $query = "REPLACE INTO main (RouteName, 425 
TimeDescription, ". 426 
             "BusOffset, TimeLength, StartTime, 427 
StopTime, ". 428 
             "Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 429 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, ". 430 
             "OverlayColor". 431 
             ") ". 432 
             "VALUES (". 433 
              434 
"'".mysqli_real_escape_string($link, 435 
$RouteName)."', ". 436 
              437 
"'".mysqli_real_escape_string($link, 438 
$TimeDescription)."', ". 439 
              440 
"'".mysqli_real_escape_string($link, 441 
$BusOffset)."', ". 442 
              443 
"'".mysqli_real_escape_string($link, 444 
$TimeLength)."', ". 445 
              446 
"'".mysqli_real_escape_string($link, 447 
$StartTime)."', ". 448 
              449 
"'".mysqli_real_escape_string($link, 450 
$StopTime)."', ". 451 
              452 
"'".(isset($DaysOfTheWeek['Sunday'])   ? 1 : 0 453 
)."', ". 454 
              455 
"'".(isset($DaysOfTheWeek['Monday'])   ? 1 : 0 456 
)."', ". 457 
              458 
"'".(isset($DaysOfTheWeek['Tuesday'])  ? 1 : 0 459 
)."', ". 460 
              461 
"'".(isset($DaysOfTheWeek['Wednesday'])? 1 : 0 462 
)."', ". 463 
              464 
"'".(isset($DaysOfTheWeek['Thursday']) ? 1 : 0 465 
)."', ". 466 
              467 
"'".(isset($DaysOfTheWeek['Friday'])   ? 1 : 0 468 
)."', ". 469 
              470 
"'".(isset($DaysOfTheWeek['Saturday']) ? 1 : 0 471 
)."', ". 472 
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              473 
"'".mysqli_real_escape_string($link, 474 
$OverlayColor)."'". 475 
              ")"; 476 
    if (DEBUG) print $query; 477 
    if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, $query))) 478 
{ 479 
  die('Connect Error 480 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 481 
    } 482 
 483 





//print out changes for review before commiting 489 
else{ 490 
    print "<h1>Please Review Your Changes</h1>"; 491 
 492 
    print "<h2>General Information</h2>"; 493 
    print "<form name='data' method='POST' 494 
action=''>"; 495 
    print '<table border="1">'; 496 
    print "<tr>"; 497 
    print "<td><h3>Route Name</td>"; 498 
    print '<td><input type="text" 499 
name="RouteName" value="'. 500 
            $json->{'RouteName'}.'" '; 501 
 print 'onchange=validate()'; 502 
 print '>'; 503 
    print '</h3></td>'; 504 
    print '</tr>'; 505 
 506 
    print "<tr><td><h3>Time Description</td>"; 507 
    print '<td><input type="text" 508 
name="TimeDescription" value="'. 509 
            $json->{'TimeDescription'}.'">'; 510 
    print '</h3></td>'; 511 
    print '</tr>'; 512 
 513 
    //grab info about this route from the db 514 
    $link = mysqli_connect('.', $mysqlUser, 515 
$mysqlPass, $database); 516 
    if(!$link){ 517 
        echo "error"; 518 
        die('Connect Error (' . 519 
mysqli_connect_errno() . ') ' 520 
                              . 521 
mysqli_connect_error()); 522 
    } 523 
 524 
    $query = "SELECT * from main WHERE RouteName 525 
like '". 526 
             $json->{'RouteName'}. 527 
             "' AND TimeDescription like '". 528 
             $json->{'TimeDescription'} 529 
             ."'"; 530 
 531 
    if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, $query))) 532 
{ 533 
 die('Connect Error 534 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 535 
    } 536 
    $row = mysqli_fetch_array($result, 537 
MYSQLI_ASSOC); 538 
 539 
 //display route color 540 
 print "<tr><td><h3>Route Color"; 541 
    print "</td><td>"; 542 
    print '<input class="color" 543 
name="OverlayColor" 544 
value='.$row['OverlayColor'].'>'; 545 
    print "</h3></td>"; 546 
    print "</tr>"; 547 
 548 
 549 
    //display time range 550 
    print "<tr><td><h3>Valid Time Range<br>"; 551 
    print "(use military time)</td>"; 552 
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    print '<td><input type="text" 553 
name="StartTime" value='.$row['StartTime'].'>'; 554 
    print "<br>to<br>"; 555 
    print '<input type="text" name="StopTime" 556 
value='.$row['StopTime'].'>'; 557 
    print "</h3></td>"; 558 
    print "</tr>"; 559 
 560 
    //route length 561 
    print "<tr><td><h3>Route Length<br>(in 562 
minutes)"; 563 
    print "</td><td>"; 564 
    print '<input type="text" name="TimeLength" 565 
value='.$row['TimeLength'].'>'; 566 
    print "</h3></td>"; 567 
    print "</tr>"; 568 
 569 
    //display the selected days 570 
    print "<tr><td><h3>Days Of the Week<br>"; 571 
    print "</td><td>"; 572 
    print "<table><tr>"; 573 
    print '<td ALIGN=CENTER><b>S</b><br><input 574 
type="checkbox" name="days[]"'; 575 
    print 'value="Sunday" '.($row['Sunday']    ? 576 
"Checked" : "").'/></td>'; 577 
    print '<td ALIGN=CENTER><b>M</b><br><input 578 
type="checkbox" name="days[]"'; 579 
    print 'value="Monday" '.($row['Monday']    ? 580 
"Checked" : "").'/></td>'; 581 
    print '<td ALIGN=CENTER><b>T</b><br><input 582 
type="checkbox" name="days[]"'; 583 
    print 'value="Tuesday" '.($row['Tuesday']   ? 584 
"Checked" : "").'/></td>'; 585 
    print '<td ALIGN=CENTER><b>W</b><br><input 586 
type="checkbox" name="days[]"';  587 
    print 'value="Wednesday" '.($row['Wednesday'] 588 
? "Checked" : "").'/></td>'; 589 
    print '<td ALIGN=CENTER><b>R</b><br><input 590 
type="checkbox" name="days[]"'; 591 
    print 'value="Thursday" '.($row['Thursday']  592 
? "Checked" : "").'/></td>'; 593 
    print '<td ALIGN=CENTER><b>F</b><br><input 594 
type="checkbox" name="days[]"'; 595 
    print 'value="Friday" '.($row['Friday']    ? 596 
"Checked" : "").'/></td>'; 597 
    print '<td ALIGN=CENTER><b>S</b><br><input 598 
type="checkbox" name="days[]"'; 599 
    print 'value="Saturday" '.($row['Saturday']  600 
? "Checked" : "").'/></td>'; 601 
    print "</tr>"; 602 
    print "</table>"; 603 
    print "</h3></td>"; 604 
    print "</tr>"; 605 
 606 
    //display the route offset 607 
    print "<tr><td><h3>Offset from the 608 
Hour<br>(in minutes)"; 609 
    print "</td><td>"; 610 
    print '<input type="text" name="BusOffset" 611 
value='.$row['BusOffset'].'>'; 612 
    print "</h3></td>"; 613 
    print "</tr>"; 614 
 615 
    print "</table>"; 616 
 617 
 618 
    print "<h2>Stops in this Route</h2>"; 619 
    print '<table border="1">'; 620 
    $ndx = 0; 621 
    $distance = 0; 622 
    $duration = 0; 623 
    foreach($json->{'RouteStops'} as $stop){ 624 
        print "<tr>"; 625 
        print "<td><b>#".($ndx+1)."</b></td>"; 626 
 627 
        foreach($stop as $key => $value){ 628 
            print "<td><b>$key</b>"; 629 
            if($key == "duration"){ 630 
                $duration += ceil($value / 60); 631 
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                print "*<br>(minutes from 632 
previous stop)"; 633 
 634 
            }else if($key == 'distance'){ 635 
                $distance += $value; 636 
                print "<br>(meters  from previous 637 
stop)"; 638 
 639 
            }else if($key == 'position'){ 640 
         print "**"; 641 
            } 642 
 643 
            print "<br>"; 644 
            print '<b><input type="text" '; 645 
            if (!$allowFullEdit && ($key == 646 
'position' || $key == 'info')) { 647 
               print "readonly='readonly' "; 648 
            } 649 
            print 'name="'."RouteStop-$ndx-$key"; 650 
            if($key == 'duration'){ 651 
               print '" value="'.ceil($value / 652 
60); 653 
 654 
            } else print '" value="'.$value; 655 
            print '">'; 656 
            print '</b></td>'; 657 
        } 658 
        print "</tr>"; 659 
        $ndx++; 660 
    } 661 
    print "</table>"; 662 
  663 
 print "*duration will be rounded to the 664 
nearest minute<br>"; 665 
 print "**position will be truncated at the 666 
5th decimal<br><br>"; 667 
 668 
    print "<b>$duration</b> total minutes<br>"; 669 
    print "<b>$distance</b> total meters"; 670 
 671 
 672 
    print "<h2>Polyline for this Route</h2>"; 673 
    print '<input type="hidden" name="Polyline" 674 
value="'.$json->{'Polyline'}.'">'; 675 
    print $json->{'Polyline'}; 676 
 677 
    print "<h2>Deleted Stops</h2>"; 678 
    print '<table border="1">'; 679 
    $ndx = 0; 680 
    foreach($json->{'DeletedStops'} as $stop){ 681 
        print "<tr>"; 682 
        foreach($stop as $key => $value){ 683 
            print "<td><b>$key</b><br>"; 684 
            print '<b><input type="text" name="'. 685 
                  "DeletedStop-$ndx-$key". 686 
                  '" 687 
value="'.$value.'"></b></td>'; 688 
        } 689 
        print "</tr>"; 690 
        $ndx++; 691 
    } 692 
    print "</table>"; 693 
 694 
    print "<h2>New Stops</h2>"; 695 
    print '<table border="1">'; 696 
    $ndx = 0; 697 
    foreach($json->{'NewStops'} as $stop){ 698 
        print "<tr>"; 699 
        foreach($stop as $key => $value){ 700 
            print "<td><b>$key</b><br>"; 701 
            print '<b><input type="text" name="'. 702 
                  "NewStop-$ndx-$key". 703 
                  '" 704 
value="'.$value.'"></b></td>'; 705 
        } 706 
        print "</tr>"; 707 
        $ndx++; 708 
    } 709 
    print "</table>"; 710 
 711 
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    print '<input type="Submit" name="Submit" 712 
value="Submit">'; 713 





//enable php to display all errors 3 
ini_set('display_errors', 'On'); 4 
error_reporting(E_ALL | E_STRICT); 5 
 6 
define('DEBUG', false); 7 
 8 
 9 
//MYSQL connection info 10 
define('MYSQL_USER', XXXXXX); 11 
define('MYSQL_PASS', XXXXXX); 12 
define('MYSQL_DB',   'XXXXXX); 13 
 14 
//Tool log-in credentials 15 




/* Deletes a given RouteName, TimeDescription 2 
from the DB 3 
 * 4 
 * ex. 5 
 * 6 
delete.php?RouteName=4&TimeDescription=WeekdaysNo7 
rmal 8 
 * will delete the Route 4: WeekdaysNormal from 9 
the DB 10 
 * 11 
 */ 12 
require_once('definitions.php'); 13 
 14 
$mysqlUser = MYSQL_USER; 15 
$mysqlPass = MYSQL_PASS; 16 
$database  = MYSQL_DB; 17 
 18 
//make sure we are logged it 19 
session_start(); 20 
if(!isset($_SESSION['isAuth'])){ 21 




//only execute the delete statements is RouteName 26 
and TimeDescription are set 27 
if(isset($_REQUEST['RouteName']) && 28 
   isset($_REQUEST['TimeDescription'])){ 29 
 30 
    print '<a href="selectRoute.php">Edit another 31 
route</a>'; 32 
 33 
    $RouteName = $_REQUEST['RouteName']; 34 
    $TimeDescription = 35 
$_REQUEST['TimeDescription']; 36 
 37 
    //create db link 38 
    $link = mysqli_connect('.', $mysqlUser, 39 
$mysqlPass, $database); 40 
    if(!$link){ 41 
        echo "error"; 42 
        die('Connect Error (' . 43 
mysqli_connect_errno() . ') ' 44 
                              . 45 
mysqli_connect_error()); 46 
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    } 47 
    print "<p>"; 48 
 49 
    /******************************** 50 
     * Start executing SQL commands * 51 
     ********************************/ 52 
    //update the route polyline 53 
    print "<b>Removing Route Path...</b><br>"; 54 
    $query = "DELETE from routestops where 55 
RouteName like '".$RouteName."' ". 56 
             " AND TimeDescription like 57 
'".$TimeDescription."'"; 58 
    print $query; 59 
    if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, $query))) 60 
{ 61 
  die('Connect Error 62 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 63 
    } 64 
    print "<p>"; 65 
 66 
 67 
    //update the route stops 68 
    print "<b>Removing Route Stops...</b><br>"; 69 
 70 
    //we need to remove all the old routes in the 71 
stop 72 
    $query = "DELETE from routestops where 73 
RouteName like '".$RouteName."' ". 74 
             " AND TimeDescription like 75 
'".$TimeDescription."'"; 76 
    print $query; 77 
    if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, $query))) 78 
{ 79 
        die('Connect Error 80 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 81 
    } 82 
 83 
    //update entry in main table 84 
    print "<br><b>Updating main table entry to 85 
reflect changes</b><br>"; 86 
    $query = "DELETE from main where RouteName 87 
like '".$RouteName."' ". 88 
             " AND TimeDescription like 89 
'".$TimeDescription."'"; 90 
    print $query; 91 
    if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, $query))) 92 
{ 93 
 die('Connect Error 94 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 95 
    } 96 










/* generates a new route using the currently 1 
selected markers. 2 
 * this new route will override any existing 3 
polyline 4 
 */ 5 
function generateRoute(){ 6 
    /* 7 
 directionsDisplay.setMap(map); 8 
    polyline.setMap(null); 9 
    */ 10 
 11 
    //we need at least 2 waypoint to calculate a 12 
route 13 
 if(waypoints.getLength() < 2){ 14 
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        alert("inssuficient waypoints"); 15 
        return; 16 
    } 17 
 18 
    //clear out the selected stop, if it exists 19 
    selectedStop = null; 20 
    updateIcons(); 21 
 22 
    //clear old polyline 23 
    polyline.setMap(map); 24 
 polyline.setPath(new Array()); 25 
 26 
    dirLegs = new Array(); 27 
 28 
 29 
    //unfortunately Google Maps API Directions 30 
requests are limited to 31 
    //10 waypoints per request. This means we 32 
have to break up our querys 33 
    //into multiple legs and combine the 34 
resulting directions 35 
 36 
    //since we are forced to split up the 37 
requests we might as well make 38 
    //things easier by only using a start and end 39 
point in each request 40 
 41 
    //prepare an array of dirLegs with all the 42 
direction requests we'll need 43 
    var previous = null; 44 
 45 
    for(j = 0; j< waypoints.getLength(); j++){ 46 
     if(previous == null){ 47 
            previous = 48 
waypoints.getAt(j).marker.getPosition(); 49 
 50 
        }else{ 51 
            /* alert("finding directions 52 
for\nstart:"+ 53 
                     54 
previous+"\nend:"+waypoints.getAt(j).marker.getPo55 
sition()); 56 
            */ 57 
            dirLegs.push({start:    previous, 58 
                          end:      59 
waypoints.getAt(j).marker.getPosition() 60 
                         }); 61 
 62 
            previous = 63 
waypoints.getAt(j).marker.getPosition(); 64 
        } 65 
    } 66 
 67 
    //add one last leg connecting the last -> 68 
first stops to make a complete loop 69 
    dirLegs.push({start:    previous, 70 
                  end:      71 
waypoints.getAt(0).marker.getPosition() 72 
                 }); 73 
 74 
 75 
    /* Google Maps direction requests are async. 76 
This causes 77 
     * problems when making multiple requests. to 78 
avoid 79 
     * this we 'chain' together our async calls 80 
using a 81 
     * callback handler. this ensures that they 82 
all stay in  83 
     * proper order. This can be thought of as 84 
'similar' to  85 
     * a recursive function call. A request is 86 
sent for a leg. 87 
     * Then, we wait for the response before 88 
sending the next  89 
   * request for the next leg.  90 
     * 91 
     * This function assumes that the global 92 
array dirLegs  93 
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     * has been set with all the direction 94 
requests, in order, 95 
     * that we want to make. 96 
     * 97 
     * 1. an inital call to findDirections kicks 98 
everything off 99 
     * 2. findDirections requests directions from 100 
Google API 101 
     *      1. directionCallbackHandler is passed 102 
the results from the request 103 
     *      2. directionCallbackHandler inspects 104 
the results and appends 105 
                them with previous direction 106 
results. 107 
     *      3. directionCallbackHandler lookes to 108 
see if we have additional 109 
     *          dirLegs that need to be 110 
requested. 111 
     *          a. if we need more directions 112 
then call findDirections is  113 
     *             called again with the next 114 
direction request from dirLegs 115 
                b. if dirLegs is empty then we 116 
finish 117 
     */ 118 
 119 
    //call find directions with the first leg. 120 
this kicks off the route generation 121 
    if(dirLegs.length > 0){ 122 
  var curLeg = dirLegs.shift(); 123 
        findDirections(curLeg['start'], 124 
curLeg['end'], curLeg['waypoints']); 125 
    }else 126 





function directionCallbackHandler(result, 132 
status){ 133 
   if(status != google.maps.DirectionsStatus.OK){ 134 
        var r = confirm("error retrieving 135 
directions:\n"+ 136 
                        status+"\n\nretry 137 
automatic route generation?"); 138 
        if (r == true){ 139 
            generateRoute(); 140 
        } 141 
        return; 142 
    } 143 
 144 
    //we need to see what type of direction 145 
request this was 146 
    //was this an automatic route generation 147 
request or 148 
    //a request to make part of an existing route 149 
draggable 150 
 151 
    //if a stop is selected then this request was 152 
to edit 153 
    //that segment of the route 154 
    if(selectedStop instanceof Stop){ 155 
 directionsDisplay.setMap(map); 156 
        directionsDisplay.setDirections(result); 157 
 158 
 159 
    //otherwise it was to automatically generate 160 
a route 161 
    }else{ 162 
 163 
        //get all the points that make up the 164 
current polyline 165 
        var polyArr = 166 
polyline.getPath().getArray(); 167 
        var string = polyArr.toString() +"\n*\n"; 168 
 169 
        //distance in meters 170 
        var distance = 0; 171 
        //time in seconds 172 
        var duration = 0; 173 
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 174 
        //total the distance/duration from each 175 
leg of the resulting route 176 
        for(i=0; i < 177 
result.routes[0].legs.length; i++){ 178 
            var curLeg = 179 
result.routes[0].legs[i]; 180 
           //distance in meters 181 
            distance += curLeg.distance.value; 182 
            //time in seconds 183 
            duration += curLeg.duration.value; 184 
        } 185 
 186 
        //update the stop at the end of this 187 
request with the new 188 
 //duration and distance values 189 
        var index = (waypoints.getLength() - 190 
dirLegs.length)  191 
       % waypoints.getLength(); 192 
       193 
        waypoints.getAt(index).duration = 194 
duration; 195 
        waypoints.getAt(index).distance = 196 
distance; 197 
        name = waypoints.getAt(index).info; 198 
 199 
        /* 200 
        alert(name+"\ndistance:"+distance+ 201 
          "duration:"+duration+ 202 
  "steps"+curLeg.steps.length); 203 
        */ 204 
  string += polyArr.toString(); 205 
        //console.log(string); 206 
 207 
        //finally update the polyline with our 208 
new points 209 
        //add the start first 210 
        211 
polyArr.push(result.routes[0].legs[0].start_locat212 
ion); 213 
        //then add everything 214 




        //check if we need to make another call 219 
to findDirections with the 220 
        //next step 221 
        if(dirLegs.length > 0){ 222 
  var curLeg = dirLegs.shift(); 223 
            findDirections(curLeg['start'], 224 
curLeg['end'], curLeg['waypoints']); 225 
        } 226 
    } 227 
 228 
        polyline.setMap(map); 229 
} 230 
 231 
//direction requests are asyncronous! 232 
/* Since all JavaScript executes in a browser on 233 
a 234 
 * single thread, asynchronous events (such as 235 
mouse 236 
 * clicks and timers) are run when there's been 237 
 * an opening in the execution. 238 
 */ 239 
function findDirections(start, end, 240 
dirWaypoints){ 241 
    //prepare request 242 
    var request = { 243 
        origin: start, 244 
        destination: end, 245 
        travelMode: 246 
google.maps.DirectionsTravelMode.DRIVING 247 
    }; 248 
 249 
 if(dirWaypoints != undefined){ 250 
        request.waypoints = dirWaypoints; 251 
    } 252 
 253 
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    254 
//alert("requesting:"+request.origin+","+request.255 
destination); 256 
    directionsService.route(request, 257 
function(result, status) { 258 
        return directionCallbackHandler(result, 259 
status); 260 





//finds the segment of polyline vertices that 266 
correspond to the given waypoint 267 
function findSelectedSegment(waypointsIndex){ 268 
 269 
    //first get a list of all the verticies in 270 
the polyline 271 
    var polyArr = polyline.getPath().getArray(); 272 
 273 
    //then get our the vertice that corresponds 274 
to the selected stop 275 
    var startIndex = -1; 276 
 277 
    if(waypointsIndex == 0) 278 
        startIndex = 0; 279 
    else{ 280 
 startIndex = contains(polyArr, 281 
                        282 
waypoints.getAt(waypointsIndex).marker.getPositio283 
n()); 284 
        if(startIndex == -1){ 285 
            startIndex = 286 
find_closest_marker(selectedStop.marker.getPositi287 
on(), polyArr); 288 
     } 289 
    } 290 
 291 
    var waypointsNextIndex = waypointsIndex + 1; 292 
 293 
    var nextIndex = -1; 294 
 295 
    if(waypointsNextIndex >= 296 
waypoints.getLength()){ 297 
        nextIndex = 0; 298 
 299 
    }else{ 300 
        //and the vertice that corresponds to the 301 
stop after the selected stop 302 
 nextIndex  = contains(polyArr, 303 
                  304 
waypoints.getAt(waypointsNextIndex).marker.getPos305 
ition()); 306 
        if(nextIndex == -1){ 307 
            nextIndex = find_closest_marker( 308 
                  309 
waypoints.getAt(waypointsNextIndex).marker.getPos310 
ition(), polyArr); 311 
        } 312 
    } 313 
 314 
    if(startIndex == -1 || nextIndex == -1){ 315 
        alert("could not find the selected stop 316 
along the bus route path!\n\n"+ 317 
              "Try deleting and re-creating this 318 
stop"); 319 
        320 
//alert(waypointsIndex+":"+startIndex+","+nextInd321 
ex); 322 
        return null; 323 
    } 324 
 325 
    //get all the polyline verts between this 326 
stop and the next stop 327 
    var extractedVerts = (nextIndex == 0  328 
                           ? 329 
polyArr.slice(startIndex)  330 
                           : 331 
polyArr.slice(startIndex, nextIndex)); 332 
 333 
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    //alert("total is "+polyArr.length+" 334 
"+waypointsIndex+":"+ 335 
    //      startIndex+","+nextIndex+" is 336 
"+extractedVerts.length); 337 
 338 
  var returnVal = new Object(); 339 
    returnVal.start = startIndex; 340 
   returnVal.end   = nextIndex; 341 





/* Grabs information regarding a specific 2 
RouteName, TimeDescription 3 
 * and generates relevant javascript code. This 4 
file is included by  5 
 * tool.php as a <script> 6 
 * 7 
 * ex 8 
 * 9 
editRoute.php?RouteName=4&TimeDescription=Weekday10 
sNormal 11 
 * will generate js code for Route 4: 12 
WeekdaysNormal which tool.php 13 
 * uses 14 
 */ 15 
require_once('definitions.php'); 16 
 17 
$mysqlUser = MYSQL_USER; 18 
$mysqlPass = MYSQL_PASS; 19 




//make sure we are logged it 24 
if(!isset($_SESSION['isAuth'])){ 25 





//get the current location of this php file 31 
$info = pathinfo($_SERVER['PHP_SELF']); 32 
 33 
//create a connection to the db 34 
    $link = mysqli_connect('.', $mysqlUser, 35 
$mysqlPass, $database); 36 
    if(!$link){ 37 
     echo "error"; 38 
 die('Connect Error (' . 39 
mysqli_connect_errno() . ') ' 40 
     . mysqli_connect_error()); 41 
} 42 
 43 
    44 
/************************************************45 
********** 46 
     * Prepare sql statements to get route info 47 
out of the db * 48 




    //a query to get the polyline for this route 53 
 $polylineQuery = ""; 54 
 55 
    //a query to get the bus stops in this route, 56 
    //in order by timefromstart of route 57 
    $waypointsQuery= ""; 58 
 59 
    //a query to get all the bus stops in the db 60 
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    $busStopsQuery = ""; 61 
 62 
    //load an existing route for editing 63 
    if(isset($_REQUEST['RouteName']) && 64 
isset($_REQUEST['TimeDescription'])){ 65 
 66 
        $RouteName =  67 
mysqli_real_escape_string($link, 68 
$_REQUEST['RouteName']); 69 
        $TimeDescription =  70 
mysqli_real_escape_string($link,  71 
 $_REQUEST['TimeDescription']); 72 
 73 
        $polylineQuery = "SELECT Polyline FROM 74 
routepaths WHERE ". 75 
                         "RouteName like 76 
'".$RouteName."' AND ". 77 
                         "TimeDescription like 78 
'".$TimeDescription."'"; 79 
 80 
        $waypointsQuery= "SELECT LatLong, Name, 81 
DistanceFromStart, TimeFromStart ". 82 
        "FROM allstops INNER JOIN routestops ON 83 
allstops.ID = routestops.StopID ". 84 
        "WHERE RouteName like '$RouteName' AND ". 85 
        "TimeDescription like '$TimeDescription' 86 
". 87 
  "ORDER BY DistanceFromStart"; 88 
 89 
        $busStopsQuery = "SELECT ID, LatLong, 90 
Name FROM allstops"; 91 
 92 
    //create a new route 93 
    }else if(!isset($_REQUEST['RouteName']) && 94 
             95 
!isset($_REQUEST['TimeDescription'])){ 96 
 97 
        $busStopsQuery = "SELECT LatLong, Name 98 
FROM allstops"; 99 
 100 
    //url was malformed so we should exit 101 
    }else{ 102 
    die("Error Malformed URL"); 103 
    } 104 
 105 
 106 
    107 
/*********************************************** 108 
     * Use our queries to extract data from the 109 
db * 110 
     111 
***********************************************/ 112 
    $polyline = ""; 113 
    $waypoints= array(); 114 
    $busStops = array(); 115 
 116 
    if($polylineQuery != ""){ 117 
        if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, 118 
$polylineQuery))){ 119 
         die('Connect Error 120 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 121 
        } 122 
 123 
        while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result, 124 
MYSQLI_ASSOC)) { 125 
   $polyline = $row['Polyline']; 126 
 } 127 
    } 128 
 129 
    if($waypointsQuery != ""){ 130 
        if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, 131 
$waypointsQuery))){ 132 
         die('Connect Error 133 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 134 
        } 135 
 136 
        while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result, 137 
MYSQLI_ASSOC)) { 138 
         $waypoints[] = $row; 139 
     } 140 
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    } 141 
 142 
    if($busStopsQuery != ""){ 143 
        if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, 144 
$busStopsQuery))){ 145 
         die('Connect Error 146 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 147 
        } 148 
 149 
        while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result, 150 
MYSQLI_ASSOC)) { 151 
         $busStops[] = $row; 152 
     } 153 
    } 154 
 155 
    if(DEBUG == "TRUE"){ 156 
        print_r($polyline); 157 
        print_r($waypoints); 158 
        print_r($busStops); 159 
    } 160 
 161 
    162 
/************************************************163 
************* 164 
     * now that we have all the relevant 165 
information from the db * 166 
     * we need to output the actual javascript                   167 
* 168 




    $output  = "var initPolyline  = 173 
'".addslashes($polyline)."';"; 174 
 175 
    $output .=  "var initbusStops  = {"; 176 
    $stopsOutputArr = array(); 177 
   foreach($busStops as $stop){ 178 
        $query = "SELECT distinct RouteName from 179 
routestops where ". 180 
   "stopID=".$stop['ID']; 181 
        if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, 182 
$query))){ 183 
     die('Connect Error 184 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 185 
        } 186 
 187 
 /* 188 
        $inuse = array(); 189 
        while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result)) 190 
{ 191 
     $inuse[] = $row[0]; 192 
 } 193 
        */ 194 
 $stopsOutputArr [] = 195 
'"'.addslashes($stop['Name']). '": {'. 196 
                   'position: new 197 
google.maps.LatLng('.$stop['LatLong'].'), '. 198 
        'usage: "'. addslashes( 199 
  getStopUsage($link, $stop['Name'], 200 
$stop['ID']) 201 
                         ).'"'. 202 
 '}'; 203 
    } 204 
    $output .= implode(", ", $stopsOutputArr); 205 
    $output .= "};"; 206 
 207
 208 
 $waypointsOutputArr = array(); 209 
    $output .= "var initwaypoints = {"; 210 
    $duration = 0; //time from the first stop 211 
    $distance = 0; //distance from first stop 212 
    $isFirst = true; 213 
    foreach($waypoints as $waypoint){ 214 
        if($isFirst){ 215 
            $isFirst = false; 216 
            $waypointsOutputArr [] = 217 
'"'.addslashes($waypoint['Name']).'": {'. 218 
  'position: new 219 
google.maps.LatLng('.$waypoint['LatLong'].'), '. 220 
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  'distance: '.(-221 
1*$waypoint['DistanceFromStart']).', '. 222 
  'duration: '.((-223 
1*$waypoint['TimeFromStart'])*60). 224 
 "}"; 225 
        }else{ 226 
            $waypointsOutputArr [] = 227 
'"'.addslashes($waypoint['Name']).'": {'. 228 
  'position: new 229 
google.maps.LatLng('.$waypoint['LatLong'].'), '. 230 
  'distance: 231 
'.($waypoint['DistanceFromStart']-$distance).', 232 
'. 233 
  'duration: 234 
'.(($waypoint['TimeFromStart']-$duration)*60). 235 
 "}"; 236 
 237 
            $distance = 238 
$waypoint['DistanceFromStart']; 239 
            $duration = 240 
$waypoint['TimeFromStart']; 241 
 242 
        } 243 
 244 
    } 245 
    $output .= implode(", ", 246 
$waypointsOutputArr); 247 
    $output .= "};"; 248 
 249 
    print $output; 250 
 251 
function getStopUsage($link, $name, $stopID){ 252 
    $query = "SELECT distinct RouteName from 253 
routestops where stopID=".$stopID; 254 
    if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, $query))){ 255 
        die('Connect Error 256 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 257 
    } 258 
 259 
    $inuse = array(); 260 
    while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result)) { 261 
        $inuse[] = $row[0]; 262 
    } 263 
 264 
    return (count($inuse) == 0  265 
             ? ""  266 







 * jscolor, JavaScript Color Picker 2 
 * 3 
 * @version 1.3.1 4 
 * @license GNU Lesser General Public License, 5 
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/lesser.html 6 
 * @author  Jan Odvarko, http://odvarko.cz 7 
 * @created 2008-06-15 8 
 * @updated 2010-01-23 9 
 * @link    http://jscolor.com 10 
 */ 11 
 12 
 13 
var jscolor = { 14 
 15 
 16 
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 dir : '', // location of jscolor directory 17 
(leave empty to autodetect) 18 
 bindClass : 'color', // class name 19 
 binding : true, // automatic binding via 20 
<input class="..."> 21 




 install : function() { 26 
  jscolor.addEvent(window, 'load', 27 
jscolor.init); 28 
 }, 29 
 30 
 31 
 init : function() { 32 
  if(jscolor.binding) { 33 
   jscolor.bind(); 34 
  } 35 
  if(jscolor.preloading) { 36 
   jscolor.preload(); 37 
  } 38 
 }, 39 
 40 
 41 
 getDir : function() { 42 
  if(!jscolor.dir) { 43 
   var detected = 44 
jscolor.detectDir(); 45 
   jscolor.dir = detected!==false 46 
? detected : 'jscolor/'; 47 
  } 48 
  return jscolor.dir; 49 
 }, 50 
 51 
 52 
 detectDir : function() { 53 
  var base = location.href; 54 
 55 
  var e = 56 
document.getElementsByTagName('base'); 57 
  for(var i=0; i<e.length; i+=1) { 58 
   if(e[i].href) { base = 59 
e[i].href; } 60 
  } 61 
 62 
  var e = 63 
document.getElementsByTagName('script'); 64 
  for(var i=0; i<e.length; i+=1) { 65 
   if(e[i].src && 66 
/(^|\/)jscolor\.js([?#].*)?$/i.test(e[i].src)) { 67 
    var src = new 68 
jscolor.URI(e[i].src); 69 
    var srcAbs = 70 
src.toAbsolute(base); 71 
    srcAbs.path = 72 
srcAbs.path.replace(/[^\/]+$/, ''); // remove 73 
filename 74 
    srcAbs.query = null; 75 
    srcAbs.fragment = null; 76 
    return 77 
srcAbs.toString(); 78 
   } 79 
  } 80 
  return false; 81 
 }, 82 
 83 
 84 
 bind : function() { 85 
  var matchClass = new 86 
RegExp('(^|\\s)('+jscolor.bindClass+')\\s*(\\{[^87 
}]*\\})?', 'i'); 88 
  var e = 89 
document.getElementsByTagName('input'); 90 
  for(var i=0; i<e.length; i+=1) { 91 
   var m; 92 
   if(!e[i].color && 93 
e[i].className && (m = 94 
e[i].className.match(matchClass))) { 95 
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    var prop = {}; 96 
    if(m[3]) { 97 
     try { 98 
     99 
 eval('prop='+m[3]); 100 
     } 101 
catch(eInvalidProp) {} 102 
    } 103 
    e[i].color = new 104 
jscolor.color(e[i], prop); 105 
   } 106 
  } 107 
 }, 108 
 109 
 110 
 preload : function() { 111 
  for(var fn in jscolor.imgRequire) { 112 
  113 
 if(jscolor.imgRequire.hasOwnProperty(fn)) 114 
{ 115 
    jscolor.loadImage(fn); 116 
   } 117 
  } 118 
 }, 119 
 120 
 121 
 images : { 122 
  pad : [ 181, 101 ], 123 
  sld : [ 16, 101 ], 124 
  cross : [ 15, 15 ], 125 
  arrow : [ 7, 11 ] 126 
 }, 127 
 128 
 129 
 imgRequire : {}, 130 
 imgLoaded : {}, 131 
 132 
 133 
 requireImage : function(filename) { 134 
  jscolor.imgRequire[filename] = true; 135 
 }, 136 
 137 
 138 
 loadImage : function(filename) { 139 
  if(!jscolor.imgLoaded[filename]) { 140 
   jscolor.imgLoaded[filename] = 141 
new Image(); 142 
  143 
 jscolor.imgLoaded[filename].src = 144 
jscolor.getDir()+filename; 145 
  } 146 
 }, 147 
 148 
 149 
 fetchElement : function(mixed) { 150 
  return typeof mixed === 'string' ? 151 
document.getElementById(mixed) : mixed; 152 
 }, 153 
 154 
 155 
 addEvent : function(el, evnt, func) { 156 
  if(el.addEventListener) { 157 
   el.addEventListener(evnt, 158 
func, false); 159 
  } else if(el.attachEvent) { 160 
   el.attachEvent('on'+evnt, 161 
func); 162 
  } 163 
 }, 164 
 165 
 166 
 fireEvent : function(el, evnt) { 167 
  if(!el) { 168 
   return; 169 
  } 170 
  if(document.createEventObject) { 171 
   var ev = 172 
document.createEventObject(); 173 
   el.fireEvent('on'+evnt, ev); 174 
  } else if(document.createEvent) { 175 
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   var ev = 176 
document.createEvent('HTMLEvents'); 177 
   ev.initEvent(evnt, true, 178 
true); 179 
   el.dispatchEvent(ev); 180 
  } else if(el['on'+evnt]) { // 181 
alternatively use the traditional event model 182 
(IE5) 183 
   el['on'+evnt](); 184 
  } 185 
 }, 186 
 187 
 188 
 getElementPos : function(e) { 189 
  var e1=e, e2=e; 190 
  var x=0, y=0; 191 
  if(e1.offsetParent) { 192 
   do { 193 
    x += e1.offsetLeft; 194 
    y += e1.offsetTop; 195 
   } while(e1 = e1.offsetParent); 196 
  } 197 
  while((e2 = e2.parentNode) && 198 
e2.nodeName.toUpperCase() !== 'BODY') { 199 
   x -= e2.scrollLeft; 200 
   y -= e2.scrollTop; 201 
  } 202 
  return [x, y]; 203 
 }, 204 
 205 
 206 
 getElementSize : function(e) { 207 
  return [e.offsetWidth, 208 
e.offsetHeight]; 209 
 }, 210 
 211 
 212 
 getMousePos : function(e) { 213 
  if(!e) { e = window.event; } 214 
  if(typeof e.pageX === 'number') { 215 
   return [e.pageX, e.pageY]; 216 
  } else if(typeof e.clientX === 217 
'number') { 218 
   return [ 219 
    e.clientX + 220 
document.body.scrollLeft + 221 
document.documentElement.scrollLeft, 222 
    e.clientY + 223 
document.body.scrollTop + 224 
document.documentElement.scrollTop 225 
   ]; 226 
  } 227 
 }, 228 
 229 
 230 
 getViewPos : function() { 231 
  if(typeof window.pageYOffset === 232 
'number') { 233 
   return [window.pageXOffset, 234 
window.pageYOffset]; 235 
  } else if(document.body && 236 
(document.body.scrollLeft || 237 
document.body.scrollTop)) { 238 
   return 239 
[document.body.scrollLeft, 240 
document.body.scrollTop]; 241 
  } else if(document.documentElement 242 
&& (document.documentElement.scrollLeft || 243 
document.documentElement.scrollTop)) { 244 
   return 245 
[document.documentElement.scrollLeft, 246 
document.documentElement.scrollTop]; 247 
  } else { 248 
   return [0, 0]; 249 
  } 250 
 }, 251 
 252 
 253 
 getViewSize : function() { 254 
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  if(typeof window.innerWidth === 255 
'number') { 256 
   return [window.innerWidth, 257 
window.innerHeight]; 258 
  } else if(document.body && 259 
(document.body.clientWidth || 260 
document.body.clientHeight)) { 261 
   return 262 
[document.body.clientWidth, 263 
document.body.clientHeight]; 264 
  } else if(document.documentElement 265 
&& (document.documentElement.clientWidth || 266 
document.documentElement.clientHeight)) { 267 
   return 268 
[document.documentElement.clientWidth, 269 
document.documentElement.clientHeight]; 270 
  } else { 271 
   return [0, 0]; 272 
  } 273 
 }, 274 
 275 
 276 
 URI : function(uri) { // See RFC3986 277 
 278 
  this.scheme = null; 279 
  this.authority = null; 280 
  this.path = ''; 281 
  this.query = null; 282 
  this.fragment = null; 283 
 284 
  this.parse = function(uri) { 285 




   this.scheme = m[3] ? m[2] : 290 
null; 291 
   this.authority = m[5] ? m[6] : 292 
null; 293 
   this.path = m[7]; 294 
   this.query = m[9] ? m[10] : 295 
null; 296 
   this.fragment = m[12] ? m[13] 297 
: null; 298 
   return this; 299 
  }; 300 
 301 
  this.toString = function() { 302 
   var result = ''; 303 
   if(this.scheme !== null) { 304 
result = result + this.scheme + ':'; } 305 
   if(this.authority !== null) { 306 
result = result + '//' + this.authority; } 307 
   if(this.path !== null) { 308 
result = result + this.path; } 309 
   if(this.query !== null) { 310 
result = result + '?' + this.query; } 311 
   if(this.fragment !== null) { 312 
result = result + '#' + this.fragment; } 313 
   return result; 314 
  }; 315 
 316 
  this.toAbsolute = function(base) { 317 
   var base = new 318 
jscolor.URI(base); 319 
   var r = this; 320 
   var t = new jscolor.URI; 321 
 322 
   if(base.scheme === null) { 323 
return false; } 324 
 325 
   if(r.scheme !== null && 326 
r.scheme.toLowerCase() === 327 
base.scheme.toLowerCase()) { 328 
    r.scheme = null; 329 
   } 330 
 331 
   if(r.scheme !== null) { 332 
    t.scheme = r.scheme; 333 
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    t.authority = 334 
r.authority; 335 
    t.path = 336 
removeDotSegments(r.path); 337 
    t.query = r.query; 338 
   } else { 339 
    if(r.authority !== null) 340 
{ 341 
     t.authority = 342 
r.authority; 343 
     t.path = 344 
removeDotSegments(r.path); 345 
     t.query = r.query; 346 
    } else { 347 
     if(r.path === '') 348 
{ // TODO: == or === ? 349 
      t.path = 350 
base.path; 351 
      if(r.query 352 
!== null) { 353 
      354 
 t.query = r.query; 355 
      } else { 356 
      357 
 t.query = base.query; 358 
      } 359 
     } else { 360 
     361 
 if(r.path.substr(0,1) === '/') { 362 
       t.path 363 
= removeDotSegments(r.path); 364 
      } else { 365 
      366 
 if(base.authority !== null && base.path 367 
=== '') { // TODO: == or === ? 368 
       369 
 t.path = '/'+r.path; 370 
       } else 371 
{ 372 
       373 
 t.path = 374 
base.path.replace(/[^\/]+$/,'')+r.path; 375 
       } 376 
       t.path 377 
= removeDotSegments(t.path); 378 
      } 379 
      t.query = 380 
r.query; 381 
     } 382 
     t.authority = 383 
base.authority; 384 
    } 385 
    t.scheme = base.scheme; 386 
   } 387 
   t.fragment = r.fragment; 388 
 389 
   return t; 390 
  }; 391 
 392 
  function removeDotSegments(path) { 393 
   var out = ''; 394 
   while(path) { 395 
   396 
 if(path.substr(0,3)==='../' || 397 
path.substr(0,2)==='./') { 398 
     path = 399 
path.replace(/^\.+/,'').substr(1); 400 
    } else 401 
if(path.substr(0,3)==='/./' || path==='/.') { 402 
     path = 403 
'/'+path.substr(3); 404 
    } else 405 
if(path.substr(0,4)==='/../' || path==='/..') { 406 
     path = 407 
'/'+path.substr(4); 408 
     out = 409 
out.replace(/\/?[^\/]*$/, ''); 410 
    } else if(path==='.' || 411 
path==='..') { 412 
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     path = ''; 413 
    } else { 414 
     var rm = 415 
path.match(/^\/?[^\/]*/)[0]; 416 
     path = 417 
path.substr(rm.length); 418 
     out = out + rm; 419 
    } 420 
   } 421 
   return out; 422 
  } 423 
 424 
  if(uri) { 425 
   this.parse(uri); 426 
  } 427 
 428 
 }, 429 
 430 
 431 
 /* 432 
  * Usage example: 433 
  * var myColor = new 434 
jscolor.color(myInputElement) 435 
  */ 436 
 437 
 color : function(target, prop) { 438 
 439 
 440 
  this.required = true; // refuse 441 
empty values? 442 
  this.adjust = true; // adjust value 443 
to uniform notation? 444 
  this.hash = false; // prefix color 445 
with # symbol? 446 
  this.caps = true; // uppercase? 447 
  this.valueElement = target; // value 448 
holder 449 
  this.styleElement = target; // where 450 
to reflect current color 451 
  this.hsv = [0, 0, 1]; // read-only  452 
0-6, 0-1, 0-1 453 
  this.rgb = [1, 1, 1]; // read-only  454 
0-1, 0-1, 0-1 455 
 456 
  this.pickerOnfocus = true; // 457 
display picker on focus? 458 
  this.pickerMode = 'HSV'; // HSV | 459 
HVS 460 
  this.pickerPosition = 'bottom'; // 461 
left | right | top | bottom 462 
  this.pickerFace = 10; // px 463 
  this.pickerFaceColor = 'ThreeDFace'; 464 
// CSS color 465 
  this.pickerBorder = 1; // px 466 
  this.pickerBorderColor = 467 
'ThreeDHighlight ThreeDShadow ThreeDShadow 468 
ThreeDHighlight'; // CSS color 469 
  this.pickerInset = 1; // px 470 
  this.pickerInsetColor = 471 
'ThreeDShadow ThreeDHighlight ThreeDHighlight 472 
ThreeDShadow'; // CSS color 473 
  this.pickerZIndex = 10000; 474 
 475 
 476 
  for(var p in prop) { 477 
   if(prop.hasOwnProperty(p)) { 478 
    this[p] = prop[p]; 479 
   } 480 
  } 481 
 482 
 483 
  this.hidePicker = function() { 484 
   if(isPickerOwner()) { 485 
    removePicker(); 486 
   } 487 
  }; 488 
 489 
 490 
  this.showPicker = function() { 491 
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   if(!isPickerOwner()) { 492 
    var tp = 493 
jscolor.getElementPos(target); // target pos 494 
    var ts = 495 
jscolor.getElementSize(target); // target size 496 
    var vp = 497 
jscolor.getViewPos(); // view pos 498 
    var vs = 499 
jscolor.getViewSize(); // view size 500 
    var ps = [ // picker 501 
size 502 
    503 
 2*this.pickerBorder + 4*this.pickerInset + 504 
2*this.pickerFace + jscolor.images.pad[0] + 505 
2*jscolor.images.arrow[0] + 506 
jscolor.images.sld[0], 507 
    508 
 2*this.pickerBorder + 2*this.pickerInset + 509 
2*this.pickerFace + jscolor.images.pad[1] 510 
    ]; 511 
    var a, b, c; 512 
   513 
 switch(this.pickerPosition.toLowerCase()) 514 
{ 515 
     case 'left': a=1; 516 
b=0; c=-1; break; 517 
     case 'right':a=1; 518 
b=0; c=1; break; 519 
     case 'top':  a=0; 520 
b=1; c=-1; break; 521 
     default:     a=0; 522 
b=1; c=1; break; 523 
    } 524 
    var l = (ts[b]+ps[b])/2; 525 
    var pp = [ // picker pos 526 
     -vp[a]+tp[a]+ps[a] 527 
> vs[a] ? 528 
      (-529 
vp[a]+tp[a]+ts[a]/2 > vs[a]/2 && tp[a]+ts[a]-530 
ps[a] >= 0 ? tp[a]+ts[a]-ps[a] : tp[a]) : 531 
      tp[a], 532 
     -533 
vp[b]+tp[b]+ts[b]+ps[b]-l+l*c > vs[b] ? 534 
      (-535 
vp[b]+tp[b]+ts[b]/2 > vs[b]/2 && tp[b]+ts[b]-l-536 
l*c >= 0 ? tp[b]+ts[b]-l-l*c : tp[b]+ts[b]-537 
l+l*c) : 538 
     539 
 (tp[b]+ts[b]-l+l*c >= 0 ? tp[b]+ts[b]-540 
l+l*c : tp[b]+ts[b]-l-l*c) 541 
    ]; 542 
    drawPicker(pp[a], 543 
pp[b]); 544 
   } 545 
  }; 546 
 547 
 548 
  this.importColor = function() { 549 
   if(!valueElement) { 550 
    this.exportColor(); 551 
   } else { 552 
    if(!this.adjust) { 553 
    554 
 if(!this.fromString(valueElement.value, 555 
leaveValue)) { 556 
     557 
 styleElement.style.backgroundColor = 558 
styleElement.jscStyle.backgroundColor; 559 
     560 
 styleElement.style.color = 561 
styleElement.jscStyle.color; 562 
     563 
 this.exportColor(leaveValue | leaveStyle); 564 
     } 565 
    } else if(!this.required 566 
&& /^\s*$/.test(valueElement.value)) { 567 
     valueElement.value 568 
= ''; 569 
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    570 
 styleElement.style.backgroundColor = 571 
styleElement.jscStyle.backgroundColor; 572 
    573 
 styleElement.style.color = 574 
styleElement.jscStyle.color; 575 
    576 
 this.exportColor(leaveValue | leaveStyle); 577 
 578 
    } else 579 
if(this.fromString(valueElement.value)) { 580 
     // OK 581 
    } else { 582 
    583 
 this.exportColor(); 584 
    } 585 
   } 586 
  }; 587 
 588 
 589 
  this.exportColor = function(flags) { 590 
   if(!(flags & leaveValue) && 591 
valueElement) { 592 
    var value = 593 
this.toString(); 594 
    if(this.caps) { value = 595 
value.toUpperCase(); } 596 
    if(this.hash) { value = 597 
'#'+value; } 598 
    valueElement.value = 599 
value; 600 
   } 601 
   if(!(flags & leaveStyle) && 602 
styleElement) { 603 
   604 
 styleElement.style.backgroundColor = 605 
    606 
 '#'+this.toString(); 607 
    styleElement.style.color 608 
= 609 
     0.213 * 610 
this.rgb[0] + 611 
     0.715 * 612 
this.rgb[1] + 613 
     0.072 * 614 
this.rgb[2] 615 
     < 0.5 ? '#FFF' : 616 
'#000'; 617 
   } 618 
   if(!(flags & leavePad) && 619 
isPickerOwner()) { 620 
    redrawPad(); 621 
   } 622 
   if(!(flags & leaveSld) && 623 
isPickerOwner()) { 624 
    redrawSld(); 625 
   } 626 
  }; 627 
 628 
 629 
  this.fromHSV = function(h, s, v, 630 
flags) { // null = don't change 631 
   h<0 && (h=0) || h>6 && (h=6); 632 
   s<0 && (s=0) || s>1 && (s=1); 633 
   v<0 && (v=0) || v>1 && (v=1); 634 
   this.rgb = HSV_RGB( 635 
    h===null ? this.hsv[0] : 636 
(this.hsv[0]=h), 637 
    s===null ? this.hsv[1] : 638 
(this.hsv[1]=s), 639 
    v===null ? this.hsv[2] : 640 
(this.hsv[2]=v) 641 
   ); 642 
   this.exportColor(flags); 643 
  }; 644 
 645 
 646 
  this.fromRGB = function(r, g, b, 647 
flags) { // null = don't change 648 
   r<0 && (r=0) || r>1 && (r=1); 649 
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   g<0 && (g=0) || g>1 && (g=1); 650 
   b<0 && (b=0) || b>1 && (b=1); 651 
   var hsv = RGB_HSV( 652 
    r===null ? this.rgb[0] : 653 
(this.rgb[0]=r), 654 
    g===null ? this.rgb[1] : 655 
(this.rgb[1]=g), 656 
    b===null ? this.rgb[2] : 657 
(this.rgb[2]=b) 658 
   ); 659 
   if(hsv[0] !== null) { 660 
    this.hsv[0] = hsv[0]; 661 
   } 662 
   if(hsv[2] !== 0) { 663 
    this.hsv[1] = hsv[1]; 664 
   } 665 
   this.hsv[2] = hsv[2]; 666 
   this.exportColor(flags); 667 
  }; 668 
 669 
 670 
  this.fromString = function(hex, 671 
flags) { 672 
   var m = hex.match(/^\W*([0-9A-673 
F]{3}([0-9A-F]{3})?)\W*$/i); 674 
   if(!m) { 675 
    return false; 676 
   } else { 677 
    if(m[1].length === 6) { 678 
// 6-char notation 679 
     this.fromRGB( 680 
     681 
 parseInt(m[1].substr(0,2),16) / 255, 682 
     683 
 parseInt(m[1].substr(2,2),16) / 255, 684 
     685 
 parseInt(m[1].substr(4,2),16) / 255, 686 
      flags 687 
     ); 688 
    } else { // 3-char 689 
notation 690 
     this.fromRGB( 691 
     692 
 parseInt(m[1].charAt(0)+m[1].charAt(0),16) 693 
/ 255, 694 
     695 
 parseInt(m[1].charAt(1)+m[1].charAt(1),16) 696 
/ 255, 697 
     698 
 parseInt(m[1].charAt(2)+m[1].charAt(2),16) 699 
/ 255, 700 
      flags 701 
     ); 702 
    } 703 
    return true; 704 
   } 705 
  }; 706 
 707 
 708 
  this.toString = function() { 709 
   return ( 710 
    (0x100 | 711 
Math.round(255*this.rgb[0])).toString(16).substr712 
(1) + 713 
    (0x100 | 714 
Math.round(255*this.rgb[1])).toString(16).substr715 
(1) + 716 
    (0x100 | 717 
Math.round(255*this.rgb[2])).toString(16).substr718 
(1) 719 
   ); 720 
  }; 721 
 722 
 723 
  function RGB_HSV(r, g, b) { 724 
   var n = 725 
Math.min(Math.min(r,g),b); 726 
   var v = 727 
Math.max(Math.max(r,g),b); 728 
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   var m = v - n; 729 
   if(m === 0) { return [ null, 730 
0, v ]; } 731 
   var h = r===n ? 3+(b-g)/m : 732 
(g===n ? 5+(r-b)/m : 1+(g-r)/m); 733 
   return [ h===6?0:h, m/v, v ]; 734 
  } 735 
 736 
 737 
  function HSV_RGB(h, s, v) { 738 
   if(h === null) { return [ v, 739 
v, v ]; } 740 
   var i = Math.floor(h); 741 
   var f = i%2 ? h-i : 1-(h-i); 742 
   var m = v * (1 - s); 743 
   var n = v * (1 - s*f); 744 
   switch(i) { 745 
    case 6: 746 
    case 0: return [v,n,m]; 747 
    case 1: return [n,v,m]; 748 
    case 2: return [m,v,n]; 749 
    case 3: return [m,n,v]; 750 
    case 4: return [n,m,v]; 751 
    case 5: return [v,m,n]; 752 
   } 753 
  } 754 
 755 
 756 
  function removePicker() { 757 
   delete jscolor.picker.owner; 758 
  759 
 document.getElementsByTagName('body')[0].r760 
emoveChild(jscolor.picker.boxB); 761 
  } 762 
 763 
 764 
  function drawPicker(x, y) { 765 
   if(!jscolor.picker) { 766 
    jscolor.picker = { 767 
     box : 768 
document.createElement('div'), 769 
     boxB : 770 
document.createElement('div'), 771 
     pad : 772 
document.createElement('div'), 773 
     padB : 774 
document.createElement('div'), 775 
     padM : 776 
document.createElement('div'), 777 
     sld : 778 
document.createElement('div'), 779 
     sldB : 780 
document.createElement('div'), 781 
     sldM : 782 
document.createElement('div') 783 
    }; 784 
    for(var i=0,segSize=4; 785 
i<jscolor.images.sld[1]; i+=segSize) { 786 
     var seg = 787 
document.createElement('div'); 788 
     seg.style.height = 789 
segSize+'px'; 790 
     seg.style.fontSize 791 
= '1px'; 792 
    793 
 seg.style.lineHeight = '0'; 794 
    795 
 jscolor.picker.sld.appendChild(seg); 796 
    } 797 
   798 
 jscolor.picker.sldB.appendChild(jscolor.pi799 
cker.sld); 800 
   801 
 jscolor.picker.box.appendChild(jscolor.pic802 
ker.sldB); 803 
   804 
 jscolor.picker.box.appendChild(jscolor.pic805 
ker.sldM); 806 
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   807 
 jscolor.picker.padB.appendChild(jscolor.pi808 
cker.pad); 809 
   810 
 jscolor.picker.box.appendChild(jscolor.pic811 
ker.padB); 812 
   813 
 jscolor.picker.box.appendChild(jscolor.pic814 
ker.padM); 815 
   816 
 jscolor.picker.boxB.appendChild(jscolor.pi817 
cker.box); 818 
   } 819 
 820 
   var p = jscolor.picker; 821 
 822 
   // recompute controls 823 
positions 824 
   posPad = [ 825 
   826 
 x+THIS.pickerBorder+THIS.pickerFace+THIS.p827 
ickerInset, 828 
   829 
 y+THIS.pickerBorder+THIS.pickerFace+THIS.p830 
ickerInset ]; 831 
   posSld = [ 832 
    null, 833 
   834 
 y+THIS.pickerBorder+THIS.pickerFace+THIS.p835 
ickerInset ]; 836 
 837 
   // controls interaction 838 
   p.box.onmouseup = 839 
   p.box.onmouseout = function() 840 
{ target.focus(); }; 841 
   p.box.onmousedown = function() 842 
{ abortBlur=true; }; 843 
   p.box.onmousemove = 844 
function(e) { holdPad && setPad(e); holdSld && 845 
setSld(e); }; 846 
   p.padM.onmouseup = 847 
   p.padM.onmouseout = function() 848 
{ if(holdPad) { holdPad=false; 849 
jscolor.fireEvent(valueElement,'change'); } }; 850 
   p.padM.onmousedown = 851 
function(e) { holdPad=true; setPad(e); }; 852 
   p.sldM.onmouseup = 853 
   p.sldM.onmouseout = function() 854 
{ if(holdSld) { holdSld=false; 855 
jscolor.fireEvent(valueElement,'change'); } }; 856 
   p.sldM.onmousedown = 857 
function(e) { holdSld=true; setSld(e); }; 858 
 859 
   // picker 860 
   p.box.style.width = 861 
4*THIS.pickerInset + 2*THIS.pickerFace + 862 
jscolor.images.pad[0] + 863 
2*jscolor.images.arrow[0] + 864 
jscolor.images.sld[0] + 'px'; 865 
   p.box.style.height = 866 
2*THIS.pickerInset + 2*THIS.pickerFace + 867 
jscolor.images.pad[1] + 'px'; 868 
 869 
   // picker border 870 
   p.boxB.style.position = 871 
'absolute'; 872 
   p.boxB.style.clear = 'both'; 873 
   p.boxB.style.left = x+'px'; 874 
   p.boxB.style.top = y+'px'; 875 
   p.boxB.style.zIndex = 876 
THIS.pickerZIndex; 877 
   p.boxB.style.border = 878 
THIS.pickerBorder+'px solid'; 879 
   p.boxB.style.borderColor = 880 
THIS.pickerBorderColor; 881 
   p.boxB.style.background = 882 
THIS.pickerFaceColor; 883 
 884 
   // pad image 885 
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   p.pad.style.width = 886 
jscolor.images.pad[0]+'px'; 887 
   p.pad.style.height = 888 
jscolor.images.pad[1]+'px'; 889 
 890 
   // pad border 891 
   p.padB.style.position = 892 
'absolute'; 893 
   p.padB.style.left = 894 
THIS.pickerFace+'px'; 895 
   p.padB.style.top = 896 
THIS.pickerFace+'px'; 897 
   p.padB.style.border = 898 
THIS.pickerInset+'px solid'; 899 
   p.padB.style.borderColor = 900 
THIS.pickerInsetColor; 901 
 902 
   // pad mouse area 903 
   p.padM.style.position = 904 
'absolute'; 905 
   p.padM.style.left = '0'; 906 
   p.padM.style.top = '0'; 907 
   p.padM.style.width = 908 
THIS.pickerFace + 2*THIS.pickerInset + 909 
jscolor.images.pad[0] + jscolor.images.arrow[0] 910 
+ 'px'; 911 
   p.padM.style.height = 912 
p.box.style.height; 913 
   p.padM.style.cursor = 914 
'crosshair'; 915 
 916 
   // slider image 917 
   p.sld.style.overflow = 918 
'hidden'; 919 
   p.sld.style.width = 920 
jscolor.images.sld[0]+'px'; 921 
   p.sld.style.height = 922 
jscolor.images.sld[1]+'px'; 923 
 924 
   // slider border 925 
   p.sldB.style.position = 926 
'absolute'; 927 
   p.sldB.style.right = 928 
THIS.pickerFace+'px'; 929 
   p.sldB.style.top = 930 
THIS.pickerFace+'px'; 931 
   p.sldB.style.border = 932 
THIS.pickerInset+'px solid'; 933 
   p.sldB.style.borderColor = 934 
THIS.pickerInsetColor; 935 
 936 
   // slider mouse area 937 
   p.sldM.style.position = 938 
'absolute'; 939 
   p.sldM.style.right = '0'; 940 
   p.sldM.style.top = '0'; 941 
   p.sldM.style.width = 942 
jscolor.images.sld[0] + jscolor.images.arrow[0] 943 
+ THIS.pickerFace + 2*THIS.pickerInset + 'px'; 944 
   p.sldM.style.height = 945 
p.box.style.height; 946 
   try { 947 
    p.sldM.style.cursor = 948 
'pointer'; 949 
   } catch(eOldIE) { 950 
    p.sldM.style.cursor = 951 
'hand'; 952 
   } 953 
 954 
   // load images in optimal 955 
order 956 
   switch(modeID) { 957 
    case 0: var padImg = 958 
'hs.png'; break; 959 
    case 1: var padImg = 960 
'hv.png'; break; 961 
   } 962 
   p.padM.style.background = 963 
"url('"+jscolor.getDir()+"cross.gif') no-964 
repeat"; 965 
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   p.sldM.style.background = 966 
"url('"+jscolor.getDir()+"arrow.gif') no-967 
repeat"; 968 
   p.pad.style.background = 969 
"url('"+jscolor.getDir()+padImg+"') 0 0 no-970 
repeat"; 971 
 972 
   // place pointers 973 
   redrawPad(); 974 
   redrawSld(); 975 
 976 
   jscolor.picker.owner = THIS; 977 
  978 
 document.getElementsByTagName('body')[0].a979 
ppendChild(p.boxB); 980 
  } 981 
 982 
 983 
  function redrawPad() { 984 
   // redraw the pad pointer 985 
   switch(modeID) { 986 
    case 0: var yComponent = 987 
1; break; 988 
    case 1: var yComponent = 989 
2; break; 990 
   } 991 
   var x = 992 
Math.round((THIS.hsv[0]/6) * 993 
(jscolor.images.pad[0]-1)); 994 
   var y = Math.round((1-995 
THIS.hsv[yComponent]) * (jscolor.images.pad[1]-996 
1)); 997 
  998 
 jscolor.picker.padM.style.backgroundPositi999 
on = 1000 
   1001 
 (THIS.pickerFace+THIS.pickerInset+x - 1002 
Math.floor(jscolor.images.cross[0]/2)) + 'px ' + 1003 
   1004 
 (THIS.pickerFace+THIS.pickerInset+y - 1005 
Math.floor(jscolor.images.cross[1]/2)) + 'px'; 1006 
 1007 
   // redraw the slider image 1008 
   var seg = 1009 
jscolor.picker.sld.childNodes; 1010 
 1011 
   switch(modeID) { 1012 
    case 0: 1013 
     var rgb = 1014 
HSV_RGB(THIS.hsv[0], THIS.hsv[1], 1); 1015 
     for(var i=0; 1016 
i<seg.length; i+=1) { 1017 
     1018 
 seg[i].style.backgroundColor = 'rgb('+ 1019 
      1020 
 (rgb[0]*(1-i/seg.length)*100)+'%,'+ 1021 
      1022 
 (rgb[1]*(1-i/seg.length)*100)+'%,'+ 1023 
      1024 
 (rgb[2]*(1-i/seg.length)*100)+'%)'; 1025 
     } 1026 
     break; 1027 
    case 1: 1028 
     var rgb, s, c = [ 1029 
THIS.hsv[2], 0, 0 ]; 1030 
     var i = 1031 
Math.floor(THIS.hsv[0]); 1032 
     var f = i%2 ? 1033 
THIS.hsv[0]-i : 1-(THIS.hsv[0]-i); 1034 
     switch(i) { 1035 
      case 6: 1036 
      case 0: 1037 
rgb=[0,1,2]; break; 1038 
      case 1: 1039 
rgb=[1,0,2]; break; 1040 
      case 2: 1041 
rgb=[2,0,1]; break; 1042 
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      case 3: 1043 
rgb=[2,1,0]; break; 1044 
      case 4: 1045 
rgb=[1,2,0]; break; 1046 
      case 5: 1047 
rgb=[0,2,1]; break; 1048 
     } 1049 
     for(var i=0; 1050 
i<seg.length; i+=1) { 1051 
      s = 1 - 1052 
1/(seg.length-1)*i; 1053 
      c[1] = c[0] 1054 
* (1 - s*f); 1055 
      c[2] = c[0] 1056 
* (1 - s); 1057 
     1058 
 seg[i].style.backgroundColor = 'rgb('+ 1059 
      1060 
 (c[rgb[0]]*100)+'%,'+ 1061 
      1062 
 (c[rgb[1]]*100)+'%,'+ 1063 
      1064 
 (c[rgb[2]]*100)+'%)'; 1065 
     } 1066 
     break; 1067 
   } 1068 
  } 1069 
 1070 
 1071 
  function redrawSld() { 1072 
   // redraw the slider pointer 1073 
   switch(modeID) { 1074 
    case 0: var yComponent = 1075 
2; break; 1076 
    case 1: var yComponent = 1077 
1; break; 1078 
   } 1079 
   var y = Math.round((1-1080 
THIS.hsv[yComponent]) * (jscolor.images.sld[1]-1081 
1)); 1082 
  1083 
 jscolor.picker.sldM.style.backgroundPositi1084 
on = 1085 
    '0 ' + 1086 
(THIS.pickerFace+THIS.pickerInset+y - 1087 
Math.floor(jscolor.images.arrow[1]/2)) + 'px'; 1088 
  } 1089 
 1090 
 1091 
  function isPickerOwner() { 1092 
   return jscolor.picker && 1093 
jscolor.picker.owner === THIS; 1094 
  } 1095 
 1096 
 1097 
  function blurTarget() { 1098 
   if(valueElement === target) { 1099 
    THIS.importColor(); 1100 
   } 1101 
   if(THIS.pickerOnfocus) { 1102 
    THIS.hidePicker(); 1103 
   } 1104 
  } 1105 
 1106 
 1107 
  function blurValue() { 1108 
   if(valueElement !== target) { 1109 
    THIS.importColor(); 1110 
   } 1111 
  } 1112 
 1113 
 1114 
  function setPad(e) { 1115 
   var posM = 1116 
jscolor.getMousePos(e); 1117 
   var x = posM[0]-posPad[0]; 1118 
   var y = posM[1]-posPad[1]; 1119 
   switch(modeID) { 1120 
    case 0: 1121 
THIS.fromHSV(x*(6/(jscolor.images.pad[0]-1)), 1 1122 
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- y/(jscolor.images.pad[1]-1), null, leaveSld); 1123 
break; 1124 
    case 1: 1125 
THIS.fromHSV(x*(6/(jscolor.images.pad[0]-1)), 1126 
null, 1 - y/(jscolor.images.pad[1]-1), 1127 
leaveSld); break; 1128 
   } 1129 
  } 1130 
 1131 
 1132 
  function setSld(e) { 1133 
   var posM = 1134 
jscolor.getMousePos(e); 1135 
   var y = posM[1]-posPad[1]; 1136 
   switch(modeID) { 1137 
    case 0: 1138 
THIS.fromHSV(null, null, 1 - 1139 
y/(jscolor.images.sld[1]-1), leavePad); break; 1140 
    case 1: 1141 
THIS.fromHSV(null, 1 - y/(jscolor.images.sld[1]-1142 
1), null, leavePad); break; 1143 
   } 1144 
  } 1145 
 1146 
 1147 
  var THIS = this; 1148 
  var modeID = 1149 
this.pickerMode.toLowerCase()==='hvs' ? 1 : 0; 1150 
  var abortBlur = false; 1151 
  var 1152 
   valueElement = 1153 
jscolor.fetchElement(this.valueElement), 1154 
   styleElement = 1155 
jscolor.fetchElement(this.styleElement); 1156 
  var 1157 
   holdPad = false, 1158 
   holdSld = false; 1159 
  var 1160 
   posPad, 1161 
   posSld; 1162 
  var 1163 
   leaveValue = 1<<0, 1164 
   leaveStyle = 1<<1, 1165 
   leavePad = 1<<2, 1166 
   leaveSld = 1<<3; 1167 
 1168 
  // target 1169 
  jscolor.addEvent(target, 'focus', 1170 
function() { 1171 
   if(THIS.pickerOnfocus) { 1172 
THIS.showPicker(); } 1173 
  }); 1174 
  jscolor.addEvent(target, 'blur', 1175 
function() { 1176 
   if(!abortBlur) { 1177 
   1178 
 window.setTimeout(function(){ abortBlur || 1179 
blurTarget(); abortBlur=false; }, 0); 1180 
   } else { 1181 
    abortBlur = false; 1182 
   } 1183 
  }); 1184 
 1185 
  // valueElement 1186 
  if(valueElement) { 1187 
   var updateField = function() { 1188 
   1189 
 THIS.fromString(valueElement.value, 1190 
leaveValue); 1191 
   }; 1192 
   jscolor.addEvent(valueElement, 1193 
'keyup', updateField); 1194 
   jscolor.addEvent(valueElement, 1195 
'input', updateField); 1196 
   jscolor.addEvent(valueElement, 1197 
'blur', blurValue); 1198 
  1199 
 valueElement.setAttribute('autocomplete', 1200 
'off'); 1201 
  } 1202 
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 1203 
  // styleElement 1204 
  if(styleElement) { 1205 
   styleElement.jscStyle = { 1206 
    backgroundColor : 1207 
styleElement.style.backgroundColor, 1208 
    color : 1209 
styleElement.style.color 1210 
   }; 1211 
  } 1212 
 1213 
  // require images 1214 
  switch(modeID) { 1215 
   case 0: 1216 
jscolor.requireImage('hs.png'); break; 1217 
   case 1: 1218 
jscolor.requireImage('hv.png'); break; 1219 
  } 1220 
  jscolor.requireImage('cross.gif'); 1221 
  jscolor.requireImage('arrow.gif'); 1222 
 1223 
  this.importColor(); 1224 














//close the info window on single left click of 8 
the map 9 
function onMapClick(){ 10 




//add a new marker(bus stop) on a double click. 15 
the users click will 16 
//be mapped to the closest possible street 17 
location 18 
function onMapDoubleClick(event){ 19 
   info.close(); 20 
 21 
   //we need to snap our click to the street 22 
   var request = {      origin: event.latLng, 23 
      destination: event.latLng, 24 
      travelMode: 25 
google.maps.DirectionsTravelMode.DRIVING 26 
   }; 27 
 28 
   //find a latLng on the street near the user 29 
click (using google directions) 30 
   //and add it to our list of bus stops 31 
   directionsService.route(request, 32 
function(response, status){ 33 
      if (status == 34 
google.maps.DirectionsStatus.OK) { 35 
 36 
         //first lets get the location of where 37 
we snap'd to 38 
         var snapLocation = 39 
response.routes[0].bounds.getNorthEast(); 40 
 41 
         //read in the name of the new stop 42 
         var stopInfo = null; 43 
         do{ 44 
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            stopInfo = prompt("Please enter the 45 
stop info\nie. 'Broad and Marsh'", ""); 46 
            if (stopInfo != null && stopInfo != 47 
"") { 48 
               busStops.push(new 49 
Stop(createMarker(snapLocation), stopInfo, 50 
true)); 51 
            } 52 
         }while(stopInfo == ""); 53 
 54 
      }else{ 55 
         alert("Could not create new bus 56 
stop!\n"+ 57 
               "Google maps directions 58 
error\n\n"+ 59 
               "Error: " + status); 60 
      } 61 




//delete a bus stop on marker double click 66 
function onMarkerDoubleClick(markerArg){ 67 
   info.close(); 68 
 69 
   //check to see if this marker exists in our 70 
list of busStops. 71 
   //if it doesnt then its is a 'deleted' stop 72 
and we must restore it 73 
   var index = contains(busStops, markerArg); 74 
   if(index == -1){ 75 
 76 
      alert("restoring deleted stop"); 77 
      index = contains(deletedStops, markerArg); 78 
      if(index != -1){ 79 
         var curStop = 80 
deletedStops.removeAt(index); 81 
         curStop.marker.setIcon(disabledIcon); 82 
         busStops.push(curStop); 83 
      }else{ 84 
         alert("couldnt find a record of this 85 
stop anywhere!"+ 86 
               "we should never be here!"); 87 
      } 88 
 89 
   }else{ 90 
      //if we found the stop in our list of 91 
busStops then we want to delete it 92 
      var r = confirm("deleting stop:\n"+ 93 
            busStops.getAt(index).info + '\n' + 94 
            "at location " + 95 
markerArg.getPosition().toString() + "\n\n" + 96 
            ("" != busStops.getAt(index).usage 97 
             ? "this stop is used in Route(s) " + 98 
busStops.getAt(index).usage 99 
             : "this stop isn't used in any other 100 
Route") + 101 
            "\nAre you sure you want to delete 102 
it?\n\n" + 103 
            "Remember, deleting a stop that is 104 
used in a route other than the " + 105 
            "one you are editing is a BAD 106 
idea!\n" 107 
            ); 108 
      if (r == true){ 109 
 110 
         //remove from list of all busStops 111 
         var curStop = busStops.removeAt(index); 112 
         curStop.marker.setIcon(deletedIcon); 113 
         if(!curStop.isNew){ 114 
            deletedStops.push(curStop); 115 
         } 116 
 117 
         //if this marker is used in our 118 
waypoints we should remove it from there too 119 
         index = contains(waypoints, markerArg); 120 
         if(index != -1){ 121 
            waypoints.removeAt(index); 122 
         } 123 
      } 124 
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//left click on a marker toggles if this marker 129 
is used in the route 130 
//or if the marker is 'deleted' it will restore 131 
it 132 
function onMarkerClick(markerArg){ 133 
   info.close(); 134 
 135 
   //the google maps api event listeners fire on 136 
every mouse click. 137 
   //this means a double click will actually call 138 
the single click 139 
   //listener twice which could mean that the 140 
double click listener 141 
   //wont get called (i believe it to be a race 142 
condition) 143 
 144 
   //to avoid this we add a 200ms delay for the 145 
single click listener. 146 
   //that way onMarkerDouble click can grab the 147 
click event if 148 
   //another click is fired within the delay 149 
window and the user wont 150 
   //really notice 151 
   pausecomp(200); 152 
 153 
   //remove or add this stop from our list of 154 
waypoints 155 
   var waypointIndex = contains(waypoints, 156 
markerArg); 157 
   var index = contains(busStops, markerArg); 158 
   if(index == -1){ 159 
      alert("restoring deleted stop"); 160 
      index = contains(deletedStops, markerArg); 161 
      if(index != -1){ 162 
         var curStop = 163 
deletedStops.removeAt(index); 164 
         curStop.marker.setIcon(disabledIcon); 165 
         busStops.push(curStop); 166 
      }else{ 167 
         alert("couldnt find a record of this 168 
stop anywhere!"+ 169 
               "we should never be here!"); 170 
      } 171 
      return; 172 
   } 173 
 174 
 175 
   if(isStopMode){ 176 
      //if the stop doesnt exist in our list of 177 
waypoints then we insert it 178 
      if(waypointIndex == -1){ 179 
         180 
busStops.getAt(index).marker.setOptions({icon: 181 
enabledIcon(i)}); 182 
         waypoints.push(busStops.getAt(index)); 183 
         selectedStop = busStops.getAt(index); 184 
         updateIcons(); 185 
 186 
         //otherwise we remove it from the 187 
waypoints 188 
      }else{ 189 
         //if the stop we removed was the 190 
selected stop then 191 
         //reset the selectedStop to null 192 
         if((selectedStop instanceof Stop) && 193 
               194 
(selectedStop.marker.getPosition().equals(markerA195 
rg.getPosition()))){ 196 
            selectedStop = null; 197 
         } 198 
 199 
         200 
busStops.getAt(index).marker.setOptions({icon: 201 
disabledIcon}); 202 
         waypoints.removeAt(waypointIndex); 203 
 204 
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         updateIcons(); 205 
      } 206 




//right clicking on a marker in the current route 211 
will make it 'selected' 212 
//right clicking on a 'selected' marker will 213 
display information about that marker 214 
//right clicking on any other marker will display 215 
information about that marker 216 
function onMarkerRightClick(markerArg){ 217 
   info.close(); 218 
 219 
   var waypointsIndex = contains(waypoints, 220 
markerArg); 221 
 222 
   //if this stop is already selected or isnt in 223 
our route then display info about it 224 
   if((waypointsIndex == -1) || 225 
         (selectedStop instanceof Stop) && 226 




      var index = contains(busStops, markerArg); 231 
      var dindex= contains(deletedStops, 232 
markerArg); 233 
      var text = ""; 234 
      if(index != -1){ 235 
         text =  busStops.getAt(index).info + 236 
'<br>' + 237 
            ('' == busStops.getAt(index).usage 238 
             ? 'Not used in any Route!' 239 
             : "Used in Route(s) 240 
"+busStops.getAt(index).usage) + '<br>' + 241 
            markerArg.getPosition().toString() + 242 
'<br>' + 243 
            (waypointsIndex != -1 244 
             ? 245 
busStops.getAt(index).distance+"meters from 246 
previous stop<br>"+ 247 
             248 
busStops.getAt(index).duration+"seconds from 249 
previous stop<br>" 250 
             : "") + 251 
            'Stop #' + index + '<br>'; 252 
 253 
      }else if(dindex != -1){ 254 
         text =  deletedStops.getAt(dindex).info 255 
+ '<br>' + 256 
            deletedStops.getAt(dindex).usage + 257 
'<br>' + 258 
            ('' == 259 
deletedStops.getAt(index).usage 260 
             ? 'Not used in any Route!' 261 
             : "Used in Route(s) 262 
"+deletedStops.getAt(index).usage) + '<br>' + 263 
            markerArg.getPosition().toString() + 264 
'<br>' + 265 
            'Stop is deleted!<br>'; 266 
      } 267 
 268 
      if(text == ""){ 269 
         alert("couldnt find stop in list of 270 
stops. should never be here"); 271 
 272 
      }else{ 273 
         info.setContent(text); 274 
         info.open(map, markerArg); 275 
      } 276 
 277 
      //center map to this info window 278 
      map.panTo(markerArg.getPosition()); 279 
 280 
   }else{ 281 
      //otherwise set this stop as selected 282 
      if(waypointsIndex == -1){ 283 
         selectedStop = null; 284 
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         updateIcons(); 285 
         return; 286 
      }else{ 287 
         selectedStop = 288 
waypoints.getAt(waypointsIndex); 289 
         updateIcons(); 290 
      } 291 
 292 
      if(isStopMode){ 293 
         //nothing else needs to be done 294 
 295 
      }else{ 296 
         //make the polyline draggable from this 297 
selected stop to the next one 298 
 299 
         //first get a list of all the verticies 300 
in the polyline 301 
         var polyArr = 302 
polyline.getPath().getArray(); 303 
 304 
         var routeSegment = 305 
findSelectedSegment(waypointsIndex); 306 
 307 
         if(routeSegment != null && 308 
routeSegment.start != -1 && routeSegment.end != -309 
1){ 310 
 311 
            312 
findDirections(polyArr[routeSegment.start], 313 
                  polyArr[routeSegment.end]); 314 
         }else{ 315 
            alert("Error finding selected 316 
segment!"); 317 
         } 318 
      } 319 




//this is called when new directions are 324 
recieved. This could happen 325 
//because of a explicit direction request or 326 
because the the user 327 
//drags a the bus routes path, specifically on 328 
the click release 329 
function onDirectionsChanged(){ 330 
 331 
   if(selectedStop instanceof Stop){ 332 
 333 
      //find the index of the selected stop 334 
      var index = contains(waypoints, 335 
selectedStop); 336 
 337 
      if(index == -1){ 338 
         alert("error finding selectedStop in 339 
route!"); 340 
         return; 341 
      } 342 
 343 
      //first get a list of all the verticies in 344 
the polyline 345 
      var polyArr = 346 
polyline.getPath().getArray(); 347 
 348 
      //then find the vertices that lie between 349 
the selected 350 
      //stop and the stop after it. aka all the 351 
vertices in 352 
      //the selected segment 353 
      var routeSegment = 354 
findSelectedSegment(index); 355 
 356 
      if(routeSegment != null && 357 
routeSegment.start != -1 && routeSegment.end != -358 
1){ 359 
 360 
         //remove the old segment from the 361 
polyline (bus path) 362 
         if(routeSegment.end == 0){ 363 
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            polyArr.splice(routeSegment.start); 364 
         }else{ 365 
            polyArr.splice(routeSegment.start, 366 
routeSegment.end - routeSegment.start); 367 
         } 368 
 369 
         //get the vertices from the draggable 370 
directions. these vertices 371 
         //make up the new segment 372 
         var result  = 373 
directionsDisplay.getDirections(); 374 
         var newPath = 375 
result.routes[0].overview_path; 376 
 377 
         //insert our new segment path 378 
         for(i = newPath.length - 1; i >= 0 ;i--379 
){ 380 
            polyArr.splice(routeSegment.start, 0, 381 
newPath[i]); 382 
         } 383 
 384 
         //update the polyline 385 
         polyline.setPath(polyArr); 386 
 387 
         //since the path for this segment has 388 
changed we need to update 389 
         //the distance and time values for the 390 
stop at the end at the 391 
         //end of the modified segment 392 
 393 
         //distance in meters 394 
         var distance = 0; 395 
         //time in seconds 396 
         var duration = 0; 397 
 398 
         //total up the distance/duration from 399 
each leg of the resulting route 400 
         for(i=0; i < 401 
result.routes[0].legs.length; i++){ 402 
            var curLeg = 403 
result.routes[0].legs[i]; 404 
            //distance in meters 405 
            distance += curLeg.distance.value; 406 
            //time in seconds 407 
            duration += curLeg.duration.value; 408 
         } 409 
 410 
         //update the stop 411 
         var nextStop = waypoints.getAt((index + 412 
1) % waypoints.getLength()); 413 
         nextStop.duration = duration; 414 
         nextStop.distance = distance; 415 
 416 
      }else{ 417 
         alert("Error finding selected 418 
segment!"); 419 
      } 420 




/* manages a users session. compares the users 2 
input with the  3 
 * USERNAME/PASSWORD in definitions.php 4 
 * 5 
 * if this page is loaded when you are logged in, 6 
then it will  7 
 * end your session/log you out 8 
 * 9 
 */ 10 
require_once('definitions.php'); 11 
 12 
$username = USERNAME; 13 
$password = PASSWORD; 14 





//if we are logged in when this page is loaded, 18 
then log out 19 
if(isset($_SESSION['isAuth'])){ 20 
 21 
    unset($_SESSION['isAuth']); 22 
    print_r($_SESSION); 23 
    echo "Logged out!"; 24 
 print 25 
'<script>window.location="login.php";</script>'; 26 




//see if the user 'submitted' the login form 31 
if (isset($_POST['submit'])) { 32 
 33 
    // makes sure they filled in the login form 34 
    if(!$_POST['username'] || !$_POST['password']) 35 
{ 36 
        print 37 
'<script>window.location="login.php";</script>'; 38 
    } 39 
 40 
    //verify input is correct 41 
    if(($_POST['username'] == $username) && 42 
       ($_POST['password'] == $password)){ 43 
 44 
 print "valid"; 45 
    session_register('isAuth'); 46 
  $_SESSION['isAuth'] = 1; 47 
        print 48 
'<script>window.location="usage.html";</script>'; 49 
 50 
        print_r($_SESSION); 51 
    }else{ 52 
 53 
    unset($_SESSION['isAuth']); 54 
 print "invalid"; 55 
        print 56 
'<script>window.location="login.php";</script>'; 57 
    } 58 
 59 
} else { 60 
   // if they are not logged in 61 
    echo "Please log in to use this feature"; 62 
    ?> 63 
<form action="<?php echo $_SERVER['PHP_SELF']?>" 64 
method="post"> 65 
 66 
<table border="0"> 67 












<tr><td colspan="2" align="right"> 80 
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<?php 1 
/* This page lets the user select an existing 2 
route to edit/delete,  3 
 * or create a brand new route. It will load 4 
tool.php with  5 
 * the selected RouteName and TimeDescription  6 
 * 7 
 */ 8 
require_once('definitions.php'); 9 
 10 
$mysqlUser = MYSQL_USER; 11 
$mysqlPass = MYSQL_PASS; 12 
$database  = MYSQL_DB; 13 
 14 
//make sure we are logged in 15 
session_start(); 16 
if(!isset($_SESSION['isAuth'])){ 17 




print "<html><head>"; 22 
print '<script type="text/javascript">'; 23 
print "\n"; 24 
print 'function confirmDelete(routeName, 25 
timeDescription){ 26 
    var r=confirm("Are you sure you want to 27 
delete\n"+ 28 
                  "Route "+routeName+": 29 
"+timeDescription); 30 
    if (r==true) 31 
    { 32 
        33 
window.location="delete.php?RouteName="+routeName34 
+ 35 
                                  36 
"&TimeDescription="+timeDescription; 37 
    } 38 
}'; 39 
print '</script></head><body>'; 40 
 41 
//create connection to the mysql db 42 
$link = mysqli_connect('.', $mysqlUser, 43 
$mysqlPass, $database); 44 
if(!$link){ 45 
 echo "error"; 46 
 die('Connect Error (' . 47 
mysqli_connect_errno() . ') ' 48 
     . mysqli_connect_error()); 49 
} 50 
 51 
//query to request a list of stops 52 
$query = "SELECT RouteName, TimeDescription from 53 
main ORDER BY RouteName"; 54 
if(!($result = mysqli_query($link, $query))) { 55 
 die('Connect Error 56 
('.mysqli_error($link).') '); 57 
} 58 
printf("<h3>%d routes in the database</h3>", 59 
mysqli_num_rows($result)); 60 
print "<br>Select a route to edit"; 61 
 62 
//go through the query results one at a time and 63 
print them out 64 
$prevRouteName = ""; 65 
while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result, 66 
MYSQLI_ASSOC)) { 67 
 68 
    if ($prevRouteName != $row['RouteName']) { 69 
  $prevRouteName = $row['RouteName']; 70 
  print '<br>'; 71 
 } 72 
 73 
 print '<input type="button" 74 
onclick="confirmDelete('. 75 
     "'".$row['RouteName']."', ". 76 
     "'".$row['TimeDescription']."'". 77 
     ')" value="Delete" />'; 78 
 79 
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 print '<a 80 
href="tool.php?RouteName='.$row['RouteName']. 81 
                               82 
'&TimeDescription='.$row['TimeDescription'].'">'; 83 
 print "<b>Route ".$row['RouteName'].": 84 
".$row['TimeDescription']."</b>"; 85 
 print "</a>"; 86 





//also allow the user to start from scratch and 92 
make a new route 93 
print "<p><br>or make a new route<br>"; 94 
print '<a 95 
href="tool.php?RouteName=&TimeDescription=">'; 96 
print "<b>New Route</b>"; 97 
print "</a>"; 98 
 99 
print "<p>not sure what to do? Read the 100 
quickstart instructions "; 101 
print '<a href="usage.html">'; 102 
print "<b>here</b>"; 103 
print "</a>"; 104 
 105 
print "</body></html>"; 106 
?>107 
stop.js
/* Stop - represents a single Bus Stop 1 
 * 2 
 * members: 3 
 *      google.maps.Marker marker   the marker 4 
for this waypoint. this contains 5 
 *                                  the location 6 
information for this stop 7 
 *      String             info     the name of 8 
this stop. ie "Broad and Marsh"  9 
 *      String             isNew    is this a new 10 
stop? (or does it already exist in the db) 11 
 *      String             usage    which route 12 
using this stop? ex. "1, 2, 4" or "none" 13 
 *      int                duration how long does 14 
it take to get to this stop from 15 
 *                                  the previous 16 
stop in a given bus route (in seconds) 17 
 *      int                distance how far away 18 
is this stop from the previous stop 19 
 *                                  stop in a 20 
given bus route (in meters)                 21 
 * 22 
 * methods: select, unselect, equals 23 
 */ 24 
 //the only required constructor argument is a 25 
location marker 26 
function Stop(location, info, isNew, usage){ 27 
 28 
    //constructor 29 
    this.marker = location;   30 
    if(info == undefined){ 31 
        this.info = "[untitled]"; 32 
    }else{ 33 
        this.info = info; 34 
    } 35 
    if(isNew == undefined){ 36 
        this.isNew = false; 37 
    }else{ 38 
        this.isNew = isNew; 39 
    }     40 
    if(usage == undefined){ 41 
        this.usage = ""; 42 
    }else{ 43 
        this.usage = usage; 44 
    } 45 
    this.duration = 0; 46 
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    this.distance = 0; 47 
 48 
    //set the mouseover text 49 
    this.marker.setOptions({title: info}); 50 
 51 
    //methods 52 
    //only compares latLng locations 53 
    function equals(object){ 54 
        if(object instanceof Stop){ 55 




        }else if(object instanceof 60 
google.maps.Marker){ 61 




        }else{ 66 
            alert("unknown object "+object); 67 
            return false; 68 
        } 69 
    }    70 
} 71 
// END OBJECTS 72 
 tool.php
<?php 1 
/* this is the main route editor tool. It 2 
provides a large google map canvas 3 
 * that is used to create/edit bus routes. It 4 
should never be loaded directly. 5 
 * Instead, it should be loaded via 6 
selectRoute.php 7 
 * 8 
 * This page calles commit.php when the 'Save' 9 
button is pressed. 10 
 * All the changes that have been made on this 11 
page are packaged into a JSON 12 
 * string and POST'd to commit.php 13 
 * 14 
 */ 15 
 16 
//make sure we are logged it 17 
session_start(); 18 
if(!isset($_SESSION['isAuth'])){ 19 




//if we dont have the correct arguments on the 24 
URL then we redirect 25 
//the user to the selectRoute page 26 
if(!isset($_REQUEST['RouteName']) || 27 
     !isset($_REQUEST['TimeDescription'])){ 28 







<meta name="viewport" content="initial-scale=1.0, 36 
user-scalable=no" /> 37 
<meta http-equiv="content-type" 38 
content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"/> 39 
 40 
<!-- HTML/JAVASCRIPT INCLUDES START --> 41 





rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" /> 47 
<title>EDAPTS Route Editor</title> 48 
 49 
<!-- include the google maps api and the geometry 50 
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library --> 51 
<script type="text/javascript" 52 





<!-- include our custom 'Stop' object --> 58 
<script type="text/javascript" 59 
    src="stop.js"> 60 
</script> 61 
 62 
<!-- include our event listeners --> 63 
<script type="text/javascript" 64 
    src="listeners.js"> 65 
</script> 66 
 67 
<!-- include information pertaining to the route 68 
specified via the URL --> 69 
<?php 70 
    //include editRoute.php. this php file 71 
outputs route info as  72 
    //javascript source which is then used by 73 
tool.php (this file) 74 
 75 
    //Example: including 76 
    77 
//editRoute.php?RouteName=2&TimeDescription=Weekd78 
aysNormal 79 
    //will include information regarding Route 80 
'2' 'WeekdaysNormal' 81 
 82 
    print '<script type="text/javascript" '; 83 
        print 84 
'src=editRoute.php?RouteName='.urlencode($_REQUES85 
T['RouteName'])."&"; 86 
        print 87 
'TimeDescription='.urlencode($_REQUEST['TimeDescr88 
iption']); 89 
    print '>'; 90 
    print "</script>"; 91 
?> 92 
 93 
<!-- include our event listeners --> 94 
<script type="text/javascript" 95 
    src="utilities.js"> 96 
</script> 97 
 98 
<script type="text/javascript"> 99 
<?php 100 
    print 'var 101 
RouteName="'.$_REQUEST['RouteName'].'";'; 102 









//direction service to execute direction requests 112 
var directionsService; 113 
//direction renderer to display the directions on 114 
the map 115 
var directionsDisplay; 116 
 117 
//a polyline representing this bus route 118 
var polyline; 119 
 120 
/* different icons to display when a marker is in 121 
various states 122 




 */ 127 
function enabledIcon(i){ 128 
    return 129 
'http://chart.apis.google.com/chart?chst=d_simple130 
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_text_icon_below&chld='+ 131 
               132 
i+'|24|FF0000|bus|24|FF0000|000000'; 133 
} 134 
function selectedIcon(i){ 135 
    return 136 
'http://chart.apis.google.com/chart?chst=d_simple137 
_text_icon_below&chld='+ 138 
               139 
i+'|24|0000FF|bus|24|0000FF|000000'; 140 
} 141 









//array of all the availible bus stops in the db 151 
var busStops  = new google.maps.MVCArray(); 152 
 153 
//array of bus that are currently in the db but 154 
have been selected for deletion 155 
var deletedStops = new google.maps.MVCArray(); 156 
 157 
//array of bus stops that are used in the route 158 
var waypoints = new google.maps.MVCArray(); 159 
 160 
//lat/lng coordinates to the center of the map.  161 
//somewhere in the middle of SLO should suffice 162 
var mapCenter = new 163 
google.maps.LatLng(35.27633647669295, -164 
120.6603583757324); 165 
var mapZoom = 13; 166 
 167 
//the map 168 
var map; 169 
 170 
//the info window/bubble that displays when you 171 
click on a marker 172 
var info; 173 
 174 
//this boolean specifies if the tool is operating 175 
in stops mode or route mode 176 
var isStopMode = true; 177 
 178 
//the stop that is currently selected by the user 179 
(ie 'blue' on the map) 180 
//if no stop is selected this will be NULL 181 
var selectedStop; 182 
 183 
//used to keep track of each leg in a route 184 
during asyncronous google API  185 
//directions requests. this is explained more in 186 
the findDirections() func 187 
var dirLegs = new Array(); 188 
 189 
/************************************************ 190 





// refreshes the icons for bus stops 196 
function updateIcons(){ 197 
    for(i=0; i < waypoints.getLength(); i++){ 198 
        if((selectedStop instanceof Stop) && 199 
           200 
(selectedStop.marker.getPosition().equals(waypoin201 
ts.getAt(i).marker.getPosition()))){ 202 
            203 
waypoints.getAt(i).marker.setIcon(selectedIcon(i+204 
1)); 205 
        }else{ 206 
            207 
waypoints.getAt(i).marker.setIcon(enabledIcon(i+1208 
)); 209 
        } 210 
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        211 
waypoints.getAt(i).marker.setZIndex(google.maps.M212 
arker.MAX_ZINDEX); 213 
    } 214 
} 215 
 216 
//creates a button attached to buttonDiv with the 217 
given id and title 218 
function CreateButton(buttonDiv, id, title){ 219 
    // Set CSS styles for the DIV containing the 220 
control 221 
    // Setting padding to 5 px will offset the 222 
control 223 
    // from the edge of the map 224 
    buttonDiv.style.padding = '5px'; 225 
 226 
    // Set CSS for the control border 227 
    var buttonUI = document.createElement('DIV'); 228 
    document.createElement('DIV'); 229 
    buttonUI.setAttribute("id", id+"UI"); 230 
    buttonUI.style.backgroundColor = 'white'; 231 
    buttonUI.style.borderStyle = 'solid'; 232 
    buttonUI.style.borderWidth = '2px'; 233 
    buttonUI.style.cursor = 'pointer'; 234 
    buttonUI.style.textAlign = 'center'; 235 
    buttonUI.title = title; 236 
    buttonDiv.appendChild(buttonUI); 237 
 238 
   // Set CSS for the control interior 239 
    var buttonText = 240 
document.createElement('DIV'); 241 
    buttonText.setAttribute("id", id+"Text"); 242 
    buttonText.style.fontFamily = 'Arial,sans-243 
serif'; 244 
    buttonText.style.fontSize = '12px'; 245 
    buttonText.style.paddingLeft = '4px'; 246 
    buttonText.style.paddingRight = '4px'; 247 
    buttonText.innerHTML = '<b>'+title+'</b>'; 248 
    buttonUI.appendChild(buttonText); 249 
 250 
    return buttonUI; 251 
} 252 
 253 
/* Title  254 
 */ 255 
function TitleButton(buttonDiv, map) { 256 
    var buttonUI = CreateButton(buttonDiv, 257 
"title", "Currently in " + 258 
                               (isStopMode ? 259 
"Stops Mode" : "Route Mode")); 260 
    buttonUI.title = "Currently in " +  261 
            (isStopMode ? "Route Mode" : "Stops 262 
Mode"); 263 
 264 
    // Setup the click event listener 265 
    google.maps.event.addDomListener(buttonUI, 266 
'click', function() { 267 
            changeMode();  //switch our mode 268 
    }); 269 
} 270 
 271 
/* toggles between marker selection mode (Stops 272 
Mode)  273 
 * and route drawing mode (Route Mode) 274 
 */ 275 
function ToggleButton(buttonDiv, map) { 276 
    var buttonUI = CreateButton(buttonDiv, 277 
"toggle",  278 
                                 (isStopMode ? 279 
"Route Mode" : "Stops Mode")); 280 
    buttonUI.title = "Click to " +  281 
            (isStopMode ? "switch to Route Mode" 282 
: "switch to Stops Mode"); 283 
 284 
    // Setup the click event listener 285 
    google.maps.event.addDomListener(buttonUI, 286 
'click', function() { 287 
            changeMode();  //switch our mode 288 
    }); 289 
} 290 
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 291 
/* resets the map location and zoom to default 292 
 */ 293 
function HomeButton(buttonDiv, map) { 294 
    var buttonUI = CreateButton(buttonDiv, 295 
"home", "Home"); 296 
 297 
 298 
    // Setup the click event listener 299 
 300 
    google.maps.event.addDomListener(buttonUI, 301 
'click', function() { 302 
        map.setCenter(mapCenter); 303 
        map.setZoom(mapZoom); 304 
    }); 305 
} 306 
 307 
/* generates a new route based on the currently 308 
selected stops 309 
 * this will overwrite the current route if one 310 
exists 311 
 */ 312 
function GenerateButton(buttonDiv, map) { 313 
    var buttonUI = CreateButton(buttonDiv, 314 
'clear', "Generate Route"); 315 
 316 
   google.maps.event.addDomListener(buttonUI, 317 
'click', function() { 318 
        var r = confirm("Are you sure you want to 319 
generate a new route?\n"+ 320 
                        "This will completely 321 
erase any existing route!"); 322 
        if(r == true){ 323 
            generateRoute(); 324 
            directionsDisplay.setMap(null); 325 
        } 326 
    }); 327 
} 328 
 329 
/* clears the current route 330 
 */ 331 
function ClearButton(buttonDiv, map) { 332 
    var buttonUI = CreateButton(buttonDiv, 333 
'clear', "Clear Route"); 334 
 335 
    // Setup the click event listeners 336 
    google.maps.event.addDomListener(buttonUI, 337 
'click', function() { 338 
        var r = confirm("are you sure you want to 339 
delete the current route?"); 340 
        if(r == true){ 341 
            polyline.setPath(new Array()); 342 
            directionsDisplay.setMap(null); 343 
        } 344 
    }); 345 
} 346 
 347 
/* saves the route changes 348 
 */ 349 
function SaveButton(buttonDiv, map) { 350 
    var buttonUI = CreateButton(buttonDiv, 351 
'save', "Save"); 352 
 353 
    // Setup the click event listener 354 
    google.maps.event.addDomListener(buttonUI, 355 
'click', function() { 356 
        var r = confirm("are you sure you want 357 
save these changes?\n\n"+ 358 
                        "make sure that you have 359 
the Bus Stops selected "+ 360 
                        "in the proper order and 361 
there is a route connecting "+ 362 
                        "every selected 363 
stop!\n\n"+ 364 
                        "commit the changes?"); 365 
        if(r == true){ 366 
            saveState(); 367 
        } 368 
    }); 369 
} 370 
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 371 
/* cancels the route changes 372 
 */ 373 
function CancelButton(buttonDiv, map) { 374 
    var buttonUI = CreateButton(buttonDiv, 375 
'cancel', "Cancel"); 376 
 377 
    // Setup the click event listener 378 
    google.maps.event.addDomListener(buttonUI, 379 
'click', function() { 380 
        var r = confirm("are you sure you want 381 
cancel editing?\n\n"+ 382 
                        "any changes that have 383 
been made will be lost"); 384 
        if(r == true){ 385 
            window.location="selectRoute.php"; 386 
        } 387 




/* advances the selectedStop forward   392 
 */ 393 
function NextButton(buttonDiv, map) { 394 
    var buttonUI = CreateButton(buttonDiv, 395 
"next", "Next"); 396 
 397 
    // Setup the click event listeners: 398 
    google.maps.event.addDomListener(buttonUI, 399 
'click', function() { 400 
 401 
       if(isStopMode){ 402 
            moveWaypointStop(true); 403 
        } 404 
    }); 405 
} 406 
 407 
/* advances the selectedStop backwards 408 
 */ 409 
function PrevButton(buttonDiv, map) { 410 
    var buttonUI = CreateButton(buttonDiv, 411 
"previous", "Previous"); 412 
 413 
    // Setup the click event listeners: 414 
    google.maps.event.addDomListener(buttonUI, 415 
'click', function() { 416 
 417 
        if(isStopMode){ 418 
            moveWaypointStop(false); 419 
        } 420 
    }); 421 
} 422 
 423 
//moves the currently select stop either forward 424 
or backward in the list 425 
//of stops in this route 426 
function moveWaypointStop(isForward){ 427 
 428 
    //make sure we have a selectedStop to advance 429 
    if(selectedStop instanceof Stop){ 430 
 431 
        var index = contains(waypoints, 432 
selectedStop); 433 
        if(index != -1){ 434 
            var stop = waypoints.removeAt(index); 435 
 436 
            var newLocation; 437 
            if(isForward){ 438 
                newLocation = ((index + 1) > 439 
waypoints.getLength() 440 
                                ? 0  441 
                                : index + 1); 442 
            }else{ 443 
                newLocation = ((index - 1) < 0 444 
                                ? 445 
waypoints.getLength()  446 
                                : index - 1); 447 
            } 448 
 449 
            waypoints.insertAt(newLocation, 450 
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stop); 451 
            updateIcons(); 452 
 453 
        }else{ 454 
            alert("couldnt find selectedstop in 455 
waypoints list"); 456 
        } 457 
    }else{ 458 
        alert("no stop selected. Please select a 459 
stop to use this feature."); 460 
    } 461 
} 462 
 463 
//switches the tool between stop and route mode 464 
function changeMode(){ 465 
 466 
    //toggle the mode boolean 467 
    isStopMode = !isStopMode; 468 
 469 
    //update the button text 470 
    var buttonUI = 471 
document.getElementById('toggleUI'); 472 
    var buttonText = 473 
document.getElementById('toggleText'); 474 
    buttonUI.title = "Click to " +  475 
            (isStopMode ? "switch to Route Mode" 476 
: "switch to Stops Mode"); 477 
    buttonText.innerHTML = '<b>' +  478 
            (isStopMode ? "Route Mode" : "Stops 479 
Mode") + '</b>'; 480 
 481 
    //update the title text 482 
    var titleUI = 483 
document.getElementById('titleUI'); 484 
    var titleText = 485 
document.getElementById('titleText'); 486 
    titleUI.title = "Currently in " +  487 
            (isStopMode ? "Route Mode" : "Stops 488 
Mode"); 489 
    titleText.innerHTML = '<b>' + "Currently in " 490 
+ 491 
            (isStopMode ? "Stops Mode" : "Route 492 
Mode") + '</b>'; 493 
 494 
    //clear the selected stop 495 
    selectedStop = null; 496 
 497 
    if(isStopMode){ 498 
 499 
        directionsDisplay.setMap(null); 500 
        for(i=0; i < busStops.getLength(); i++){ 501 
            busStops.getAt(i).marker.setMap(map); 502 
        } 503 
        updateIcons(); 504 
 505 
    }else{ 506 
        for(i=0; i < busStops.getLength(); i++){ 507 
            508 
busStops.getAt(i).marker.setMap(null); 509 
        } 510 
        for(j=0; j < waypoints.getLength(); j++){ 511 
            512 
waypoints.getAt(j).marker.setMap(map); 513 
        } 514 
        updateIcons(); 515 
 516 
 517 
        if(polyline.getPath().getLength() == 0){ 518 
            var r = confirm("no route is 519 
detected!\n" + 520 
                            "Automatically 521 
generate a new route " +  522 
                            "using the currently 523 
selected stops?"); 524 
            if (r == true){ 525 
                generateRoute(); 526 
                directionsDisplay.setMap(null); 527 
            } 528 
        } 529 
    } 530 












//called on page load 541 
function initialize() { 542 
 543 
    /********************** 544 
     * Initialize the map * 545 
     **********************/ 546 
    var mapDiv = 547 
document.getElementById('map_canvas'); 548 
 549 
    //set up map options 550 
    var myOptions = { 551 
      zoom: mapZoom, 552 
      center: mapCenter, 553 
      disableDoubleClickZoom: true, 554 
      mapTypeId: google.maps.MapTypeId.ROADMAP, 555 
      mapTypeControlOptions:{position: 556 
google.maps.ControlPosition.LEFT_BOTTOM}, 557 
      panControl: true, 558 
      scaleControl: true 559 
    } 560 
 561 
    //create map 562 
    map = new google.maps.Map(mapDiv, myOptions); 563 
 564 
    //add map double click listener 565 
    google.maps.event.addListener(map, 566 
'dblclick', function(event){ 567 
        return onMapDoubleClick(event); 568 
    }); 569 
 570 
    //add map single click listener 571 
    google.maps.event.addListener(map, 'click', 572 
function(){ 573 
        return onMapClick(); 574 
    }); 575 
 576 
    google.maps.event.addListener(map, 577 
'zoom_changed', function(){ 578 
        updateIcons(); 579 
    }); 580 
 581 
   //create an info window that is used to 582 
display information about markers 583 
    info = new google.maps.InfoWindow({ 584 
        content: 'This is dummy text that will be 585 
replaced by marker info', 586 
        disableAutoPan: false, 587 
        position: mapCenter 588 
    }); 589 
 590 
 591 
   /****************************** 592 
    * Initialize the map buttons * 593 
    ******************************/ 594 
    // Create a 'title' button to display the 595 
current mode 596 
    var titleButtonDiv = 597 
document.createElement('DIV'); 598 
    var titleButton = new 599 
TitleButton(titleButtonDiv, map); 600 
    titleButtonDiv.index = 1; 601 




    // Create a 'mode' button to toggle between 606 
route and stop modes 607 
    var toggleButtonDiv = 608 
document.createElement('DIV'); 609 
    var toggleButton = new 610 
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ToggleButton(toggleButtonDiv, map); 611 
    toggleButtonDiv.index = 1; 612 




    // Create a 'prev' button 617 
    var prevButtonDiv = 618 
document.createElement('DIV'); 619 
    var prevButton = new 620 
PrevButton(prevButtonDiv, map); 621 
    prevButtonDiv.index = 1; 622 




    // Create a 'next' button 627 
    var nextButtonDiv = 628 
document.createElement('DIV'); 629 
    var nextButton = new 630 
NextButton(nextButtonDiv, map); 631 
    nextButtonDiv.index = 1; 632 




    //Create a 'Generate route' button 637 
    var generateButtonDiv = 638 
document.createElement('DIV'); 639 
    var generateButton = new 640 
GenerateButton(generateButtonDiv, map); 641 
    generateButtonDiv.index = 1; 642 




    // Create a 'home' button to return the map 647 
to default zoom and location 648 
    var homeButtonDiv = 649 
document.createElement('DIV'); 650 
    var homeButton = new 651 
HomeButton(homeButtonDiv, map); 652 
    homeButtonDiv.index = 1; 653 




    // Create a 'clear route' button 658 
    var clearButtonDiv = 659 
document.createElement('DIV'); 660 
    var clearButton = new 661 
ClearButton(clearButtonDiv, map); 662 
    clearButtonDiv.index = 1; 663 




    // Create a 'save' button to commit all the 668 
changes to the MySQL db 669 
    var saveButtonDiv = 670 
document.createElement('DIV'); 671 
    var saveButton = new 672 
SaveButton(saveButtonDiv, map); 673 
    saveButtonDiv.index = 1; 674 




    // Create a 'save' button to commit all the 679 
changes to the MySQL db 680 
    var cancelButtonDiv = 681 
document.createElement('DIV'); 682 
    var cancelButton = new 683 
CancelButton(saveButtonDiv, map); 684 
    cancelButtonDiv.index = 1; 685 
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    /******************************** 690 
    * Initialize direction services * 691 
    *********************************/ 692 
    //initialize direction service 693 
    directionsService = new 694 
google.maps.DirectionsService(); 695 
 696 
    //initialize direction renderer. 697 
    //it takes direction service results and 698 
renders them on the map 699 
    directionsDisplay = new 700 
google.maps.DirectionsRenderer({ 701 
        'map': map, 702 
        'preserveViewport': true, 703 
        'draggable': true, 704 
        'markerOptions': {visible: false} 705 
    }); 706 





    //add a listener to detect when you drag a 712 
directions route 713 
    714 
google.maps.event.addListener(directionsDisplay, 715 
'directions_changed',  716 
    function(){ 717 
        return onDirectionsChanged(); 718 
    }); 719 
 720 
 721 
    /************************** 722 
    * Initialize the polyline * 723 
    ***************************/ 724 
    polyline = new google.maps.Polyline({ 725 
        strokeColor: "#FF0000", 726 
        strokeOpacity: 1.0, 727 
        strokeWeight: 2, 728 
        geodesic: true 729 
    }); 730 
    polyline.setMap(map); 731 
 732 
    /******************************************* 733 
     * Initialize stops and routes from the db * 734 
     *******************************************/ 735 
    //uses values from the php file 736 
editRoutes.php 737 
 738 
    //initialize the list of all stops that exist 739 
in the db 740 
    for(key in initbusStops){ 741 
        //alert("key " + key + " has value " + 742 
initbusStops[key].toString()); 743 
        var curStop = new Stop( 744 
            745 
createMarker(initbusStops[key].position), 746 
//marker for this waypoint 747 
            key,     //the name of this stop 748 
            false    //is this a new stop or does 749 
it already exist in the db 750 
        ); 751 
        curStop.usage = initbusStops[key].usage; 752 
        busStops.push(curStop); 753 
    } 754 
 755 
    //initialize the stops that are in this route 756 
    var i = 0; 757 
    for(key in initwaypoints){ 758 
 759 
       //check to see if the stop we are adding 760 
to our route 761 
        // is in our list of all possible stops. 762 
it should be! 763 
        var index = contains(busStops, 764 
initwaypoints[key].position); 765 
 766 
        if(initbusStops[key] == undefined || 767 
index == -1){ 768 
            alert("could not find key " + key + " 769 
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with value " +  770 
                  initwaypoints[key].toString() 771 
+"in list of bus stops"); 772 
 773 
            //we want to add this bus stop to our 774 
list of stops? 775 
            var curStop = new Stop( 776 
                777 
createMarker(initbusStops[key].position), 778 
                key, 779 
                true); 780 
            busStops.push(curStop); 781 
        } 782 
 783 




        var curStop = busStops.getAt(index) 788 
        curStop.distance = 789 
initwaypoints[key].distance; 790 
 curStop.duration = 791 
initwaypoints[key].duration; 792 
 793 
        waypoints.push(curStop); 794 
 795 
        i++; 796 
    } 797 
 798 
 799 
    //initialize the polyline that represents 800 
this route 801 
    var arr = 802 
google.maps.geometry.encoding.decodePath(initPoly803 
line); 804 
    polyline.setPath(arr); 805 
    polyline.setMap(map); 806 
 807 
 808 




//Prepare a JSON encoded string containing all 813 
information from the tool 814 
//this string is then sent to commit.php where it 815 
is parsed and displayed 816 
//to the user for review before being written to 817 
the mysql db 818 
function saveState(){ 819 
    var myJSON = {}; 820 
    myJSON.RouteName = RouteName; 821 
    myJSON.TimeDescription = TimeDescription; 822 
    myJSON.Polyline = 823 
google.maps.geometry.encoding.encodePath( 824 
                        polyline.getPath()); 825 
 826 
    myJSON.RouteStops = []; 827 
    for(i=0; i < waypoints.getLength(); i++){ 828 
        myJSON.RouteStops.push( 829 
            {info:     waypoints.getAt(i).info, 830 
             distance: 831 
waypoints.getAt(i).distance, 832 
             duration: 833 
waypoints.getAt(i).duration, 834 
             position: 835 
waypoints.getAt(i).marker.getPosition().toString(836 
) 837 
            } 838 
        ); 839 
    } 840 
 841 
    myJSON.NewStops = []; 842 
    for(i=0; i < busStops.getLength(); i++){ 843 
        if(busStops.getAt(i).isNew){ 844 
            myJSON.NewStops.push( 845 
                {info:     846 
busStops.getAt(i).info, 847 
                 position: 848 
busStops.getAt(i).marker.getPosition().toString() 849 
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                } 850 
            ); 851 
        } 852 
    } 853 
 854 
    myJSON.DeletedStops = []; 855 
    for(i=0; i < deletedStops.getLength(); i++){ 856 
        if(!deletedStops.getAt(i).isNew){ 857 
            myJSON.DeletedStops.push( 858 
                {info:     859 
deletedStops.getAt(i).info, 860 
                 position: 861 
deletedStops.getAt(i).marker.getPosition().toStri862 
ng() 863 
                } 864 
            ); 865 
        } 866 
    } 867 
 868 
    str = JSON.stringify(myJSON); 869 
    document.toPhpForm.data.value = str; 870 
 871 
    //alert(document.toPhpForm.data.value); 872 




<!-- include our direction request related 877 
functions --> 878 
<script type="text/javascript" 879 




<body onload="initialize()"> 884 
<div id="map_canvas"></div> 885 
<!-- <div id="directions_panel"></div> --> 886 
<form name="toPhpForm" method="POST" 887 
action="commit.php"> 888 







 * UTILITIY FUNCTIONS 2 
 *******************************************/ 3 
 4 
/* finds a needle, or object, in a haystack, 5 
array 6 
 * 7 
 * supports a needle of type Marker, Stop, or 8 
LatLng and a  9 
 * haystack MVCArray of Stops or Array of latLng 10 
 * 11 
 * returns the index of needle within haystack on 12 
success, -1 on failure 13 
 */ 14 
function contains(haystack, needle){ 15 
 16 
    var myneedle = needle; 17 
    var myhaystack = haystack; 18 
 19 
    if(needle instanceof Stop){ 20 
        myneedle = needle.marker.getPosition(); 21 
    }else if(needle instanceof 22 
google.maps.Marker){ 23 
        myneedle = needle.getPosition(); 24 
    }else if(needle instanceof 25 
google.maps.LatLng){ 26 
        myneedle = needle; 27 
    }else{ 28 
        alert("invalid needle: "+needle+"to 29 
"+haystack); 30 
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        return -1; 31 
    } 32 
 33 
    if(haystack instanceof google.maps.MVCArray){ 34 
        myhaystack = haystack.getArray(); 35 
        for(i=0; i < myhaystack.length; i++){ 36 
            37 
if(myhaystack[i].marker.getPosition().equals(myne38 
edle)){ 39 
                return i; 40 
            } 41 
        } 42 
 43 
    }else if(haystack instanceof Array){ 44 
        myhaystack = haystack; 45 
        for(i=0; i < myhaystack.length; i++){ 46 
            if(myhaystack[i].equals(myneedle)){ 47 
                return i; 48 
            } 49 
        } 50 
    }else{ 51 
        alert("invalid haystack: "+needle+"to 52 
"+haystack); 53 
        return -1; 54 
    } 55 




/* creates a new marker located at latLng and 60 
adds all appropriate listeners 61 
 * returns the newly created marker 62 
 */ 63 
function createMarker(latLng){ 64 
 65 
    //create a new marker 66 
    var newMarker = new google.maps.Marker({ 67 
        position: latLng, 68 
        map: map, 69 
        icon: disabledIcon 70 
    }); 71 
    newMarker.setZIndex(0); 72 
 73 
    //setup listeners 74 
    //left click toggles if this stop is used in 75 
the route 76 
    google.maps.event.addListener(newMarker, 77 
'click', function(){ 78 
        return onMarkerClick(newMarker); 79 
    }); 80 
 81 
    //right click displays information about this 82 
stop 83 
    google.maps.event.addListener(newMarker, 84 
'rightclick', function(){ 85 
        return onMarkerRightClick(newMarker); 86 
    }); 87 
 88 
    //double click removes this stop completely 89 
    google.maps.event.addListener(newMarker, 90 
'dblclick', function(){ 91 
        return onMarkerDoubleClick(newMarker); 92 
    }); 93 
 94 




//Finds the closest marker to the give latlng 99 
location 100 
// supports the following variable formats: 101 
// @stops:  Array of latLng, MVCArray of Stops 102 
// @latLng: LatLng 103 
// 104 




function find_closest_marker( latLng, stops ) { 109 
    function rad(x) { 110 
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        return x*Math.PI/180; 111 
    } 112 
    var lat = latLng.lat(); 113 
    var lng = latLng.lng(); 114 
    var R = 6371; 115 
    var distances = []; 116 
    var closest = -1; 117 
 118 
    var stopsLength = (stops instanceof Array  119 
                ? stops.length  120 
          : stops.getLength()); 121 
 122 
    for( i=0; i<stopsLength; i++ ) { 123 
 124 
        var mlat; 125 
        var mlng; 126 
 127 
    if(stops instanceof Array){ 128 
         mlat = stops[i].lat(); 129 
         mlng = stops[i].lng(); 130 
        }else{ 131 
            mlat = 132 
stops.getAt(i).marker.position.lat(); 133 
            mlng = 134 
stops.getAt(i).marker.position.lng(); 135 
        } 136 
 137 
   var dLat  = rad(mlat - lat); 138 
   var dLong = rad(mlng - lng); 139 
        var a = Math.sin(dLat/2)   * 140 
Math.sin(dLat/2) +  Math.cos(rad(lat)) *  141 
                Math.cos(rad(lat)) * 142 
Math.sin(dLong/2) * Math.sin(dLong/2); 143 
        var c = 2 * Math.atan2(Math.sqrt(a), 144 
Math.sqrt(1-a)); 145 
        var d = R * c; 146 
        distances[i] = d; 147 
        if ( closest == -1 || d < 148 
distances[closest] ) { 149 
            closest = i; 150 
        } 151 
    } 152 




//this function pauses the js execution for 157 
'millis' milliseconds 158 
function pausecomp(millis) 159 
{ 160 
    var date = new Date(); 161 
    var curDate = null; 162 
 163 
  do { curDate = new Date(); } 164 
 while(curDate-date < millis); 165 
} 166 
 167 
168 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
